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Abstract
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are explosive large-scale outbursts of the Sun’s coronal
plasma and magnetic field. They can induce strong geomagnetic storms at Earth, which
pose serious threats to space systems, communications and navigation. Hence, arrival pre-
dictions of CMEs are of special interest to the humane society. Such predictions require a
meticulous analysis of CME properties in the earliest possible stage. Coronagraph obser-
vations can provide important insights into the CME kinematics, morphology and mass at
CME distances of only a few solar radii away from the Sun. However, the 3-dimensional
structure of CMEs can only by analysed, based on their 2-dimensional projection in coro-
nagraph images, which means that they are affected by projection effects.
This thesis has the goal to present the state-of-the-art methods of CME parameterisation
derived from coronagraph observations and to discuss arising issues resulting from projec-
tion effects. A focus is laid on the measurements of the CME mass and morphology as well
as the question under which conditions they can be determined with highest accuracy. Fur-
ther, the solar mass loss caused by CMEs is investigated. Also, CME mass determination
is currently not feasible in real-time and therefore not applicable in actual terrestrial CME
arrival predictions. Thus, it is discussed how the CME mass and the CME morphology
can be empirically estimated from the CME speed.
The thesis presents a new combined method which enables the measurement of relevant
CME kinematics, morphology and mass in a consistent and comparable manner. The two
vantage points of the COR2 coronagraphs onboard of the twin NASA STEREO spacecraft
are used to apply the method to a set of 122 events with intense brightness. The modelling
results are analysed to derive empirical correlations with the CME speed. Further, a CME
propagation model – the Drag-Based Model (DBM) – is combined with the GCS model to
predict the CME arrival of a sample event at Earth.
It is shown that the largest CME parameterisation uncertainties arise for events emerging
from close to the disk centre towards or away from the observer. For these events the term
”disk events“ is adopted. If an event is seen as disk event in both coronagraphs, the CME
morphology can be overestimated by up to a factor of two from stereoscopical modelling.
Equally the CME mass of disk events can be overestimated by a factor of 10 and more in
the case of overlapping coronal streamers. Therefore, stereoscopical measurements of disk
events are not always reliable, at least under a very active background corona. Though, the
CME mass M can be estimated from the initial apex velocity vapex with the empirically
derived equation
log10(M) = 3.4× 10−4vapex + 15.479.
This result is used to predict the terrestrial CME arrival of a CME with an Earth-directed
initial speed of 1172 km/s with the GCS plus DBM model. The CME arrival time and the
arrival speed are both strongly affected by the solar wind density and CME mass. For the
presented case the arrival prediction limits spread to ∆T = 59 h and ∆v = 748 km/s for
typical CME mass and solar wind values. It is demonstrated that the derived empirical
equation can be very valuable to improve the arrival prediction accuracy.
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”Modern society is becoming ever increasingly dependent on space technology for
daily routine functions, such as communication, ship and satellite navigation, data
transmission, global surveillance of resources, and atmospheric weather. However,
if a Carrington-type storm (or a greater intensity one) were to occur now, it could
cause much more damage to society than in 1859 when the telegraph (Boteler,
2006) was the latest technology of the time. Therefore, it is crucial to have knowl-
edge about the occurrence of extreme events, and their causes in order to assess
their possible impacts on society“
-Lakhina & Tsurutani (2016)

1 Introduction
The Sun is of essential importance to the life and well being of humanity. Before the
discovery of fire, working life was mostly restricted to the time between sunrise and dawn.
With the beginning of agriculture the lack of sunshine resulted in fewer harvests and even
worse – bad wine. It is thus hardly surprising that we can find proof for the adoration of
the Sun in almost every ancient culture. The Egyptians prayed to their sun-god Ra, the
German deity was called Sunna or Sol and the Hindus still worship Vishnu. With such
a huge cultural influence, it seems likely that the Sun also have raised the astronomical
interest of people. The oldest surviving testimonies, the Nebra Sky Disk (1600 BC; Fig-
ure 1.1), was an astronomical instrument which had the purpose to predict the solstice.
Another example is a Nordic Bronze Age artefact discovered in Denmark, the Trundholm
Sun Chariot (1400 BC; Figure 1.2), which might have had the function of a calendar. The
Greek philosopher Xenophanes (∼ 570–475 BC) was the first to describe the Sun as nat-
ural object which could be interpreted as the birth of astrophysics in European history.
Around 300 BC another Greek, the astronomer and mathematician Aristarchus of Samos,
leader of the school of Aristoteles, postulated the heliocentric system with the Sun in the
centre of the universe (Heath & Aristarchus of Samos, 1913), which has been later proven
by Nicolaus Copernicus (1473–1543 AD). Historically, many insights in the nature of the
Sun were gained from observations of sunspots. For instance, around 1611, David and
Johannes Fabricius were among the first to study the movement of sunspots with the help
of telescopes and concluded that the Sun is rotating around its own axis. Two essential
discoveries have to be highlighted in the context of this thesis.
• In 1806 Alexander von Humboldt found that the variation of a compass needle was
accompanied by the appearance of auroral lights on the following night and described
them with the German term “magnetische Ungewitter” (magnetic storms).
• In 1859 Richard Carrington observed an intense and rapidly occurring brightening
in the middle of a sunspot group, which will later be interpreted as a solar flare.
At first, both discoveries seemed pretty unrelated, but soon after the discovery of the
magnetic nature of sunspots (Hale, 1908a) it became clear that the solar activity is somehow
connected to the geomagnetic activity (Lindemann, 1919). It was later postulated by
Chapman & Ferraro (1931, 1932) that transient ejections of solar plasma are the source of
this connection. In the modern astrophysical sense, we now understand the Sun is going
through an 11-year cycle of activity, that has an extreme physical complexity. The research
of the complex solar phenomena has improved our understanding in many areas of physics,
including particle physics, plasma physics, spectroscopy and magnetohydrodynamics. But
it has also revealed that the Sun can pose a serious threat to Earth and humans.
Such impacts of interplanetary as well as cosmic phenomena at Earth are investigated
within a special branch of space physics called “Space Weather” (Bothmer & Daglis, 2007).
Today we know that Earth’s magnetosphere provides us with a natural shielding against
cosmic matter and space radiation. However, some solar transient phenomena, sometimes
summed up under the term “Solar Storm“, have shown to overcome this barrier. They can
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Fig. 1.1: Nebra Sky Disk - Pergamon Mu-
seum, Berlin. Credit: D.Bachmann
Fig. 1.2: Trundholm Sun Chariot - National-
museet, Denmark. Credit: John Lee
Fig. 1.3: Drawing of a corona during a total
solar eclipse on 18th July 1860 by G.Temple
at Torreblanca Spain. It is theorised that
the bottom right structure might represent
a Coronal Mass Ejection (Eddy, 1974).
Fig. 1.4: Detection of a CME on Decem-
ber 14, 1971 with the 7th Orbiting Solar
Observatory(OSO-7). (NASA)
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induce huge magnetic perturbations in Earth’s magnetosphere, the so called ”geomagnetic
storms“. The most important manifestation of solar storms are Coronal Mass Ejec-
tions. CMEs are characterised as massive eruptive releases of plasma and magnetic fields
from the solar corona. The coronal material of CMEs forms huge blobs which propagate
into the heliosphere. They can reach Earth at a distance of 150 million km in less than
a day, due to their enormous speeds of up to 10 million kilometres per hour. Historical
observations of CMEs are not documented as the solar corona is only visible to the naked
eye during a solar eclipse. Solar eclipses, with a typical duration of about 7 minutes, do
not last enough to observe the transient dynamics of CMEs. Though, there are indicators
of historical observations of coronal patterns in the solar corona (see Figure 1.3). The
first documented discovery of a CME (see Figure 1.4) was made in the Space Age by the
coronagraph onboard the seventh Orbiting Solar Observatory (OSO-7) satellite (Tousey,
1973) and the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) Coronagraph onboard Skylab (MacQueen
et al., 1974).
Within two decades it was realised that CMEs are the most important players in the so-
lar terrestrial relationship and the root of many observed space weather effects on Earth
(Gopalswamy, 2016). Until then, solar flares, sudden flashes of increased solar brightness,
discovered around 100 years earlier independently by R.Carrington and R.Hodgson (Car-
rington, 1859a), were considered for this role. CMEs are considered to be the cause of the
strongest space weather related effects, posing a serious threat to technical systems, com-
munication and navigation (Cherry, 2002; Thomson et al., 2011; Pulkkinen et al., 2005).
These effects often manifest in geomagnetic storms and it is known that the strongest
ones are initiated through CMEs (Gosling et al., 1991; Tsurutani et al., 1988; Burlaga
et al., 1987) with high velocities and a strong negative magnetic field component (Tsu-
rutani et al., 1995). To this date the Carrington event is the most energetic solar storm,
that had yet been observed, and also caused one of the most strongest geomagnetic storms.
Widely spread sightings of aurorae at very low latitudes (18 °) and outages of telegraphs all
over Europe and North America (Baker, 2009) were the results. But there are also other
geoeffective phenomena which are closely related to CMEs, for instance Solar Energetic
Particles (SEPs), sometimes also termed “Solar Protons Events” or “Proton Storms“. They
are formed during the eruption phase of intense CMEs or solar flares (Droege & Schlick-
eiser, 1986) by an interplanetary shock wave and become accelerated to near relativistic
speeds. The fastest particles arrive at Earth within tens of minutes where lower-energy
particles take up to one day. Once arrived at Earth’s magnetosphere, the magnetic field
lines direct them towards the polar regions. Here, the protons can penetrate the magneto-
sphere and ionise the lower ionosphere (Richard et al., 2002). An overview about the flow
of solar mass, momentum and energy from the Sun to Earth is presented in Fig. (1.5).
On May 25, 1967 one of the strongest geomagnetic storms of the 20th century caused dis-
turbances of the American RCA 474L Ballistic Missile Early Warning System in Canada,
Greenland and England which nearly resulted in a nuclear war with Russia (Knipp et al.,
2016). Besides these social impacts, the risk for technical systems became more evident
with the geomagnetic storm on March 13, 1989. This event occurred in the aftermath of a
huge CME which was triggered about three and a half days earlier. The accompanied au-
rora was exceptionally intense and even observable in Southern Europe. The compression
of the Earth’s magnetic field induced electric currents into the national electricity grid of
Canada. As a consequence the province Quebec and their six million inhabitants were cut-
out from the electrical power supply for nine hours. This furthermore caused a cascading
5
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Fig. 1.5: Overview of the flow of solar mass, momentum and energy from the Sun’s interior to
the different layers of Earth’s atmosphere.
collapse of neighbouring power grids (Boteler et al., 1998). Boat and aeroplane navigation
systems were distorted by compass errors of ten degrees. Also, turbulences in the iono-
sphere caused the disturbance of short-wave communication all over the globe. The total
economic loss was estimated at 13.2 billion Canadian Dollar (Bolduc, 2002). Other CMEs
even disabled communication satellites such as the Canadian Aniks E1 and E2 and the
international Intelsat K on 20 January 1994 (Baker et al., 1994), as well as the AT&T Tel-
star 401 on January 7, 1997 (Reeves et al., 1998). The increased radiation caused by solar
storm also posses serious risk to the health of astronauts and high-altitude flight passen-
gers, particularly when travelling over the poles (Baker et al., 2004). On Halloween 2003 a
geomagnetic ”super“ storm knocked down a part of the high voltage power grid in southern
Sweden for up to 50 minutes. It further enforced alternate airline routes due to the in-
creased particle radiation and led to the loss of the Japanese (US$ 640 million) environment
satellite ADEOS-II (Pulkkinen et al., 2005). The economic consequences of Space Weather
related effects are enormous. A report by the US National Research Council (Committee
On The Societal & Economic Impacts Of Severe Space Weather Events, 2008) estimated
the today’s maximum potential economic loss with up to 2 trillion US dollar. Thus, the
monitoring of heliospheric propagation and forecasting of the Earth-arrival of solar storms
and in particular CMEs is of great interest to our society, in order to take precautions. In
2014, NASA reported that the solar event on July 23, 2012 was at least in the order of the
Carrington-event but has missed Earth (Baker et al., 2013). There are also examples for
SEP induced space weather effects. Two days after the 1961 September 28 flare, Pioneer 12
measured a large increase in the proton intensity of 2–15MeV (Bryant et al., 1962). This
event was first interpreted as solar protons, encapsulated in the plasma cloud of the corre-
spondent magnetic storm, but later on Rao et al. (1967) concluded from the observation
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of similar events that the protons must have been accelerated by interplanetary shocks.
On 28 October 2003 the accelerated protons of the Halloween event led to a temporary
failure of the SOHO satellite and the damaging of the ACE satellite (Dmitriev et al., 2004).
On the other side, some solar storm related effects manifest as spectacular light phenom-
ena in the upper atmosphere, namely Auroras (Fig 1.6). The name ”Aurora“ was coined
by Galileo in 1619, after the Roman godness of dawn. They are also known as ”Aurora
Borealis“ or ”Northern Lights“ in the northern hemisphere and as ”Aurora Australis” in
the southern hemisphere. Auroras are initiated when the magnetosphere is significantly
disturbed by the solar wind. Under certain magnetic configurations, the solar wind initi-
ates magnetic reconnection in the tail of Earth’s magnetosphere. As a result two powerful
streams of highly-energetic plasma are launched – one towards Earth and one in the oppo-
site direction. The Earth-directed stream can infiltrate plasma particles into the ionosphere
at heights above 100 km. Electrons of keV energies then excite atoms to radiate at specific
Fig. 1.6: Aurora Borealis taken on 14 December 2014 in Lofoten - Norway about 200 to 400 km
above the Arctic Circle. (Gordon Schücker)
wavelengths. Molecular nitrogen radiates in blue and purple, atomic oxygen in green and
red. Red auroras are observed at higher altitudes whereas green auroras are most common.
Usually auroras are visible in both hemispheres at around 66.5 ° geographic latitude and
higher. During strong geomagnetic storms the auroras can be observed at latitudes as low
as Spain or Hawaii. Auroras are not an exclusive Earth phenomenon as similar auroral
activities have also been spotted on Mars (Bertaux et al., 2005) as well as on Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and Venus.
1.1 Motivation and Objectives of this Work
Due to the potential risk of CMEs for our society, space weather researchers all over world
are trying to predict their arrival at Earth. It is known, that the Carrington CME pos-
sessed an average speed of 2400 km/s and reached Earth in 17.6 hours (Cliver et al., 1990)
and by comparison, the slowest known CMEs take up to 6 days. But until today terres-
trial arrival predictions of CMEs are not very precise. The arrival time predictions of CME
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forecasters are frequently compared1. Their prediction accuracy varies between 20 hours
for slow events and 6 hours for fast ones. A main reason of this large uncertainties are
the difficult measurements of relevant initial CME and solar wind parameters. Besides
knowledge about the prevailing solar wind conditions, the performance of approved CME
propagation models relies on these measurements of the CME initial geometry and CME
apex speed as well as the CME mass. For example, the Drag-Based Model (DBM) (Vršnak
et al., 2013), which is based on the hydrodynamic analogue of the aerodynamic drag acting
between the solar wind and the CME, depends on these properties. To maximise the ben-
efit for space weather predictions, CME kinematics and geometry have to be determined
as early as possibly after the CME emergence phase.
In this thesis, a main focus is laid on accurate parameterisations of CMEs. The determi-
nation of the CME kinematics and morphology is s very challenging, as it requires very
precise measurements of the relevant CME parameters. Coronagraphs can provide these
values with the downside that they only observe 2-dimension projections of a 3-dimensional
object. Thus, the measurements are not very reliable as they suffer from projection ef-
fects. Such projection effects have often been discussed in the context of CME kinematics
(Burkepile et al., 2004; Vršnak et al., 2007; Temmer et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2013), masses
(Vourlidas et al., 2010) and morphologies (Vourlidas et al., 2013; Kwon et al., 2015; Cre-
mades & Bothmer, 2004). With the launch of NASA’s Solar TErrestrial Relations Obser-
vatory (STEREO) mission in October 2006 (Kaiser et al., 2008), stereoscopic observations
of CMEs have been made possible and enable to deproject the 3-dimensional structures of
CMEs.
In this work, a combined coronagraph based parameterisation method is presented, which
allows to measure all relevant CME parameters in a consistent and comparable manner.
The method is applied to a set of 122 events with intense brightness, that were stereoscop-
ically observed with the coronagraphs of Sun-Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric
Investigation (SECCHI; Howard et al., 2008a) suite onboard of the twin STEREO space-
craft. The derived CME parameters are statistically analysed and mutually correlated.
The following scientific and methodological questions will be addressed in this work:
1. How can the morphology, the velocity and the mass of CMEs be measured
from coronagraph observations?
2. Are such measurements reliable for stereoscopic observations?
3. What are typically measured CME properties and how are they connected
to the solar activity?
4. How can the measurement of these properties improve CME forecasts?
1https://kauai.ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/CMEscoreboard/
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1.2 Thesis Guideline
Chapter 1 has so far given a short overview of the discovery of Coronal Mass Ejections
and associated phenomena. As most important players in the terrestrial relationship, the
research of CMEs and the necessity of accurate CME forecast was motivated by displaying
documented impacts of space weather related effects at Earth. This was followed by a
definition of the scientific goals of this thesis.
Chapter 2 gives a brief introduction of the fundamental structure of the Sun and physical
concepts governing its behaviour with a special focus on the outer atmospheric layers – the
birthplace of CMEs.
Chapter 3 follows with a description of the heliosphere, the solar wind, the interplanetary
magnetic field and Earth’s magnetosphere.
Chapter 4 highlights the formation, structure and triggering mechanisms of CMEs. Fur-
ther, their causal relationship to other associated coronal phenomena, namely solar flares,
eruptive prominences and coronal shock waves, is discussed.
Chapter 5 presents the instruments and spacecraft used for the observation of CMEs in
detail as well as relevant heliocentric coordinate systems.
Chapter 6 treats the manifestation of CME white-light structures, which is based on the
Thomson scattering mechanism. It further discusses projection effects related to the de-
tected CME brightness and implications for the CME mass determination.
Chapter 7 focuses on the geometrical modelling of CME white-light structure with the
help of stereoscopic coronagraph observations. To this end the applied GCS model and
the fitting procedure are described in detail. Implications on stereoscopic GCS fitting are
further discussed based on the fitting results of ten sample events.
Chapter 8 starts with a theoretical foundation of CME mass determination from corona-
graph white-light images. This is followed by the presentation of a new combined method
of geometrical CME modelling with the Graduated Cylindrical Shell model and CME mass
determination technique. The method is applied to a set of 122 CME events. The results
are discussed in terms of CME statistics and projection effects.
Chapter 9 demonstrates potential application of this results in real time CME forecast. A
CME propagation model is proposed, which combines a heliospheric kinematic model –
the Drag-Based model with a geometrical model – the Graduated Cylindrical Shell model.
Further, different heliospheric propagation scenarios of a sample event and their connection
to solar wind parameters as well as the CME mass are discussed.
Chapter 10 summarises the most notable results and answers the scientific research ques-
tions of this thesis. Finally, an outlook onto relevant implications for future CME param-
eterisation is given.
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2 The Sun
In this chapter the fundamental physics and concepts of the Sun and its inner structure are
presented. The atmospheric layers are the “birthplace“ of CMEs and are therefore discussed
in more detail together with some illustrative images. A special focus is laid on the most
outer layer, the solar corona, their physics and observable phenomena within. This is
followed by a discussion of the solar magnetic field and its connection to the solar cycle.
Fig. 2.1: Artistic illustration of the solar system. (NASA - Marshall Spaceflight Center)
The Sun is a yellow main sequence dwarf star (G2V-type) in the heart of our Solar System
(see Figure 2.1). With a radial size of 696,342 km, the Sun is 109 times larger than Earth.
The average distance from the Sun to Earth of 1.49×1011 km is defined as an astronomical
unit (AU). Emitted solar photons travel this distance in about 8.3minutes. The Sun has
a synodic solar rotation period of around 27.25 days at the prime median, defined as one
Carrington Rotation. The mass of the Sun, 1.9891 × 1030 kg, is about 330,000 Earth
masses and represents 99.86% of the total mass in the solar system. It is mainly composed
of hydrogen (∼ 73 %), helium (∼ 25 %) and small quantities of heavier elements including
oxygen, carbon, neon and iron (Basu & Antia, 2008). Like other stars, the Sun is a giant
ball of high-temperature plasma with a luminosity of L = 3.84×1026 W. It’s tremendous
energy release amounts to 3.8×1026 J per second. The energy itself is generated by nuclear
fusion of hydrogen nuclei in the inner solar core. The evolution of the Sun (Figure 2.2)
began with the gravitational collapse of an interstellar molecular cloud around 4.6 billion
years ago (Connelly et al., 2012). In less than 1 million years the molecular cloud started
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the hydrogen nuclear fusion (Bouvier & Wadhwa, 2010; Montmerle et al., 2006) and formed
the Sun as we know it. In around 5 billion years the supply of hydrogen in the solar core
will exhaust and thermonuclear fusion will start in a shell surrounding the core. Since the
Sun leaves its hydrostatic equilibrium, the core will increase in density and temperature
while the outer layers expand. As the core gets hotter, helium becomes the new fuel in the
core. At the end of this stage the Sun will have grown to a radius of 166R, which means
that it will incorporate the planets Mercury and Venus. In around 12.5 billion years the
Sun will have lost about half of its mass as it sheds its outer layers. When almost all of its
fuel is used up, the Sun will have shrunk into a white dwarf with the approximate size of
Earth.
Fig. 2.2: The Evolution of the Sun from a interstellar molecular cloud to a yellow dwarf, a red
giant and finally to white dwarf. (Oliver Beatson.)
2.1 The Solar Interior
The solar interior is separated into four regions, each dominated by a different energy
transport mechanism. The Sun’s energy is produced in the Solar Core, the innermost
region with a size of ∼ 0.25 R. The extreme ambient conditions – pressures of up to 265
billion bar and temperatures of up to 15 million kelvin – permit nuclear fusion of hydrogen
nuclei into helium cores. The Radiative Zone is the next outer region. It spans from
0.25–0.7 R and is characterised by its energy transport through thermal radiation. A
temperature drop from seven to two million kelvin with increasing distance from the core
is the consequence. Equally, the density drops from 20 g/cm3 (the density of gold) to
0.2 g/cm3 (less than the density of water). The high initial density in the radiative zone
results in a very small mean free path for photons. Hence, it takes between 100.000 and
50 million years for a photon to escape to the next outer region, called tachocline. The
Tachocline is a very sharp border between the radiative zone and the non-solid convective
zone. Here, the rigid core rotation (∼ 27 days) transforms to a latitudinal differential
rotation resulting in a shorter rotation period at the equator (25.6 days) and longer rotation
periods at the poles (33.5 days). In the Convective Zone the temperature drops from
two million to around 5700K. As a result, heavier elements are no longer fully ionised,
so that the radiative heat transport becomes less effective. The lower gas density in this
region allows thermal convection, which dominates the outward heat transport.
2.1.1 Differential Rotation
Turbulences in the convective zone are creating helioseismic waves, forcing the Sun to
oscillate at a characteristic eigenfrequency of 3.33mHz, often termed as ”five-minute oscil-
lation”. This oscillation can be observed by measuring the Doppler shift of atmospheric
absorption lines. The method is used in helioseismology to study the internal structure of
the Sun. Michelson Doppler Interferometer onboard the SOHO spacecraft or as part of the
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Fig. 2.3: Structure, features and inner working of the Sun from the inside to the outside –
solar core, radiative zone, convective zone, photosphere with sunspots, chromosphere and corona
together with several transient phenomena. (NASA - Marshall Spaceflight Center)
Fig. 2.4: Angular velocity profile for the solar interior rotation is plotted as a function of the frac-
tional solar radius, at selected latitudes based on helioseismology (after Thompson et al. 2003). The
data are averaged over the period 1995–2009. (Adapted from: National Solar Observatory/GONG)
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Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG) instrument (Harvey et al., 1996) are using this
method to measure the radial and latitudinal dependence of the internal angular velocity,
Ω = Ω(r, θ) throughout the Sun (Figure 2.4).
2.2 The Solar Atmosphere
The solar atmosphere shows a huge complexity of structures and dynamics as a result of
the interaction between magnetic fields and solar plasma. It is composed of several layers,
starting from the inside – photosphere, chromosphere, transition region and corona. As
demonstrated in Figure (2.5), the particle density is steadily decreasing towards higher
layers. Interestingly, the atmospheric temperature jumps from around 5000 K in the pho-
tosphere to a few million degrees in the corona in a small zone called transition region, a
fact which was not realised until 1940.
Fig. 2.5: Temperature and density distribution in the solar atmosphere. The atmospheric tem-
perature abruptly rises in the transient region from a few thousand to nearly one million Kelvin.
(Eugene Avrett, Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory)
The Sun emits light over a broad spectral range (see Figure 2.6) with yellow as the bright-
est wavelength emitted in the visible spectrum. For scientific purposes, telescopes like
NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO), NASA’s Solar Terrestrial Relations Observa-
tory (STEREO) and the ESA/NASA Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) examine
the Sun at many different wavelengths, some of which are in the extreme ultraviolet and
x-rays spectrum. This light originates from atoms and ions of the solar atmosphere. They
are emitting light in a specific wavelength as they reach certain temperatures. Spectral
bandpass filters can therefore be used to highlight different atmospheric layers of the solar
atmosphere. This is demonstrated in Figure 2.7 with images taken by the Atmospheric
Imaging Assembly(AIA; Lemen et al. 2012) and the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager
(HMI; Scherrer et al. 2012) aboard of the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO; Pesnell
et al. 2012).
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Fig. 2.6: Measured solar irradiation spectrum compared to a black-body with T= 5762K.
(Aschwanden, 2004).
The Photosphere is the lowest atmospheric layer of a star and is transparent for photons
of the visible wavelength. Most of the emitted light comes from this layer with a thickness
of around 500 km. Its particle density of 1023m−3 is much higher compared to the chromo-
sphere (1017m−3) and the corona (1015m−3). The visual appearance of the photosphere is
characterised by bright granules of plasma and darker cooler sunspots (see Figure 2.8, 2.9
and 2.10). Hot plasma is rising in tubular streams to the solar surface, driven by a high
temperature gradient in the convection zone, spanning from two million to 5700 Kelvin.
This effect creates convection cells, so called granules, which have a typical size scale of
1000 km. The colder plasma sinks between the narrow spaces and after minutes the differ-
ent temperatures of these upward and downward streams cancel each other out. Typical
speeds in granular flows are in the order of a few kilometres per second. The short granule
lifetime of 5–10 minutes creates a visual “boiling” pattern.
The Chromosphere is the birthplace of many solar phenomena, like filaments, spicules
and solar flares. It extends from 3,000 to 5,000 km above the solar surface and has only
10−4 times the density of the photosphere. During lunar eclipses, the chromosphere can be
seen as a pale red shell above the photosphere (see Figure 2.11). Outside of eclipses, the
chromosphere is invisible in the white light spectrum due to the much brighter photosphere.
In contrast to the absorption line spectrum, the chromosphere is dominated by emission
lines. The characteristic red glow (compare with Fig 2.14) is caused by the Hα spectral
line of excited hydrogen at a wavelength of 656 nm. Interference filters like the Fabry-
Pérot-interferometer can be used to study the structure of the chromosphere. It reveals a
Chromospheric Network – a web-like pattern formed by magnetic field lines best visible in
the Hα-spectrum (see Figure 2.12).
The Solar Transition Region between the cold chromosphere and the much hotter corona
(see Figure 2.13) is extremely narrow (∼ 200 km). Nevertheless, it is of great relevance as
it marks an important changing point in the physical behaviour of the solar atmosphere.
Below the solar transition region, gas pressure, fluid dynamics and gravitation are respon-
sible for every structure formation – above, all motion and structure follows the laws of
magnetohydrodynamics. Instead of hydrogen, which is fully ionised, the light emitted by
the transition region is dominated by ions of carbon, oxygen, and silicon. The sharp tem-
perature gradient in the transition region results from the full ionisation of helium. In this
state, cooling via black body radiation or direct coupling to the helium Lyman continuum
is not efficient. This leads to an abrupt rise of the equilibrium temperature to nearly one
million kelvin.
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Fig. 2.8: Photosphere with sunspots
observed with SOHO/MDI Continuum.
(SOHO NASA)
Fig. 2.9: Photosphere with sunspots ob-
served with SOHO/MDI Magnetogram.
(SOHO NASA)
Fig. 2.10: The Sun captured with the Little Big Man, PGR Grasshopper Express 6 megapixel
camera, on September 23, 2012. On the right, the photosphere in the white light spectrum reveals
sunspots and granulation structures. On the left, the solar photosphere in the spectrum of Hα
(656.3 nm) with filaments and hot active regions. In the narrow slice deep in the red, the solar
chromosphere is captured. (Alan Friedman)
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Fig. 2.11: Chromosphere seen in the visi-
ble spectrum during the solar eclipse on 11
August 1999 in France. (Luc Viatour)
Fig. 2.12: Chromosphere observed by
STEREO A in 304 Å wavelength of extreme
UV light on 29 September 2008. At the top
right a prominence, composed of ionised he-
lium, emerges. (NASA)
Fig. 2.13: Images of the active region 9017 for three different solar atmosphere layers taken by
the Transition Region And Coronal Explorer (TRACE) on June, 2000 at 14.01 UT. The different
layers and the observed wavelengths named from left to right: the photosphere (white-light), the
transition region (1600Å) and the corona (171Å). The active region manifest as sunspots in the
photosphere and as a set of magnetic loops in the corona. (Dawn Myers)
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Fig. 2.14: Filament lines in the chromosphere observed in Hα on 11th August 1980 with Cour-
tesy High Altitude Observatory (HAO) of the Nation Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).
(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration – NOAA / United States Air Force – USAF)
Fig. 2.15: Solar corona around the solar cycle minimum seen during the total eclipse on November
3, 1994 (left) and during the solar maximum on February 16, 1980 (right). (Bothmer & Daglis
2007 – Courtesy: High Altitude Observatory, Boulder, CO)
The Solar Corona starts at a height of ∼ 2100 km above the solar surface and stretches
from the transition region to around 12–15 R (DeForest et al., 2014). The corona consists
of fully ionised hydrogen and helium of temperatures between one and three million Kelvin,
which is much hotter than the photosphere. Due to its 10−12 times lower density, it emits
10−6 times less visible light than the photosphere, and therefore can only be observed with
the naked eye during a total solar eclipse or with the help of coronagraphs. Corona trans-
lates from Latin into the word “crown” and alludes to its white-light appearance during
maximal solar activity. The observable corona consists of magnetically formed large-scale
structures (see Section 2.19), namely helmet-streamers and coronal loops. These structures
are controlled by the solar magnetic field, which can largely fluctuate on the timescale of
hours. The global shape of the solar corona differs dramatically during periods of maximal
and minimal solar activity (Figure 2.15) as the solar magnetic field transforms from a pure
dipole into a more complex configuration. Most of the radiation emitted by the corona
lies in the X-ray and part of the ultraviolet spectrum (Figure 2.16). Ultraviolet observa-
tions reveal the abundance of large-scale structures. Combined observation of different
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Fig. 2.16: Solar corona captured at 171Å shows
coronal plasma at a temperature of about a mil-
lion kelvin. An active region with intense emis-
sion is visible on the left. The image was taken
with the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA)
instrument of Solar Dynamics Observatory on
May 5, 2015. (NASA/SDO)
Fig. 2.17: Solar corona observed in a com-
bination of different UV spectra recorded by
the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) in-
strument of Solar Dynamics Observatory on
June 18, 2013. At the equator an abun-
dance of coronal loops embedded in active
regions is visible. Also a huge coronal hole
has manifested in the northern polar region.
(NASA/SDO)
wavelengths can also reveal coronal holes (Figure 2.17). Coronal holes are formed at wide
unipolar regions of the solar magnetic field. The biggest coronal holes are generally ob-
served at the poles during solar minimum. Many different sources contribute to the visible
spectrum of the corona. The main contribution comes from scattering of photospheric ra-
diation by free electrons, called the K-corona (kontinuierlich, German for “continuous), as
well as by dust in the interplanetary space, called F-Korona (Frauenhofer). Above 4 R,
the F-Corona starts to dominate over the K-Corona. Further known intensity contributions
come from the E-Corona (emission) by the emission from highly ionised coronal atoms and
the T-Corona (thermal) by the infrared emission of the interplanetary dust. One pecu-
liarity of the corona, the heating of the corona by the photosphere, is still controversially
discussed. The second law of thermodynamics in principle forbids the flow of heat from a
cooler heating source (photosphere) to a hotter heating target (corona). Therefore, it is
obvious that energy must be carried to the corona by some non-thermal means. Current
theories are constructed around damped hydromagnetic waves and reconnection (Malara
& Velli, 2001) or nanoflares (Klimchuk, 2006). All of these theories are associated with the
magnetohydrodynamic nature of the corona, which shall be considered more closely in the
following section.
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2.3 The Physics of Coronal Plasma
2.3.1 Magnetohydrodynamics
The field of magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) was strongly influenced by Hannes Alvén, who
was rewarded with the Nobel Price in 1970. The theory describes the hydrodynamics of
magnetised fluids (e.g. salt water, liquid metals, plasma) through the combination of elec-
trodynamics and fluid dynamics. The dynamics of the coronal plasma can be physically
described by the theory of magnetohydrodynamics.
MHD is based on the fundamental concept that a moving conductive fluid in a magnetic
field induces currents, which in the presence of the magnetic field, generates a force that
acts on the motion of the fluid. In return, the fluid motion alters the geometry and strength
of the magnetic field itself. The main quantities which characterise such electrically con-
ductive fluids are the bulk plasma velocity v, the current density j, the mass m, the mass
density %, the plasma pressure p, the magnetic Field B and the electric field E.
Lorentz Force
In magnetised plasma, the Lorentz Force F l = qv ×B is effective on a particle with a
charge q. The particles move on trajectories perpendicular to the magnetic field, with the
Larmor radius rL and cyclotron frequency ωc. They are defined as
rL =
mv⊥
|q|B (2.1)
and
ωc =
|q|m
B
. (2.2)
Conditions for the Application of Magnetohydrodynamics
The theory of magnetohydrodynamics describes the large-scale, slow dynamics of plasmas
and can be applied when:
1. The characteristic time T is much greater than the ion gyroperiod and mean free
path time of the system:
1
ωc
 T. (2.3)
2. The characteristic length L is much greater than the ion gyroradius and the mean
free path length of the system:
rL  L. (2.4)
3. The plasma velocities v are not relativistic:
v  c. (2.5)
In the following the theory of magnetohydrodynamics is derived from the combination of
electrodynamics and fluid theory.
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Maxwell’s Equations
Maxwell’s equations form the foundation of electromagnetism:
∇×B = µ0j + ε0µ0∂E
∂t
, (Ampere‘s law) (2.6)
∇ ·B = 0, (Gauss‘s law for magnetism) (2.7)
−∇×E = ∂B
∂t
, (Faraday‘s law) (2.8)
∇ ·E = %
ε0
. (Gauss‘s law) (2.9)
Together with the Lorentz Force, they fully describe all classical phenomena of electrody-
namics.
Equation of State
Regarding fluid dynamics, the plasma pressure p can be determined from the mass density
and the plasma temperature T by the equation of state (e.g. the ideal gas law). For a pure
hydrogen plasma this equation is given as
p = 2
kB
mp
%T, (2.10)
where mp is the proton mass and kB the Boltzmann’s constant. The equation of state of
the system is then given by
d
dt
(
p
%γ
)
= 0 (2.11)
where γ is the polytropic index and defined as the ratio of the specific heats Cp/CV , where
Cp is the heat capacity at constant pressure and Cv is the heat capacity at constant vol-
ume. It is taken as 5/3 in the adiabatic case.
Mass Continuity Equation
The fundamental equation of fluid dynamics is the mass continuity equation,
∂ρ
∂t
+∇(%v) = 0, (2.12)
stating that mass is neither created nor destroyed.
Momentum Equation
The motion of the plasma is described in hydrodynamics by the momentum equation, also
known as Euler’s equation which is a special case of the Navier-stokes equation for non-
viscous elastic fluids. To account for magnetohydrodynamics, it is expanded by a Lorenz
force term to:
%
∂v
∂t
%(v · ∇)v = −∇p+ j ×B. (2.13)
Additional viscosity terms can be neglected, because any transport process perpendicular
to the magnetic field is strongly inhibited by the gyration whereas advection dominates
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along field lines. The field equation for B can be derived from the first Maxwell equation
(Eq. 2.6). In the MHD-approximation the second term, called displacement current, can
be neglected, yielding:
∇×B = µ0j. (2.14)
The vector identity
(a · ∇)a = ∇(a2/2) + (∇× a)× a (2.15)
can now be used to eliminate the current and replace it with the magnetic field.
j ×B = 1
µ0
(∇×B)×B = −∇
(
B2
2µ0
)
+
1
µ0
(B · ∇)B, (2.16)
where the termB2/(2µ0) is generally defined as the magnetic pressure pM. The substitution
of Eq. 2.16 into Eq. 2.13 will eliminate the current and form the momentum equation of
Magnetohydrodynamics:
%
[
∂v
∂t
+ (v · ∇)v
]
= −∇p−∇
(
B2
2µ0
)
+
1
µ0
(B · ∇)B (2.17)
Induction Equation
The induction equation relates the velocity of an electrically conductive fluid to the mag-
netic field. In particular, this equation describes the phenomenon of a magnetic dynamo.
The substitution of the electric field E in Faraday’s law (Eq. 2.8) yields:
∂B
∂t
= −∇×E, (2.18)
and with the help of the generalised Ohm’s Law
j = σ(E + v ×B), (2.19)
this leads to the induction equation of Magnetohydrodynamics:
∂B
∂t
= ∇× (v ×B)− 1
σµ0
∇× (∇×B). (2.20)
Here, the electrical conductivity σ is regarded as constant. The model describes how a
magnetised plasma responds to fluid motion and vice versa. The ratio of the two terms
reveals which one dominates over the other. In a similar fashion to the fluid equations,
one can define the dimensionless Magnetic Reynolds Number RM :
RM =
∇× (v ×B)
η∇2B . (2.21)
In order to arrive at Eq. (2.21), the vector identity from Eq. (2.15), the solenoid constraint
∇B = 0 and the definition of the magnetic diffusion η = (σµ0)−1 were used. For high
Reynolds numbers realised via a perfect conductive fluid (RM →∞, σ →∞), drag effects
can be neglected, which will reduce the induction equation to the following form:
∂B
t
= ∇× (v ×B). (2.22)
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Ideal Magnetohydrodynamic Equations
Thus, the closed set of Magnetohydrodynamic equations is:
∂%
∂t
+∇(%v) = 0 (Mass Continuity Eq.) (2.23)
d
dt
(
p
%γ
)
= 0 (State Eq.) (2.24)
%
dv
dt
= −∇p− 1
µ0
B × (∇×B) (Euler Eq.) (2.25)
∂B
∂t
=∇× (v ×B). (Induction Eq.) (2.26)
All dissipative processes resulting from thermal conductivity, electrical resistivity or finite
viscosity are not considered in this formulation.
2.3.2 Application of Magnetohydrodynamics to the Solar Corona
The magnetic field B constraints particles in the coronal plasma to perform spiral gyro-
motions along magnetic field lines. If the kinetic energy of a particle exceeds the magnetic
field energy, it can escape from its gyroorbit. This behaviour can be described by the
plasma-β parameter which is defined as the ratio of thermal against magnetic pressure in
a plasma
β =
pth
pmag
=
nkbT
B2/2µ0
(2.27)
with the temperature T , the particle number density n, the Boltzmann constant kb, the
magnetic flux B and the magnetic constant µ. Table 2.1 gives an overview of the physical
properties from the photosphere to the outer corona. For β < 1, the structure of a plasma
is dominated by the magnetic field. For β > 1, the magnetic field is frozen to the plasma
and tied to its motion. As illustrated in Figure (2.18), magnetic forces are controlling the
structure formation in the upper chromosphere and the lower corona, creating structures
such as filaments, coronal loops corona and helmet streamers. In the outer corona, the
plasma-β increases, which forces the magnetic field to follow the motion of the plasma.
This leads to the effect that the interplanetary magnetic field winds up to the form of a
spiral (compare with Section 3.2).
Table 2.1: Plasma parameters in the photosphere and the corona. (Aschwanden, 2004)
parameters photosphere cool corona hot corona outer corona
electron density ne (cm−3) 2× 1017 1× 109 1× 109 2× 107
temperature T (K) 5× 103 1× 106 3× 106 1× 106
pressure p (dyne cm−2) 1.4× 105 0.3 0.9 0.02
magnetic field B(G) 500 10 10 0.1
plasma-β 14 0.07 0.2 7
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Fig. 2.18: Typical plasma-β range for the different layers of the solar atmosphere for a magnetic
field of the strength 100-2500G. (Gary, 2001)
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2.4 Coronal Large-Scale Structures
The distribution of the coronal plasma is strongly connected to the dynamics and topology
of the solar magnetic field. Therefore, the corona is characterised by an abundance of large
scale structures. In Figure (2.19) the large scale structures of the outer corona are related
to different phenomena of the inner corona. Two major representatives of these phenomena
are helmet streamers and coronal loops.
Fig. 2.19: Left: Image of the solar corona during the solar eclipse on 12 November 1966, Peru.
Right: Sketch of the associated coronal structure and respective magnetic field line configuration.
(Russell 2001, adapted from Hundhausen 1995).
Helmet Streamers are formed in the inner corona by the interaction of the solar wind
with the solar magnetic field (Mikić & Linker, 1996). Often, these structures extend above
prominences, far into the corona. They manifest as bright cap-like structures with long
pointed peaks, which are usually foot-pointed over active regions and sunspots, connect-
ing regions of opposite magnetic polarity. During solar minimum, helmet streamers are
confined to the “streamer belt“ close to the equator. However, they follow the movement
of active regions during the solar cycle. The second phenomenon, Coronal Loops, are
highly twisted and closed magnetic field lines which are anchored in the photosphere (see
Figure 2.20) at regions of strong opposite magnetic polarity. They can stretch out into
the corona up to hundreds of thousands of kilometres. They function as “highways” for
photospheric material which exits with coronal temperatures and propagates along these
lines. Coronal loops appear in many different scales and depending on their temperature,
which scatters widely around 1MK, they radiate in different wavelengths. The population
of coronal loops is connected to the sunspot cycle and the grade of solar activity. Bright
coronal loops are more common around the solar maximum, whereas fainter ones, lasting
up to weeks, are mostly observed during solar minimum. The connection between large-
scale structures and the inner corona is well recognisable in the observations taken on July
11, 2011 around a solar eclipse in Figure (2.21).
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Fig. 2.20: Coronal loops in the so-
lar atmosphere observed with TRACE in
171Å on November 6, 1999 at 2:30UT.
(NASA/TRACE)
Fig. 2.21: Composite image of the white-
light eclipse observation (blue) and the cor-
responding inner corona (yellow) taken with
SDO/AIA in 171Å on July 11, 2010. (Karen
Teramura)
2.5 The Magnetic Sun
2.5.1 The Solar Dynamo
The Solar Dynamo is a physical model describing the self sustaining generation of the solar
magnetic field. In this model, the kinetic energy associated with convection underneath
the solar surface is converted into electromagnetic energy. The so created solar magnetic
field plays a key role in the dynamics and topology of all phenomena in the solar corona.
During a full solar cycle, the initial poloidal structure of the solar magnetic field evolves
due to the differential rotation of the Sun. The frozen-in magnetic field lines manifest in
a steadily growing toroidal magnetic field component (see Figure 2.22), a process which
is known as the ω-Effect. By a second mechanism, termed α-Effect, buoyancy causes the
rise of magnetic flux ropes which twist under the simultaneously acting Coriolis force. The
rising field tubes pierce the solar surface at two spots with opposite magnetic polarities
(Parker, 1955; Babcock, 1961). The global twisting of the magnetic field causes the field
to periodically flip its polarity in an 11-year cycle. A solar cycle starting with a magnetic
North-South configuration will pass a phase with complex toroidal components and finally
result in a South-North configuration at the start of the next cycle. An overview of current
solar dynamo models can be found in Charbonneau (2010).
2.5.2 Active Regions
Active regions (ARs) are areas of highly concentrated magnetic field lines, extending from
the photosphere to the corona (see Fig 2.23). They are revealed by a wide spectral emission
from radio to X-ray and, during solar flares, even in the γ-ray spectrum. Interestingly,
they seem to produce 82% of the total coronal heating energy (Aschwanden, 2001). ARs
are formed by the emergence of photospherical, strong magnetic flux and hence, in their
simplest form, have a bipolar magnetic field configuration (see Figure 2.24). The strong
magnetic fields of ARs manifest in the photosphere as dark sunspots. In the chromosphere,
filaments form at their magnetic inversion line. In the transition region and corona bright,
hot and dense (coronal) loops connect opposite magnetic polarities. ARs are the birthplace
of most solar activity, ranging from small-scale brightenings to large solar flares and coronal
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Fig. 2.22: Differential rotation of the Sun causes the frozen poloidal magnetic field to be dragged
around in toroidal direction resulting in an azimuthal magnetic field. Buoyancy forces cause the
rise of magnetic flux ropes. The piercing of the surface by flux ropes generates a sunspot pair
with opposite magnetic polarity. Sunspot pairs in the same hemisphere have always the same
otherwise opposing polarity configuration. In this figure the sun spots of the northern hemisphere
have a North-South configuration. With each polarity switch of the global solar magnetic field,
this configuration gets inverted as well.
mass ejections (van Driel-Gesztelyi & Green, 2015). It was recognised that the leading spot
of a bipolar active region is positioned closer to the equator on both hemispheres. Today
this is known as Joy’s Law (Hale et al., 1919). Furthermore, the formulation of Hale’s
Law (Hale, 1924) points out that the polarity order of active regions depends on the
hemisphere in which the pair is positioned. It is of opposite order across the equator,
reversing after each sunspot cycle. These observations are constraining solar dynamo
models and therefore implying that ARs are the result from the emergence of Ω-loops
rooted in the tachocline region (Charbonneau, 2010).
Fig. 2.23: Active region observed with
NASA’s Solar Dynamics Observatory in
171Å wavelength of extreme ultraviolet light
on 15 July 2016. Hot plasma spirals along
the closed magnetic field lines and forms
coronal loops. (NASA - David Hathaway)
Fig. 2.24: Same active region observed with
the SOHO/Helioseismic and Magnetic Im-
ager (HMI) (Scherrer et al., 2012), showing
photospheric magnetic fields of opposite po-
larity as light and dark regions. (NASA)
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2.5.3 Sunspots
Fig. 2.25: Chromosphere on July 11,
2012 observed by SDO with the He-
lioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI-
Continuum). A large sunspot group ex-
tends over 300, 000 km. (NASA)
Fig. 2.26: Close up view of a sunspot
group. At the centre, a big sunspot with a
dark umbral core is surrounded by penum-
bral filaments. (Alan Friedman)
Sunspots have typical sizes of 3.5–60Mm and appear in the visible light spectrum as dark
regions on the solar surface (Figure 2.25 and 2.26). They can be considered as photospheric
manifestation of active regions. Strong torodial magnetic flux tubes with strengths of up
to 100 kGs emerge from the photosphere into the solar corona. Sunspots have a dark
appearance because of their considerably lower temperature (∼ 3, 800 K) compared to the
surrounding photosphere (∼ 5, 800 K). They can often be observed in groups and generally
persist between a few days and a few months. Historically, many insights in the nature of
the Sun were gained from observations of sunspots. The first sunspot observations were
made by different cultures with the naked eye over 2000 years ago (Bray & Loughhead,
1964). In the year 1611 David and Johannes Fabricius concluded from the movement of
sunspots around the solar disk that the Sun is in fact rotating – an idea which was already
suggest by Giordano Bruno and Johannes Kepler. The awareness that this rotation has a
differential character resulted from the fact that sunspots rotate faster at lower latitudes.
Hale (1908b) discovered the Zeeman splitting of spectral lines in sunspots. Therefrom
we know that the lower temperatures of sunspots are a result of overlying magnetic loops.
These loops, rooted with their footpoints in the photosphere, inhibit the convective motion
of the plasma in this area. From a powerful magnetic field concentration, a complex active
region can develop. Similar to the bipolar ARs, sunspots are usually seen in pairs of
different polarities suggesting that magnetic field lines emerge from one spot and re-enter
at the conjugated one.
2.5.4 The Solar Cycle
The solar cycle describes the periodically changing global magnetic activity of the Sun,
which can be quantified by the monthly sunspot count. Long term observations revealed
an 11-year sunspot periodicity, which was discovered in 1843 by Samuel Heinrich Schwabe.
In fact, the period is not strictly constant but varies between ∼ 9 and 11.5 years. The
annual activity change of the Sun is presented in Figure 2.27 by an annual snapshot in the
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ultraviolet spectrum. The solar cycle is defined from one activity minimum to the next
Fig. 2.27: Collage of 20 annual snapshots of solar activity with SOHO/EIT in 284Å.
(ESA&NASA)
and numbered progressively after the first defined solar cycle between the years 1755–1766.
In the same way that the seasons determine the boundary conditions of our climate on
Earth, the solar cycle determines the boundary conditions for the solar activity, affecting
all kinds of solar phenomena, including photospheric features, prominences, streamers and
CMEs. Even the form and shape of the corona, the solar wind, the heliosphere and the
interplanetary magnetic field are defined by the solar cycle. On longer timescales the
solar cycle (see Figure 2.28) shows periods of almost no solar activity during the Maunder
Minimum and phases of increased activity, like the current Modern Maximum. These
observation are consistent with the discovery of an anomalous abundance of C14 assimilated
in trees (Usoskin, 2017). Such an idiosyncrasy of the solar cycle can be described within
the field of non-linear dynamics. In this case the solar cycle would be considered a strange
attractor with a quasi-periodic modulation (Ruzmaikin, 1981). The occurrence and the
role of the 70 years lasting Maunder Minimum, starting in 1650, is still controversially
discussed. Some researchers are convinced that the Maunder Minimum was the cause of
the Little Ice Age, but a recent study by Feulner & Rahmstorf (2010) showed that the
average global temperature has not decreased more than a third of a degree due to this
extreme low solar activity phase.
Fig. 2.28: Four hundred years of sunspot observations reveal considerable fluctuations of maximal
solar activity. (Image prepared by Robert A. Rhode as part of the Global Warming Art project)
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The Butterfly Diagram is another visualisation of the periodic fluctuation of the sunspot
cycle. In this diagram, the latitudinal sunspot position is plotted over time (Figure 2.29).
During a sunspot cycle the maximal latitude for the occurrence of sunspots migrates from
higher absolute latitudes (35 °) to lower ones (5 °). This was first noted by Carrington
(1858) and after the refinement of this observation by the German astronomer Gustav
Spörer, the phenomenon became known as Spörer’s Law. The migrating behaviour
of the sunspots originates from the transition of the Sun’s initial poloidal dipolar field
towards higher toroidal magnetic field components. Thereupon Babcock (1961) developed
a qualitative model of the solar magnetic field with 11-year cycle polarity change, claiming
a true solar cycle periodicity of 22-years after which the original magnetic configuration is
restored, also often referred to as the 22-year Babcock–Leighton solar dynamo cycle.
Fig. 2.29: Daily Sunspot area averaged over individual solar rotations. Top: Sunspot observations
of the Royal Greenwich Observatory. Sunspots are concentrated on two latitude bands on each
side of the equator (after E.W. Maunder) with decreasing absolute maximum latitudes towards the
end of each solar cycle. Bottom: The 11-year sunspot cycle. The number of sunspots is a proxy
for the solar magnetic activity. (NASA - David Hathaway)
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3 Interplanetary Space
It is a common misconception the interplanetary space consists of a perfect vacuum. In
fact, this space is filled with a continuous outflow from the upper atmosphere of the Sun —
the solar wind, which contains dust particles of low density, magnetic fields and plasma.
CME dynamics are highly affected by the interaction with the solar wind during their he-
liospheric propagation. This chapter gives a brief overview about not only the solar wind
and the interplanetary magnetic field but also about their roles in creating the heliosphere
and shaping Earth’s magnetosphere.
3.1 Solar Wind
The solar wind is a steady, supersonic outflow of coronal plasma and magnetic field from
the Sun. It permeates the interplanetary space and is driven by the heliospheric pressure
gradient. Two types of solar wind are known:
• The slow solar wind has a speed of less than 450 km/s, particle number densities
between 7 and 10 cm−3, temperatures of around 4×104K and a particle composition
that is more similar to the corona.
• By contrast, the fast solar wind is swifter (450–800 km/s), less dens (3 cm−3), hot-
ter (2×105K) and the particle composition is a closer match to the solar photosphere.
These different characteristics of both solar wind types can be explained by their different
origins. During solar minimum, the slow solar wind arises from the heliospheric current
sheet near the equator and in solar maximum from the tips of helmet streamers. The fast
solar wind commonly origins from coronal holes. The discovery of the solar wind goes back
to the German astronomer Ludwig Biermann (1951). It is closely connected to comets
which can be regarded as natural probes of the heliosphere. Comets, like the Hale-Bob
comet (see Figure 3.2), can posses two fundamentally different types of tails. The dust tail
is curved and directed away from the Sun due to the solar radiation pressure. In contrast,
the ionised gas tail is not curved. Biermann explained this phenomenon by postulating
an additional corpuscular charged radiation acting on the gas tail, today known as solar
wind. It was noticed that the solar wind shows a recurrent behaviour with the synodic solar
rotation period of 27 days. Further, the solar rotation leads to a toroidal spiraling of the
radial outward flowing solar wind. This configuration is known as Parker Spiral (Parker,
1958). It impacts Earth, at 1 AU distance, with an angle of ∼ 45°. As the spiraling effect
for the fast solar wind is less intense than for the slow one, both will inevitably collide and
form Co-rotating Interaction Regions (CIRs) (see Fig 3.1). Such CIRs are characterised
by high densities and have a chance to also form shock waves.
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Fig. 3.1: Scheme of the interaction of fast
and slow solar wind streams leading to the
formation of highly compressed co-rotating
interaction regions. (Russell 2001, adapted
from Pizzo 1985.)
Dust Tail
Gas Tail
Fig. 3.2: Image of Comet Hale-Bopp
taken on 1997 April 4 with a blue,
ionised gas tail and a white dust
tail. (Image: E. Kolmhofer, H. Raab
- Johannes-Kepler-Observatory, Linz,
Austria)
3.2 The Interplanetary Magnetic Field
The interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is created by solar magnetic field lines, emerging
radially outward from the solar surface. The term IMF is often used in a more narrow
sense to reference the ecliptic component only. At the beginning of the solar cycle, the solar
magnetic field has a pure dipole configuration. A simulation of the solar magnetic field
during the solar minimum is shown in a longitudinal cut in Figure 3.3. The magnetic field
Fig. 3.3: Coronal magnetic field for a dipole configuration with additional quadrupole components
in the solar minimum. Adapted from the Dipole plus Quadrupole plus Current Sheet model
(DQCS) by Banaszkiewicz et al. (1998).
strength of a straight dipole field decreases according to B(R) ∼ R2 with the distance R.
Surprisingly, the real field strengths of 1–10 nT measured at Earth, exceeds this expectation
by a hundredfold due to the electrically conductive plasma from the solar wind. At heights
above 4–20 R, the IMF becomes bound to the solar wind (compare with Figure 2.18)
and is therefore carried out much further. The binding to the plasma motion and the
solar rotation also causes the IMF to wind up into the form of an Archimedian spiral. A
special phenomenon of the IMF is the Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS), the biggest
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Fig. 3.4: Ballerina Skirt Model of the 3-D Heliospheric Current Sheet proposed by Alfven (1977).
(Schwenn, 2006)
structure in the heliosphere. In a sheet around the Sun, the solar magnetic field changes
polarities resulting in a small electrical current with a radial component. The HCS has
a thickness of around 10.000 km at 1AU and a maximum current density in the order
of 10−10 A/m2. As the magnetic solar axis is tilted by 7.5 ° towards Earth, HCS can be
described with the Ballerina Skirt Model (Alfven 1977; Figure 3.4). When the spinning
skirt passes Earth, a magnetic sector boundary is crossed and a polarity switch can be
measured. The latitudinal interplanetary magnetic field was investigated with the Ulysess
spacecraft launched in the 1990. The measurements showed that the solar magnetic field at
the poles is much stronger than near the equatorial plane (Figure 3.5). Also the clear global
dipole configuration around the solar minimum develops towards a chaotic configuration
around the solar maximum, which is directly associated with the different appearance of
the solar corona during the solar cycle (compare with Figure 2.15).
Fig. 3.5: Measurement of the latitudinal solar wind with the SWOOPS (Solar Wind Observations
Over the Poles of the Sun) instrument of the Ulysses space probe (Wenzel & Smith, 1992) in the
time frame of the solar maximum (top) and solar minimum (bottom). (ESA - NASA)
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3.3 The Magnetosphere
Before space weather related phenomena can affect Earth they are firstly confronted with
the “magnetosphere”, a term coined by T.Gold in 1959. The magnetosphere provides Earth
with a natural shielding against electromagnetic impacts from the solar and interstellar
medium (see Figure 3.6). This Earth-surrounding bubble, consists of charged particles
which are controlled by the Earth’s dipole magnetic field. The magnetosphere is signifi-
cantly distorted by the flow of solar wind. On the dayside of Earth, the magnetosphere is
compressed to a distance of about 65, 000 km.
Fig. 3.6: Schematic illustration of the magnetosphere. (Image: Yoshuke Kamide - National Geo-
physical Data Center)
The bow shock is a supersonic shock wave located around 90,000 km away from Earth. It
can be considered as a boundary between the magnetosphere and the ambient medium.
The magnetosheath is the region behind the bow shock and serves as a “cushion” between
the solar wind flow and the magnetic field barrier. In this region, solar wind particles,
which are decelerated and heated at the bow shock, detoured around Earth. In the mag-
netopause the pressure of Earth’s magnetic field and the pressure of the solar wind are
in an equilibrium state. The magnetopause changes size and forms as the pressure of the
solar wind fluctuates. Large amounts of plasma penetrate the magnetopause provoking
magnetic reconnection and enabling particles to enter the magnetosphere. On the night
side, the magnetic field forms the magnetotail, which is stretched to a length of 6.3 mil-
lion kilometers. Most of the volume in the magnetotail is taken up by the northern and
southern tail lobs which are separated by the plasma sheet, a region with dense hot plasma
and lower magnetic field separating the two tail lobes. In the direction away from the
Sun the field lines of the tail lobes connect to the solar wind. The plasmasphere, or inner
magnetosphere, is a torus shaped region consisting of low energy plasma. The magnetic
field of the plasmasphere captures high-energy charged particles which then drift around
the Earth in the Van Allen Belt. The connection between CMEs and geomagnetic storms
and CMEs was made by Wilson (1987), showing that a strong southward component of
the magnetic field in magnetic clouds leads to a large geomagnetic disturbance.
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3.4 The Heliosphere
The Sun is embedded in the local cloud of interstellar matter. This cloud is a result
from a supernova explosion a few million years ago and consists of neutral and ionised
atoms, as well as dust of various grain sizes. As the Sun moves through the cloud, it
continuously emits the solar wind. The interaction of the solar wind with the counter-
directed interstellar medium, which has a speed of about 100 km/s, forms the heliosphere
(see Fig 3.7), a bubble-like cavity, which extends far beyond Pluto. The solar wind does
Fig. 3.7: Schematic of the heliosphere in the interstellar medium. From the Laboratory for
Solar System Physics & Astrophysics, Space Research Centre of the Polish Academy of Sciences.
Graphics design: Marzena A. Kubiak, Maciej Frołow, Tentaris.
not extend infinitely. At around 75 to 90AU, it is slowed down to subsonic speed by
the pressure of the local interstellar medium, leading to the formation of the termination
shock. This region was crossed by Voyager 1 in 2004 and Voyager 2 in 2007 (Burlaga
et al., 2008). Behind the termination shock, the region of the inner heliosheath starts at
around 80 to 100 AU at its closest point to the Sun in the solar propagation direction.
In this region, the solar wind is further slowed down, compressed and made turbulent
due to its interaction with the interstellar medium Opher et al. (2009). The heliopause
is the outer limit of the inner heliosheath. Here, the pressure of the solar wind becomes
balanced to the pressure of the interstellar magnetic field so that the solar wind particles
become indistinguishable. The heliopause is hardly penetrable for charged particles, but
transparent for neutral atoms. In front of the heliosphere, a disturbed region called the
outer heliosheath is formed, where the flows of interstellar plasma and neutral gas decouple.
It was hypothesised that the impact of the interstellar medium at the heliosphere creates a
bow shock at about 230 AU. The Interstellar Boundary Explorer (McComas et al., 2009)
did not observe such a shock (McComas et al., 2012), which suggests that the velocity
of the local interstellar medium relative to the Sun is too slow, but may be sufficient to
create a bow wave, though a bow shock might occur around other stars. Surprisingly,
IBEX has discovered the “ribbon“, an arc-like, almost circular region of enhanced neutral
atom emission formed close to the heliopause.
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4 Coronal Mass Ejections and Associated
Phenomena
In this section the morphology, kinematics, formation, emergence and eruption mechanism
of CMEs are highlighted. CMEs most often originate from solar active regions and are
frequently associated with solar flares and eruptive prominences. All these phenomena and
their mutual relation are presented in this chapter. A special focus is placed on the physical
background of CME formation, flux rope eruption and emergence models.
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are huge outbursts of solar coronal plasma and mag-
netic fields. An overview of their discovery was already given in introduction of this thesis.
Following the definition in Hundhausen et al. (1984), CMEs appear as a change in the coro-
nal structure, manifesting as new and discrete white-light features. They are accelerated
beyond the gravitational influence of the Sun and ejected into the heliosphere. The ejected
coronal plasma consists of electrons and protons, minor amounts of heavier elements like
helium, oxygen, carbon and iron. CMEs occur on average about 0.5 times per day near the
solar minimum and about 6 times per day near the solar maximum (Gopalswamy et al.,
2003a; Yashiro et al., 2004; Raychaudhuri, 2005; Robbrecht et al., 2009). Unfortunately,
CME statistics in the pre-STEREO era suffered from unavoidable projection effects as they
are mostly observed with coronagraphs from a single vantage point. Nevertheless, these
observations have allowed many statistical studies of CME speed and acceleration. CMEs
may reach speeds of up to 2500 km/s (Gopalswamy & Thompson, 2000). The average
CME speed is in the order of 480 km/s (Webb & Howard, 2012), where the annual average
tends to vary with the solar cycle, with an average 280 km/s at solar minimum in 1996,
followed by a steady increase to 520 km/s a few years past the solar maximum phase in
2002 (Yashiro et al., 2004).
Illing & Hundhausen (1985) describe the typical white-light morphology of CMEs as three-
part structure consisting of a bright leading loop, followed by a low density cavity (Stenborg
et al., 2008) and an embedded bright core. These features are best observable if the CME
is directed towards the plane-of-sky of the observer so that it appears as limb event (see
Fig. 4.1). Very narrow CMEs with widths below 15 ° are often referred to as ”jets“ and
do not contain any aspect of the common three-part structure (Yashiro et al., 2003). The
following explanation is therefore referred to wider CMEs, sometimes also termed ”normal
CMEs” (Gilbert et al., 2001). CMEs, in particular fast ones, exhibit additional leading
shock fronts followed by a sheath of post-shock plasma. The outcome is an apparent five-
part structure, composed of a shock front, a diffuse sheath, a bright front, a cavity and a
core (Vourlidas et al., 2013). The formation of the shock results from the compression of
solar wind material and is further discussed in Section (4.6). The bright CME front consists
of hot plasma, which is assumed to result from the mass-pile-up of overlying streamer
material (Kahler & Hundhausen, 1992; Low, 1996). Within a CME structure, the cavity
has the lowest plasma density, so that it appears dark in contrast to the front and the core.
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Fig. 4.1: CME three-part structure seen in a CME directed towards the solar limb observed by
the LASCO/C3 coronagraph on February 27, 2000. The bright leading loop is followed by a cavity
and an even brighter core.
The core is very cold (∼ 4 × 104 K) and is therefore associated with erupted prominence
material originating from the chromosphere. This association is further discussed in Section
(4.5). Not all CMEs have cores, as long term observations have proven (Gopalswamy et al.,
2001; Yashiro et al., 2003). Often the core has a filamentary structure, but in some cases,
especially if the core is very dense, it has a more amorphous appearance. The morphology
of CMEs is of special interest to space weather forecasts. Derived from 5 years of Solar
Maximum Mission (SMM) observations of over 800 CMEs, Hundhausen (1993) reported
that the angular width of CME is on average at ∼ 40 ° with a maximum of ∼ 100 °. Based on
the observation of nearly 7000 CMEs between 1996 and 2002, Yashiro et al. (2004) reported
comparable results with increasing angular widths towards the solar cycle maximum but
with more extensive maximum widths (∼ 100–360 °). The shape variety of CME structures
seen in white-light images is quite large. However, most of them result from projection
effects (Schwenn, 2006; Cremades & Bothmer, 2004).
Halo-CMEs, which surround the occulting disk in coronagraph observations, are no ex-
ception to this statement. Nevertheless, the article of St. Cyr (2005) differentiates between
three definitions of Halo-CMEs. These three definitions are recapitulated in the article
“Are Halo coronal mass ejections special events?” by Lara et al. (2006). Firstly, the most
common Halo interpretation of Howard et al. (1982) is in fact based on projection ef-
fects and describes Halo events as eruptive events near the solar centre directed towards or
away of the observer. Thus, Earth-directed CMEs appear as Halos (see Fig. 4.2) or Partial-
Halos (see Fig. 4.3) in coronagraphs positioned along the Sun-Earth line. Secondly, the
Halo-appearance can be the result of a shock wave created by a strong solar eruption.
This wave travels through the corona and causes the deflection of streamers and other
pre-existing features appearing as a wide perturbation (Hundhausen, 1987; Sheeley et al.,
2000a). Lastly, some halo appearances might also result from more than one eruption from
the same or an adjacent active region on the solar surface, which can appear as one con-
tiguous structure (St. Cyr, 2005). These active regions are often magnetically connected as
shown by statistical investigations (Moon et al., 2002a; Wheatland & Craig, 2006) as well
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Fig. 4.2: Partial Halo-CME observed by the
LASCO/C2 coronograph on September 28,
2012.
Fig. 4.3: Full Halo-CME observed by the
LASCO/C2 coronograph on December 28,
2000.
as through case studies (Wang et al., 2001), hence they can trigger other active regions to
erupt almost simultaneously (Zhukov & Veselovsky, 2007). Also, a long extended active
region is capable of producing more than one eruption (Liu et al., 2009) with only small
time shifts in between.
4.1 Flux Rope Morphology
Mouschovias & Poland (1978) were the first to propose bubble-like structures to account for
the geometry of CMEs. An early study of electron density distributions of CMEs derived
from polarised coronagraph observations also pointed towards this idea (Crifo et al., 1983).
Later, long term observations with the LASCO coronagraphs suggested that CMEs might
have flux ropes structures. (Chen et al., 2000; Plunkett et al., 2000). Flux ropes are
defined as a set of magnetic field lines that wind more than once around a common axial
field line. Cremades & Bothmer (2004) have showed that a cylindrical flux rope geometry
(see Figure 4.4) that is elongated along the photospheric neutral line can indeed account for
the two-dimensional projection of CMEs in the white-light images of coronagraphs. These
results have also been confirmed by Thernisien et al. (2006) through three-dimensional
geometrical forward modelling in stereoscopic CME white-light images. Vourlidas et al.
(2013) thereupon defined a flux rope CME as an “ .. eruption of a coherent magnetic,
twist-carrying coronal structure with angular width of at least 40° and able to reach beyond
10R, which occurs on a time scale of a few minutes to several hours.“
The study furthermore revealed that of over 2400 events observed with LASCO, at least
40 percent had an unambiguous flux rope structure. Gopalswamy (2013) suggests in the
following that all CMEs have flux rope structures and their missing can be explained by
observational effects. A further aspect which justifies the assumption of a coronal flux
rope morphology is the existence of equally shaped phenomena in the low corona, called
”sigmoids“. Sigmoids can be observed in soft X-ray (see Figure 4.5) and sometimes in
extreme ultraviolet emission as precursor of solar eruptions (Manoharan et al., 1996; Rust
& Kumar, 1996; Hudson et al., 1998). The ascending MHD simulation of a twisted flux
rope in Fig. 4.6 is presented to visualise the flux rope character of a sigmoid. Most sigmoids
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Fig. 4.4: Left: Simplified scheme of CME projection based on a cylindrical magnetic flux rope CME
topology. The projections account for the most common magnetical neutral line (NL) configuration
in the corresponding quadrant on the solar disk. Right: Four LASCOC2 examples corresponding
to the schematic drawing. The coronal cavity is only recognised when the cylindrical axis is aligned
with the line of sight. Otherwise the CME is only screened by a bright coronal loop. (Cremades
& Bothmer, 2004)
appear in active regions over curved polarity inversion lines. They can exist in a quiescent
stage long before the eruption and are often associated with a filament. Sigmoids generally
appear as S-shaped in the northern and as inverse S-shaped in the southern hemisphere,
caused by the photospheric shearing as a result of the differential solar rotation. Different
sigmoid models are reviewed by Gibson et al. (2006). In the following, the formation of such
flux ropes is regarded. Two fundamental theories compete for a proper explanation (see
MacTaggart & Haynes 2014; Filippov et al. 2015; Roussev 2008 and references therein),
namely the flux emergence from below and the flux cancellation of stressed arcades. In the
”Flux Cancellation Model“ the formation of helice-like flux ropes starts from the existence
of another very common magnetic field line configuration in the solar corona known as
”magnetic loops system“ or ”arcade“ (see Fig. 4.7). Such arcades connect field regions of
opposite polarity along the polarity inversion line. The deformation of the photosphere by
provoked motions of shear (Kusano, 2005; Aulanier et al., 2012), rotation (Török & Kliem,
2005) or compression (Amari et al., 2003) can result in magnetic reconnection (Amari
et al., 2011; Aulanier et al., 2010) and therefore the formation of magnetic flux ropes (see
Fig 4.8).
In the ”Flux Emergence Model“, a twisted flux rope is already formed in the solar interior.
The magnetic field of the flux rope is confined by the shielding of an oppositely directed
boundary current (Solovev, 1985) (as presented in Fig 4.10). Due to buoyant forces, the
flux rope emerges into the photosphere below a pre-existing coronal field (Manchester et al.,
2004; Magara, 2006). In this region, buoyancy forces are not sufficient to carry the flux
rope out any further. Simulations on dynamic flux emergence have been carried out by
many authors (e.g. Magara & Longcope 2003; Arber et al. 2007; MacTaggart & Hood 2009;
MacTaggart 2011; Fang et al. 2012). It was proposed that magnetic buoyancy instability
could be responsible for further emergence into the corona (Acheson, 1979; Hood et al.,
2012). The shielding current spreads far in all directions, except the downward direction
where the photosphere forms an analogue mirror current (Kuperus & Raadu, 1974). Even
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Fig. 4.5: Sigmoids observed by the X-
Ray Telescope (XRT) (Kosugi et al.,
2007) onboard the Hinode spacecraft on
February 12, 2007. (Golub et al., 2007).
Fig. 4.6: Extract of the MHD simulation of the
evolution of the sigmoidal structure. (Archontis
et al., 2009)
Fig. 4.7: Schematic field line configuration of a coronal arcade and a coronal flux rope over a
polarity inversion line. (Klimchuk, 2001)
Fig. 4.8: Schematic of coronal flux rope formation due to flux cancellation. The rectangle repre-
sents the solar photosphere with the magnetic neutral line (dashed) of an active region separating
two regions of opposite polarity. The initial potential field (a) gets sheared due to flows along the
neutral line (b). The shearing is further increased by flows towards the neutral line (c). Reconnec-
tion between CB and AD occurs (d). The shorter loop submerges. The overlaying loops EH and
EF (e) equally reconnect (f) forming a helical loop EH and a shorter submerging loop GF. (van
Ballegooijen & Martens, 1989)
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Fig. 4.9: Formation of a flux rope from a magnetic arcade structure. The differential rotation of
the solar photosphere leads to a shearing motion of the magnetic neutral line (a). In this ”storage“
phase free magnetic energy slowly builds up in the overlaying stressed arcades. The reconnection
of the sheared field lines leads to the formation of a flux rope (b). In the last step, magnetic
cancellation with the overlaying field increases the size and strength of the flux rope. At some
point, the overlaying field becomes too weak to counterbalance the flux rope and the eruption is
triggered (c). (Roussev, 2008)
Fig. 4.10: Schematic of the flux emergence model. Inner currents in the solar convection zone
form flux ropes which emerge due to buoyancy forces to the surface of the photosphere. (Filippov
et al., 2015)
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if the Lorentz forces are not sufficiently strong to raise the flux rope, they can provoke a
shearing of the emerged magnetic field along its polarity inversion line (Török et al., 2014).
Observations of Okamoto et al. (2008, 2009) obtained with the Solar Optical Telescope
(SOT) aboard the Hinode space telescope support the theory of flux emergence from below
the photosphere along the polarity inversion line.
4.2 Flux Rope Eruption
In this section, the eruption mechanisms of coronal flux ropes are discussed. The most
common explanation is presented and then followed by further theoretical concepts and
models. All these models start from the same initial situation. A coronal flux rope is typi-
cally embedded in a larger overlaying magnetic loop structure. Such a combined magnetic
field line configuration can be found over active regions and have been investigated with
three-dimensional numerical MHD simulations (see Figure 4.11). In Figure 4.12 magnetic
field lines are reconstructed above a bipolar magnetic region and show a magnetic flux rope
within a magnetic loop structure.
Fig. 4.11: MHD simulation of the initial erup-
tion phase of an idealised coronal flux rope
which is embedded in an ambient arcade field.
(Nishida et al., 2013)
Fig. 4.12: Reconstruction of a magnetic rope
(blue) from a photospheric magnetogram. The
flux rope is positioned over a magnetic neu-
tral line and embedded in an arcade structure
(white). (Adapted from Yan et al., 2001)
Starting from this initial configuration, the eruption of a magnetic flux rope is triggered
by the partial reconnection with the overlaying magnetic arcade (see Figure 4.13). The
resulting energy release heats the local corona and creates an intense pressure gradient. In
the following, this pressure gradient drives an upward motion of the coronal flux rope. In
this quasi-force free equilibrium the magnetic pressure and the magnetic tension are coun-
terbalanced by each other. The loss of equilibrium is caused by the dissipation of magnetic
tension. Above the flux rope, this effect can be initiated by the further reconnection with
the overlaying magnetic field. At some point the magnetic loop system, which is holding
the flux rope, is stretched so far that the inner magnetic field lines reconnect below the flux
rope (Figure 4.14) leading to a huge abrupt dissipation of magnetic tension and a burst of
energy – the solar flare. It is controversially debated if the thermal flare energy contributes
significantly to the kinetic energy of the rising flux rope (see Section 4.3 and references
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Fig. 4.13: Schematic drawing of a flux rope erup-
tion. Bottom: (1) From a small bipolar region
embedded in a large-scale bipolar region, mag-
netic flux rises under a pre-existing magnetic field
loop. (2) The magnetic field lines of the rising
flux tube reconnect with the external field lines
and (3) open the space for the flux rope to escape.
(4) During the expansion the inner magnetic field
lines reconnect which leads to a solar flare burst.
Top: Reconnection process between phase (2) and
(3). (Bemporad et al., 2007)
Fig. 4.14: Illustration of an eruptive flux
rope with an overlying magnetic loop. Dur-
ing the outward emergence of the flux rope,
the reconnection of magnetic field lines be-
low the flux ropes results in a solar flare.
(Adapted from Gordon Holman - NASA)
therein). However, it has to be pointed out that flux ropes can also erupt without mag-
netic reconnection but only due to the loss of the magnetic pressure to magnetic tension
equilibrium.
4.2.1 Tiggering of Flux Rope Eruptions
The triggering mechanisms of flux rope eruptions are still controversially discussed (Schmieder
et al., 2013). A variety of theoretical mechanisms have been proposed over the years. Fol-
lowing the review of Klimchuk (2001), mechanical analogues can be used to categorise the
CME triggering mechanism into five basic concepts. These concepts (see also Fig. 4.15)
are presented in more detail below.
• Thermal Blast: In this early concept, the flux rope is triggered by the explosive
rise of thermal pressure caused by a solar flare. As the flux rope loses its containment
by the overlaying closed magnetic field lines, it will erupt. In contrast to the model,
observations have shown that the flare, which in many cases does not even exist, is
preceded by the erupting CME (Harrison, 1986). Therefore this concept is considered
out-dated (Gosling, 1993).
• Dynamo: This concept is based on the real-time stressing of the magnetic field
through flux injection. The most likely injection process would come from the emer-
gence of new arch shaped field lines into the corona.
• Mass Loading: The slow build up of mass through, for example, growing eruptive
prominences also provokes the buildup of magnetic stress. When some of the mass
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is removed it leads to the eruption of the system. Obviously, this concept can only
account for a subset of CMEs (Low, 1996).
• Tether Release: The downward-directed magnetic tension field lines are often re-
ferred to as ”tethers“. Footpoint motion can increase tension in some tethers and
they break away. The increased tension on remaining tethers will then lead to an
explosive break-off of the remaining tethers.
• Tether Straining: Tether straining models are similar to tether release models, but
the tension on the tethers is the result of an external force.
Fig. 4.16: MHD simulation of the Breakout CME model. A quadrupolar structure (blue) is
adjacent to two arcades (green). The shearing of the underlying loops (light blue) is increasing the
pressure on the overlaying magnetic loops (dark blue) and the global magnetic dipole field (red)
which is representing the tethers. The reconnection process triggers and leads to a CME eruption.
(Antiochos et al., 1999)
These five concepts are grouped into two different fundamental categories: Directly
Driven Models (Thermal Blast, Dynamo) and Storage and Release Models (Mass
Loading, Tether Release, Tether Straining). Both compete for a proper description of the
necessary energy releasing processes to overcome the balance between magnetic pressure
and magnetic tension. The magnetic pressure forces the flux rope to rise in diameter and
expand, while magnetic tension acts against the bend of magnetic field lines. The outward
pressure gradient needs to increase in order to make the system unstable, increase the
force balance over time and provoke an eruption. Currently, there is no indication that the
necessary energy comes from below the corona, so it has to be earlier stored in the corona
itself. This is a major issue with directly driven models. The conversion of overlaying
closed into open magnetic field lines would actually increase the magnetic energy of the
field instead of draining energy from it (Aly, 1984, 1991; Sturrock, 1991). The solution
for this problem is only treated in storage and release models. Free magnetic energy is
slowly building up in a stressed magnetic field configuration by footpoint shearing or the
accumulation of mass or both. The energy is then released and converted during the erup-
tive phase. Further noteworthy models are the ”Quadrupolar Breakout Model“ (Antiochos
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et al., 1999) (Figure 4.16), the ”Torus Instability Model“ (Aulanier et al., 2010) or ”Kink
Instability Models“ (Török & Kliem, 2004; Williams et al., 2005). However, all these mod-
els are simplifications for very idealised local magnetic field line configurations. The high
complexity and diversity of real magnetic line configurations can account for more than
one possible triggering mechanism or even combinations of them.
4.3 Solar Flares
A solar flare is a sudden burst of X-ray and UV radiation caused by magnetic reconnection
on the solar surface, which can affect all atmospheric layers of the Sun. Solar flares are
classified by their X-ray intensity into the categories A,B,C,M,X as presented in Table 4.1.
Classification Peak Flux [W/m2]
A ≤ 10−7
B 10−7– 10−6
C 10−6– 10−5
M 10−5– 10−4
X ≥ 10−4
Table 4.1: Solar flare X-ray
classification of X-ray peak flux
at 1–8 Å. The classes A-M can
be subdivided by a linear scale
from 1 to 9.
An example of a M9.2 flare is shown in Figure 4.17. Typical energy releases of solar flares
are in the order of 1 × 1020 joules. Major events can even release up to 1 × 1025 joules of
energy. During the radiation emission phase, the local coronal plasma is heated to a few
million kelvin. According to NASA, one of the most powerful earth directed flares was
the X28 class “Halloween” flare on October 10, 2003 (see Fig. 4.18) which had an energy
release of 6× 1025 joules, the equivalent of 6 billion megatons of TNT. The energy limit
of such super flares on our Sun is likely ten times higher, but in Sun-like stars they might
even reach about 1029 joules (Aulanier et al., 2013).
Fig. 4.17: Flares at the solar limp like this
M9.2 event on March 7, 2015 (Fig. 4.17) cap-
tured by SDO/AIA in a merge of different ex-
treme ultraviolet light wavelengths. (NASA -
SDO)
Fig. 4.18: X28-class solar flare on October
10, 2003 captured by SOHO/EIT in extreme
ultraviolet light of the wavelength 195Å. Bro-
drick et al. (2005) suggests, that this events
even has to be characterised as X40 flare and is
therefore comparable to the Carrington flare.
(ESA/NASA - SOHO)
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CMEs historically have been regarded as coronal response to a flare (Harrison, 1991).
They can be considered as different manifestations of the same physical process, namely the
conversion of magnetic free energy to radiative and kinetic energy (Chen, 2011). During the
reconnection phase, open coronal magnetic field lines are closed, resulting in the conversion
of inherent magnetic energy. A solar flare loop is formed, emitting radiation at its foot-
points and loop peak, visible on timescales from minutes to hours on the solar disc. On
September 1, 1958 Carrington (1859b) discovered the first solar flare, which was followed
a day later by an intense geomagnetic storm. Flares were therefore causally linked to
geomagnetic storms, an idea which was corrected later with the discovery and deeper
understanding of CMEs. In the standard reconnection flare model CSHKP (Carmichael,
1964; Sturrock, 1966; Hirayama, 1974; Kopp & Pneuman, 1976) solar flares are driven
by a flux rope eruption. The solar flare is then triggered by magnetic reconnection in
the magnetic cavity beneath the flux rope (see Fig 4.19). Some authors conclude that
Fig. 4.19: First moments of an X4.9-class flare observed in different wavelengths by SDO on
February 24, 2014. The flare is triggered by a coronal flux rope, which transports hot coronal
material out of the Sun’s atmosphere. (NASA/SDO/Goddard’s Scientific Visualization Studio)
CMEs are partially flare driven, as flare-associated CMEs tend to be faster than non-flare-
associated CMEs (MacQueen & Fisher, 1983). Many of such cases, where a solar flare is
preceded by an associated CME, have been found (Forbes et al., 2006) since then. Kahler
(1992) showed that associated CMEs have a reasonable confidence to originate from flare
regions for very intense events. Their interaction with CMEs is still not fully understood
as the correlation between solar flare X-ray intensities and CME energies is weak (R=0.53)
(Hundhausen, 1999; Moon et al., 2002b). On the other hand, Andrews (2003) statistically
proved that strong flares are more likely related to CMEs, yet 40 percent of M-class flares
have no CME association. CME eruption is therefore clearly not the only trigger for
magnetic reconnection leading to solar flares. Green et al. (2002) showed an alternative
cause in the analyses of a X1.2 flare, where the origin of the flare was the interaction of
two pre-existing coronal loops.
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4.4 Post Eruptive Arcades
Post Eruptive Arcades (PEA), sometimes also called post-flare loops, are generally formed
after the eruption of a filament (discussed in Section 4.5) in conjunction with a solar flare.
The arcade is formed by the erupting flux rope magnetic field lines beneath the solar flare
reconnection point, accordingly to the CSHKP magnetic reconnection model. Figure 4.20
shows a post eruptive arcade on the Sun’s western limb. The pre-dominant emission of
accelerated electrons of the solar flare, injects hot coronal plasma and magnetic fields. The
result is an apparent flickering glowing in the ultraviolet spectrum of about 2 to 20 hours.
Within the magnetic confines of the arcade, the plasma is isolated from the very hot coronal
plasma and can cool down to much lower temperatures. Besides coronagraph observations
and disappearing filaments (Webb & Hundhausen, 1987; Bothmer & Schwenn, 1994), PEAs
are very reliable tracers for CME eruptions (Tripathi et al., 2004).
Fig. 4.20: Post eruptive arcade ob-
served in 195Å by the Transition Re-
gion and Coronal Explorer (TRACE)
on November 4, 2003 at 19:34 UT. The
arcade loops appeared three hours af-
ter a X28 flare. Hot coronal plasma in-
jected into the arcade structure during
the flare phase causes them to glow for
several hours. (NASA/TRACE)
4.5 Prominences
Prominences are loops of dense (1010–1011 cm3) and cold (∼ 104 K) chromospheric material
which is captured in a strong coronal flux rope (Priest et al., 1989). Such loops can have
lengths of up to 1 R. They build up gradually over days and may persist in the corona
over weeks. Prominences are pulled out by the magnetical forces against the solar gravity
into the hotter tenuous corona. If a prominence is observed in the center of the solar
disk their projection manifests in absorption rather than in emission so that the same
physical phenomena became visible as a dark thin “filament” (see Fig 4.21) in the emission
spectrum of 304 UV light. The first description of a prominence was found in the Russian
‘ ‘Chronicle of Novgorod” and dates to the solar eclipse on the 1 May 1185 (Sviatsky, 1923;
Hetherington, 1996): "In the evening there was an eclipse of the Sun. It was getting very
gloomy and stars were seen ... The Sun became similar in appearance to the Moon and
from its horns came out somewhat like live embers." It was not before 1868 when Janssen
and Lockery independently developed a method to observe prominences in full daylight by
the use of spectroscopes in Hα leading to a rapid increase of our knowledge about them
(Slocum, 1912). The encapsulated plasma often does not fill the entire flux rope but only a
lower part of it (Priest et al., 1989; Ridgway & Priest, 1993) as demonstrated in Fig (4.22).
In that case the helical geometry is not fully revealed. During filament activation, plasma
can spill over the upper parts of the flux tubes. Visual observations confirm a twisting
helical rotation movement around the flux rope axis (Wang & Stenborg, 2010; Joshi et al.,
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Fig. 4.21: Extremely long and non-
eruptive prominence observed by SDO in
304Å on November 17, 2011. (NASA)
Fig. 4.22: Scheme of a coronal flux rope
holding coronal plasma. (EIT Consor-
tium)
2014; Patsourakos et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2014).
Fig. 4.23: Prominence eruption as part of a coronal mass ejection observed in 304Å of extreme
ultraviolet light over three hours on February 24, 2015. (SDO/NASA)
In most cases prominences slowly fade away but sometimes they erupt and form CMEs
(Gopalswamy et al., 2003a; Jing et al., 2004). Figure 4.23 displays the eruption of a promi-
nence which is associated to a CME. The eruption of the flux rope pushes the overlying
magnetic field loops upwards which then shape the CME frontal loop. Prominence erup-
tions require a destabilising element. Jing et al. (2004) showed in a study of over 100
prominences that in 68 % of all cases, the destabilisation was provoked by new magnetic
flux emerging from the photosphere. Gopalswamy et al. (2003b) investigated a set of 226
events between January 1996 and December 2001. They found that 72% of all prominence
eruptions and 83% of all radial events are associated with CMEs. Also prominence erup-
tions without CMEs are very slow, occur close to the solar surface and erupt parallel to
the limb.
4.6 Coronal Shock Waves
Shock waves are frequently occuring phenomena in the solar corona and heliosphere. Their
existence in the corona was first proposed by Wild et al. (1963). Shortly after, they were
detected with in-situ measurements of the Mariner 2 space probe (Sonett et al., 1964). The
first indirect, but significant proof of coronal shock waves followed from observed deflections
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of coronal solar streamers (Gosling et al., 1974; Sheeley et al., 2000b). Soon afterwards,
white light coronagraphs revealed a connection of interplanetary shocks to coronal mass
ejections and solar flares (Gosling et al., 1975; Sheeley et al., 1985; Schwenn, 1986). Low-
frequency radio instruments even allowed to track them from the Sun to Earth (Cane
et al., 1982). The first density enhancement from a CME driven shock were detected
with the LASCO coronagraphs (Vourlidas et al. 2003). A similar event is presented in
Figure 4.24. Coronal shock waves can be subdivided into two categories: Blast wave types
Fig. 4.24: White-light appearance of a LASCO/C2 CME. Left: The CME shows a clear three-
part structure. Right: With higher contrast a faint shock front becomes visible. (Vourlidas et al.,
2013)
are produced by huge pressure pulses during a solar flare, whereas piston shock waves are
driven by CMEs. The characteristics of the piston shock depends on the CME morphology,
so that more narrow CMEs create bow shocks and wider CMEs have the characteristics of
an expansion shock wave (Kahler & Gopalswamy, 2009). Perturbations travel through a
magnetised plasma with the Alfvén speed, which is given by
vA =
B0√
µ0ρ0
, (4.1)
where B0 is the unperturbed magnetic field, µ0 is the magnetic permeability and ρ0 is
the mass density of the medium. Usually, CMEs have to exceed the Alfvén speed in the
corona (vA ≈ 500– 1500 km/s) in order to form a bow shock wave. However, wider CMEs
with speeds below the Alvén speed can also create shock waves (Žic et al., 2008; Vršnak &
Cliver, 2008). They are capable of accelerating charged particles up to high energies and
are therefore considered to be the main source of SEPs (Klecker et al. 2006 and references
therein) but have only been detected at 1AU for CMEs with widths greater than 60 degrees
(Kahler & Gopalswamy, 2009).
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This chapter is designated to the instruments and spacecrafts which are relevant for scien-
tific studies made in this thesis. It presents their design concepts, schematics, observation
ranges and positions in the solar orbit. The interplay and the synergies between the differ-
ent instrument observations is demonstrated via an illustrative sample event. The chapters
ends with an overview of the most important heliographic and heliocentric coordinate sys-
tems used in this work for the observations of CMEs.
5.1 Coronagraphs
The invention of coronagraphs has enabled the discovery of CMEs. Before, the solar corona
could only be observed with the naked eye during a solar eclipse due to the much higher
intensity of the photospheric light. With an average duration of only 7 minutes, eclipses
do not last long enough to observe the transient nature of CMEs. However, this can
be achieved with coronagraphs, which are astronomical telescopes designed to imitate a
solar eclipse by blocking the photospheric light. The first coronagraph was concepted by
Bernard Lyot in 1930 (Lyot, 1939). His design of an externally occulted Lyot coronagraph
is presented in Figure 5.1. The main difference to internal Lyot coronagraphs is, that the
occulter is positioned before instead of behind the objective lens. Both configurations have
different advantages and disadvantages. Externally occulted coronagraphs cannot image
the inner corona due to the diffraction limit. Internally occulted coronagraphs are affected
by scattering light, as the front lens and aperture are directly illuminated by the solar disk.
One big challenge for coronagraphic CME observations is the stray light from the Sun,
which cannot be removed by the Lyot principle. According to the Thomson Scattering
theory the CME white-light brightness is highly polarised whereas stray light is largely
unpolarised. The latter can therefore be greatly reduced by making polarised observations
in three states of linear polarisation and calculating the polarised brightness. To obtain
polarised brightness images, a sequence of three linearly polarised images is taken. The
sequence needs to be taken in short time in order to minimize smearing caused by CME
motion. A moderately fast CME moving at the speed of 750 km/s would traverse a COR 2
pixel in 15 seconds. For that reason, modern coronagraphs have additional baﬄes to reduce
internal straylight. Furthermore, polarisers are employed to separate the polarised CME
light from the unpolarised coronal light. This concept is used in the SOHO/LASCOC2
and C3 coronagraphs (Brueckner et al., 1995a).
5.2 Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO)
The Solar and Heliopspheric Observatory (SOHO) (Domingo et al., 1995) was launched in
1995 as joint mission of the European Space Agency (ESA) and U.S. National Aeronautics
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Fig. 5.1: Design concept of the externally occulted Lyot coronagraph C2 on-board of the SOHO
spacecraft. In the top row, the path of rays passes from left to right through the coronagraph. The
first optical instrument is the external occulter, which blocks of the light from the solar disk, while
the coronal light passes around. Directly behind lies the objective lens (O1) which is highly polished
to reduce scattering. The lens forms an image of the external occulter onto the internal occulter
(D2). The light then passes through the “Lyot Stop” (A3), blocking the light diffracted by the
edges of the pupil. The final coronagraph image is formed by the camera objective (O3) onto the
focal plane (F). In the bottom row the suppression of straylight by the lyot stop is demonstrated.
(Brueckner et al., 1995a).
and Space Administration (NASA). The spacecraft is positioned in the Lagrange Point 1
along the Sun-Earth line, approximately 1.5 million kilometers away from Earth, allowing
continuous monitoring of the Sun. The scientific goals of the missions are to study the
solar interior, the heating of the corona and the solar wind. The schematic of the SOHO
spacecraft is presented in Figure (5.2). The spacecraft is equipped with twelve comple-
mentary instruments, three of which are designated to helioseismological probing, three to
in-situ measurements of solar plasma and six telescopes with imagers or spectroscopes to
investigate the solar disk and atmosphere.
5.2.1 Large Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO)
The LASCO (Brueckner et al., 1995a) instrumentation set onboard the SOHO spacecraft
consists of three coronagraphs, designated to image the corona in the FOVs of 1.1–3 R
(C1), 1.5–6.0 R (C2) and 3.7–30 R (C3) with an overall image cadence of 30min. The
C1 coronagraph has an internally occulted reflective design. It is not operational since
the loss and recuperation of the SOHO spacecraft in 1998. The design of the C2 and C3
coronagraphs is based on an externally occulted Lyot coronagraph. The obtained total
brightness Br, and polarised brightness pBr are given by the following equations from
Billings (1966):
Br =
2
3
(Ia + Ib + Ic) (5.1)
pBr =
4
3
[
(Ia + Ib + Ic)
2 − 3(IaIb + IaIc + IbIc)
]1/2
. (5.2)
Both coronagraphs are equipped with various filters in the range of 400–850 nm for C2 and
400–1050 nm for C3 as well as three polarisers at a = − 60 °, b = 0 ° and c = + 60 °. Images
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Fig. 5.2: Schematic of the SOHO spacecraft together with the on-board instruments. (Domingo
et al., 1995)
are taken with only small time shifts of 15 sec for each polariser to avoid a smearing of fast
moving CMEs, which can exhibit velocities of up to 3000 km/s.
5.3 Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO)
The STEREO mission (Kaiser et al., 2008) by NASA consists of two nearly identical
spacecraft launched in 2006 into a solar orbit. The goal of the mission is to study the
Sun and space weather, including coronal mass ejections and the identification of the
critical forces that control their propagation. STEREOA is positioned in an orbit a little
closer to the Sun at 0.96 AU and STEREOB a bit further away at 1.04 AU, which results
in STEREOA pulling further ahead of Earth and B falling successively behind. The
spacecraft separates about ∼ 22 ° per year from Earth. The positions of the spacecraft are
shown in Figure (5.3) for each year since the launch of the mission.
The optical, radio, in-situ particle and field instruments serve to measure solar wind prop-
erties such as velocity, temperature and density. They are subdivided into four suits:
• Sun-Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation
(SECCHI) (Howard et al., 2008b);
• In situ Measurements of PArticles and CME Transients
(IMPACT) (Luhmann et al., 2008);
• PLAsma and SupraThermal Ion Composition
(PLASTIC) (Galvin et al., 2008);
• Stereo/WAVES
(S/WAVES) (Bougeret et al., 2008).
In Fig 5.4, the STEREO B spacecraft is presented together with its equipped instrumen-
tation. In particular, the simultaneous usage of both STEREO perspectives enables to
deproject the 3-dimensional morphology of CMEs.
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Fig. 5.3: Relative orbital positions of both STEREO spacecraft for each year from June 2007 to
June 2017. (Adapted from NASA - STEREO Consortium)
Fig. 5.4: Schematic of the STEREO B spacecraft and its equipped instrumentation. There are
slight differences between the STEREOA and B spacecraft, mainly because the spacecraft are
flying upside down relative to each other. In order to always point their high gain antennas towards
Earth, the arrangement of the long antennas, dedicated to solar wind in-situ measurements, has
to be altered. (Kaiser et al., 2008)
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5.3.1 Sun Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation
(SECCHI)
The remote sensing optical suite SECCHI consists of an Extreme Ultraviole Imager (EUVI)
with four observational wavelengths (171Å, 195Å, 284Å and 304Å) two coronagraphs
COR1 and COR2, and two Heliospheric Imagers (HI 1 and HI 2) (Eyles et al., 2009). The
combined instrumentation allows the 3-dimensional tracking of CME white-light signatures
from close to the Sun to Earth, which facilitates the association of CMEs to CME signa-
tures measured in-situ at L1. The STEREO coronagraphs (COR) are based on the LASCO
coronagraph design. COR1 is an internally occulted Lyot refractive design. The external
occulter design of COR2 is presented in Figure 5.5. They have an observational range in
the plane-of-sky of 1.4– 4.0 R (COR1) and 2.5– 15 R (COR2), with a time-resolution of
5min and 15min respectively (Howard et al., 2008b). The photometric response of COR A
Fig. 5.5: Schematic of the LASCO/COR2 instrument with the external occulter diffraction design.
(Howard et al., 2008b)
and COR B is given as 1.35×10−12 and 1.25×10−12B/DN, where DN is the Data Num-
bers per CCD pixel and the mean solar photospheric brightness B is 2.3×107 Wm−2sr−1
The coronagraphs have an exposure times below 4 seconds. A summary of the instrument
properties of the previously presented coronagraphs is given Table 5.1.
The Heliospheric Imager (HI) is part of the SECCHI suite. Its design consists of a
wide-angle visible-light imaging system for the detection of coronal mass ejection (CME)
events in interplanetary space. The band-pass of HI-1 is chosen to approximately match
the one of COR2. A wide spectral response of the HI 2 camera maximises the weak coronal
signal at large solar elongations. Brightness signal sensitivity requirements are therefore
based on the need to extract the CME signal from the sources. The lower detection limit
for CME intensities is given as 3× 10−15 B for HI 1 and as 3× 10−16 B for HI-2 . The
F-corona and starfield have typical radiances in the order of a few 10−14 B at 45 degrees
from the Sun, so identifying and tracking a CME requires relative photometry and signal
separation with a precision of 10−2. The HI-1 and HI-2 telescope boresights are mounted
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Table 5.1: Summary of coronagraph properties equipped at SOHO and STEREO.
Mission Instrument FOV Image Size Cadence Polariser
SOHO
LASCO C1 1.1–3.0 R 1024× 1024 30 min 0 °;± 60 ° at 400–656 nm
LASCO C2 1.5–6.0 R 1024× 1024 30 min 0 °;±60 ° at 400–835 nm
LASCO C3 3.7–30.0 R 1024× 1024 30 min 0 °;±60 ° at 400–1050 nm
STEREO COR1 1.4–4.0 R 1024× 1024 5 min 0 °;±60 ° at Hα(656.3 nm)COR2 2.5–15.0 R 2048× 2048 15 min 0 °;±60 ° at white-light
at angles of 13 ° and 53 ° away from the principal axis of the instrument which is directed
towards the Sun (see Figure 5.7). The opening angles of 20 ° and 70 ° (see Figure 5.6) allow
observing the heliosphere from 15 to 84 R and 66 to 318 R, respectively. Thus, they
enable the tracking of CME signatures from close to the Sun all the way to Earth.
Fig. 5.6: Cross-sectional view through the HI instrument. The angular observation range and the
relative orientation of both telescopes are shown. (Eyles et al., 2009)
The respective field of views for the STEREO Coronagraphs and Heliospheric Imagers
are presented in Fig 5.7 and Fig 5.8. In the following, the interplay between the HI 1
instrument and the STEREO and LASCO coronagraphs is demonstrated via the CME
event on January 7, 2014. An overview of the STEREO satellite configuration on the
respective date, the HI FOVs and the two-dimensional CME shape projection is shown in
Figure (5.9). On this date the satellites were positioned in the ecliptic at angles of about
150 ° (STEREOA) and −153 ° (STEREOB) with respect to Earth (SOHO). The shown
CME (∼ 2500 km/s) propagated in the opposite direction to STEREO B, at a heliocentric
longitude of 38 degrees and with a half width of 64 degrees (Mays et al., 2015). Thus,
it manifested as a backside halo event in COR2B and as a partial Halo in COR2A and
SOHO C3. At around 19:40 UT the event started to exceed the FOV of COR 2A (see
Figure 5.10). The respective CME front could then be detected in HI-1A (Figure 5.11) at
around 20:10 UT. At this point in time the event was not yet observable in HI-1B. The
visible white light features in HI-1B originated from coronal streamers.
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Fig. 5.7: Field of view of the different STEREO/SECCHI telescopes shown for the satellite posi-
tions on March 2009. (Adapted from STEREO Science Center)
Fig. 5.8: Schematic of the field of view configuration of the different SECCHI instrument. The
Sun-centered coronagraphs are capable to observe all solar latitudes, whereas the HI instruments
can only observe to a maximum latitudinal angle of ±35 degrees perpendicular to the ecliptic.
(Eyles et al., 2009)
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Fig. 5.9: Satellite positions of STEREOA, STEREOB and SOHO (Earth) and the FOV of HI-1
on January 7, 2014. Due to the CME propagation direction and width, the event will have crossed
the whole FOV of HI-1A before it even becomes visible in HI-1B. (Adapted from STEREO Science
Center)
Fig. 5.10: COR2B, LASCOC3 and COR2A observations on January 7, 2014 around 19.40 UT.
(Mays et al., 2015)
Fig. 5.11: STEREO/HI-1 observation on January 7, 2014. Around 20.00 UT a close CME front
is visible in HI-1A. At this point in time, the event is not visible in HI-1B, which only shows some
open coronal streamer signatures. (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory)
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The HI instruments permitted many spectacular discoveries as the impact of a CME on
Venus (Rouillard et al., 2009), the faint optical emission of Co-rotating Interaction Regions
(CIRs) (Rouillard et al., 2008) or the CME induced disconnection of a comet tail (Vourlidas
et al., 2007), to name just a few.
5.3.2 Heliospheric CME Tracking
In this thesis heliospheric tracking will play a role in the event selection criteria of CME
events. Coronagraph and HI instruments are of special interest when it comes to the
analyses of CME velocity evolutions. For this purpose, Sheeley et al. (1999a) developed
J-maps, a technique for the tracking of solar transients using time-height maps of obser-
vations from LASCO/SOHO coronagraphs. Vertical radial stripes of CME fronts or CME
shock fronts are extracted at the fixed position angle (PA). The position angle is defined
as the angle of the main CME expansion direction as it appears in the POS projection
of the observing instrument. From a sequence of this coronagraph images slices, a CME
(shock) front signature appears as positively inclined line. The inclination depends on the
speed and direction of the transient in relation to the observing instrument. Sheeley et al.
(2008) and Rouillard et al. (2008) extended the j-maps technique to HI observations, which
enabled tracking to much further distances (see Figure 5.12).
Fig. 5.12: Time-elongation map (j-map) constructed from vertical stripes of STEREO-A difference
images along the PA corresponding to the ecliptic. The HI-1 FOV is plotted to 20 ° and from thereon
continued with the HI-2 FOV. The curved track is the signature of Venus. Solar transients in the
form of shocks and CME fronts are visible as white and black lines with positive gradients. The
vertical black bars are data gaps. (Tucker-Hood et al., 2015)
5.4 Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE)
At this point the Advanced Composition Explorer mission is mentioned as it plays an
important role in the analysis of CME arrivals at Earth. The ACE mission is a NASA
program to explore and study the elemental and isotopic composition of the solar wind,
interplanetary medium, the local interstellar medium and galactic matter. The spacecraft
was launched on August 25, 1997. On December 12, 1997 it reached the Lagrangian lib-
eration point (L1) on the Sun-Earth line, at around 1.5 million km distance from Earth
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Fig. 5.13: Artistic image of the ACE spacecraft. (Thomas Zurbuchen - Advanced Composition
Explorer website)
(see Fig 5.13). The mission goal is to investigate the origin and evolution of solar and
galactic matter, the formation of the solar corona and the acceleration of the solar wind.
This also covers the in-situ analysis of CMEs, CIRs and solar energetic particles embedded
in the ambient solar wind. ACE provides near-real-time data with a continuous coverage
of solar wind parameters and solar energetic particle intensities. This data is used by
the NOAA Space Weather Prediction Center to enhance the forecast of solar storms. The
most important data for CME arrivals is gathered from the following two ACE instruments:
The Solar Wind Electron Proton Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) (McComas et al.,
1998) experiment provides the bulk solar wind observations. It consists of two indepen-
dent instruments, one for the detection of ions and one for electrons. Both instruments
employ a spherical electrostatic analyser whose electric field only allows the passage of ions
or electrons with a specific energy. They provide a 64-second resolution of the full electron
and ion distributions. Subsets of these observations are provided by real-time telemetry,
to measure the elemental and isotopic composition of the solar wind and examine solar
phenomena, such as CMEs or interplanetary shocks.
The Magnetic Field Monitor (MFM) (Smith et al., 1998) provides continuous mea-
surements of the local magnetic field in the interplanetary medium. MFM measurements
are fundamental for the interpretation of the energetic and thermal particle distribution,
which is measured simultaneously by ACE. The MFM consists of a pair of triaxial flux-
gate sensors mounted on opposing solar panels and produces continuous real time data
of the interplanetary magnetic field with 1-second resolution. These data are provided to
the Space Environmental Center (SEC) of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Association (NOAA) for world-wide dissemination.
5.5 Coordinate Systems and Transformations
This thesis will refer to some heliographic and heliocentric coordinate systems, which are
presented in the following.
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5.5.1 Heliographic Coordinates Systems
Two heliographic coordinate systems, namely Stonyhurst and Carrington, are used in this
work for the analysis of CME events. These and further solar coordinate systems are
summarised in Thompson (2006). The positions in heliographic coordinate system are
expressed via latitude Θ, longitude Φ and radial distance from the solar centre r. All
coordinates can also be related to a position on the solar surface by setting the radial
distance to r = 1R.
Stonyhurst Heliographic Coordinates
The Stonyhurst system is seen from Earth and defined with the X-axis in the direction of
the solar equator, the Y-axis in the direction of the central median and the Z-axis along
the North Pole of the solar rotation. The Sun rotates synodically underneath this fixed
coordinate system. It is generally represented with polar coordinates (see Figure 5.14).
The Stonyhurst angles Θ and Φ originate from the solar visible disk, as seen from Earth,
and increase towards the solar North Pole and the western limb, respectively.
Fig. 5.14: Stonyhurst Coordinate systems. (Thompson, 2006)
Carrington Heliographic Coordinates
In contrast to the Stonyhurst system, the Carrington system is not fixed to Earth but
rotates along with solar surface. A full solar rotation takes 25.38 days which transforms to
27.28 days in mean synodic period (Stix, 1989). Each rotation is sequentially numbered,
starting with the first Carrington rotation on November 9, 1853. The latitude Θ is identical
in the Stonyhurst and Carrington coordinate system whereas the Carrington longitude ΦC
has an offset from the Stonyhurst longitude Φ with a time-dependent scalar value:
ΦC = Φ + L0 (5.3)
where L0 is the Carrington longitude of the central meridian as seen from Earth. At the
beginning of each Carrington rotation, the Carrington longitude has the value of 360 ° and
steadily decreases towards 0°.
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5.5.2 Heliocentric Coordinate Systems
In heliocentric coordinate systems, the true spatial position of solar feature is given in
relation to the center of the Sun. These right-handed coordinate systems consist of three
mutually perpendicular axes, so that it is sufficient to only define two axes. The two
heliocentric coordinate systems used throughout this work are presented in the following.
Heliocentric Earth Equatorial (HEEQ)
In the Heliocentric Earth Equatorial system, the X-axis is positioned along the Sun-Earth
line and the Z-axis along the North Pole of the solar rotation axis. The HEEQ System is
closely related to Stonyhurst by the following spherical coordinate transformation:
XHEEQ = r cos Θ cos Φ (5.4)
YHEEQ = r cos Θ sin Φ
ZHEEQ = r sin Θ
and the inverse transformation
r
√
X2HEEQ + Y
2
HEEQ + Z
2
HEEQ (5.5)
Θ = tan−1(ZHEEQ/
√
X2HEEQ + Y
2
HEEQ)
Φ = arctan2(XHEEQ, YHEEQ).
Heliocentric Earth Ecliptic (HEE)
In the Heliocentric Earth Ecliptic system, the X axis points along the Sun-Earth line and
the Z-axis points to the ecliptic North Pole. This system is often preferred in order to
predict the arrival of CMEs at other planets or satellites. In this work it is used to display
STEREO satellite positions as well as the CME orientation in the heliosphere. The HEE
coordinates can be transformed to HEEQ coordinates via two transformation matrices
(Hapgood, 1992):
S1 =< Φ + 180 °, Z > and S2 =< θ, Z > ∗ < i,X > ∗ < ω,Z >,
where λ is the solar ecliptic longitude, θ is the longitude of the solar central meridian,
i is the inclination of the solar equator and ω is the ecliptic longitude of the ascending
node of the solar equator. The transformation of HEEQ to HEE can be performed with
the transformation matrix S1S−12 .
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CME masses are determined based on their total brightness in coronagraph emissions. The
white-light brightness of CMEs depends on both the local electron density and the efficiency
of the Thomson-scattering process. In this section, the Thomson scattering mechanism and
its application to the solar corona is discussed. It is further shown that, despite projection
effects, the observed projected brightness of CMEs is sufficient to obtain solid CME mass
estimations.
The Thomson scattering theory goes back to Sir Joseph John Thomson (1903) and de-
scribes the elastic scattering of a photon by free charged particles. Thomson scattering is
used in plasma diagnostics to measure plasma densities as well as temperatures and finds
application in fusion reactors (Woskoboinikow et al., 1983). The frequency and the kinetic
energy of the photon is preserved during the scattering process. It is implicit that the co-
herence length of the radiation is small compared to the separation of the particles which
would otherwise require the theory of coherent scattering. An incident electric field wave
provokes a charged particle electron to oscillate along its radial electric field component.
This causes the emission of dipole radiation in the frequency of the incident electric field.
The strongest intensity I = sin2(χ) occurs at the direction perpendicular (χ = 90) to inci-
dent electric field. The intensity of scattered light from a point P depends linearly on the
total number of scattering electrons at that point. Hence, if the intensity of scattered light
is known, the total number of electrons contributing to this intensity can be calculated.
This allows the calculation of the total electron content of a CME and therefore the total
CME mass. However, the intensity calculation is very sensitive to χ.
In Figure (6.1) an incident electric field wave (e.g. photon) excites an electron to oscillate
along its radial electric field component. This causes the emission of dipole radiation in
the frequency of the incident electric field. The strongest intensity I = sin2 χ occurs at the
direction perpendicular (χ = 90 °) to the incident electric field. For χ = 90 ° this radiation
is furthermore completely polarised.
6.1 Thomson Scattering in the Corona
The formalisation of the Thomson scattering theory for an electron in the solar atmosphere
was first carried out by Schuster (1879) and Minnaert (1930). The radiation from the
solar photosphere is completely unpolarised. Therefore all coronal electrons oscillate with
the same amplitude in all directions perpendicular to the incident light. An observer
notices that the perpendicular oscillation components have the same amplitude whereas
the parallel components are foreshortened, depending on the viewing angle χ. Thus, the
radiation may appear unpolarised, partially polarised or completely linearly polarised (see
1Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:PAR (2004)
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Fig. 6.1: Thomson scattering mechanism. An incident photon stimulates the oscillation of an
electron along its radial electric field. Shortly after, the electron emits a dipole radiation towards
the observer.1
Figure 6.2). The differential scattering cross-section of an electron is given by:
dσ
dΩ
=
radiated power/unit solid angle
incident power/unit area
. (6.1)
According to Jackson (1975), the differential scattering cross-section for a completely un-
polarised incident electric field can be written as:
dσ
dΩ
=
(
e2
4piε0mec2
)2
1
2
(1 + cos2 χ) (6.2)
where e is the electron charge, me is the electron mass, c is the speed of light, ε0 is the
electric permittivity of free space. The integration over all solid angles yields the Thomson
scattering cross-section σT :
σT =
8pi
3
(
e2
4piε0mec2
)2
=
8pi
3
r2e = 6.65× 10−29 m2 (6.3)
Any radiation within the area defined by the classical electron radius re will be scattered.
For the incident electric field one has to consider the decreasing radiation intensity from
the solar photosphere towards the solar limb:
I = I0(I − u+ u cosφ) (6.4)
where u is the wavelength dependent limb-darkening coefficient and φ is the angle between
the radial emission from a point S on the solar surface and the straight line between the
observer O and the point S. The tangential IT and radial IR components of the scattered
radiation from a single electron are given by the expressions:
IT = I0
piσe
2z2
[(1− u)C + uD], (6.5)
TP = I0
piσe
2z2
sin2 χ[(1− u)A+ uB], (6.6)
IR = IT − IP, (6.7)
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Fig. 6.2: Schematic of the Thomson scattering mechanism in three dimensions for an incident
unpolarised wave. For the observer O1 at χ = 0 ° the emitted light is completely unpolarised. The
observer O2 at χ = 60 ° notices a partial polarisation of the light and observer O3 at χ = 90 ° a
linear polarisation. (Howard & Tappin, 2009)
where I0 is incident intensity, σe is the electron scattering cross section, z is the distance
from scatter to observer, u is a limb darkening coefficient. For a more intuitive derivation
IR can be defined with the help of polarisation intensity IP (Howard & Tappin, 2009).
IT and IR are fully observed at χ = 0 degree and χ = 180 degree, while IT is observed
at χ = 90 degree. Thus far, we have limited the Thomson scattering process to a single
scattering electron and considered the photosphere as a point source. For a non-uniform
source, it is necessary to integrate the scattered light over the whole solar disk. The finite
size of the Sun is incorporated into the coefficients A, B, C, and D defined by the equations
(6.8–6.11). These van de Hulst coefficients (van de Hulst, 1950) are given by
A = cos Ω sin2 Ω (6.8)
B = −1
8
[
1− 3 sin2 Ω− cos
2 Ω
sin Ω
(1 + 3 sin2 Ω)ln
(
1 + sin Ω
cos Ω
)]
(6.9)
C =
4
3
− cos Ω− cos
3 Ω
3
(6.10)
D =
1
8
[
5 + sin2 Ω− cos
2 Ω
sin Ω
(5− sin2 Ω)ln
(
1 + sin Ω
cos Ω
)]
(6.11)
The total scattered intensity is then:
Itot = IT + IR = 2IT − IP (6.12)
The equations describes light scattered by a single electron at any position in the solar
atmosphere (any Ω), with the observer at viewing angle χ. The intensity of scattered light
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depends linearly on the total number of scattering electrons Ne at that point. From the
total intensity, we can therefore directly calculate the total electron content of a CME and
therefrom calculate its mass. However, the intensity calculation is very sensitive to χ so
that projection effects have to be considered.
6.2 Projection Effects
According to Thomson scattering theory the apparent brightness in white light images is
a function of the specific angle ε between the Line of Sight (LOS) and the Sun-observer
line. The emission of an extended structure is optically thin and will therefore contain
brightness contributions for all material along any arbitrary LOS. The brightness of a
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Fig. 6.3: Illustration of the Thomson sphere (φ = ε) for an observer with the distance R to the
Sun. (Figure after Vourlidas & Howard 2006).
single electron Be(φ) along the LOS contributes most to the overall brightness when the
electron is positioned close to the Thomson Sphere. CME white-light observations are
projections of the three-dimensional CME structures onto the Plane-of-Sky (POS) and the
real 3-dimensional mass distribution is unknown. Hence, the influence of projection effects
onto the CME mass determination has to be considered. The POS is overlapping with
the Thomson Sphere within the maximal FOV (see Figure 6.4) of typical satellite based
coronagraphs (Vourlidas & Howard, 2006) and is therefore the location of maximum scat-
tering. CMEs erupting close to the POS are better observable whereas large angles away
from the POS decrease in scattering efficiency. We see that along any LOS through the
corona, the point at χ = 90 ° is the point of minimum distance from the Sun where three
effects compete with each other. The scattering efficiency is a minimum, the incident in-
tensity received from the Sun is a maximum and the electron density is a maximum. As the
two latter effects have a bigger contribution, the scattered light has a maximum at χ = 90 °.
This leads to the first assumption, that the brightness analysis can be made relative to
the POS as location of maximum scattering. In other words, all CMEs are considered
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to propagate along the POS φ = 0 °. The second approximation suggests that all CMEs
are confined to a 2-dimensional plane which is directed perpendicular to the ecliptic and
towards the propagation direction of the CME. The consequences of both approximations
were studied by Vourlidas et al. (2010). They showed that the first assumption leads to
a mass underestimation by a factor of two and more for SOHO mass calculations when
the actual propagation angle away from the POS is φ ≥ 60 ° (see Figure 6.5). In the
other case, when the CME brightness is scaled with the actual propagation direction, the
CME mass results will be more accurate for φ ≤ 60 ° but then will become increasingly
overestimated. We use this approach in this thesis as we want to investigate upper mass
limits and overestimations by other coronal features. Based on the premise that the CME
has an angular width of 60 °. Vourlidas et al. (2010) showed that the second assumption
only underestimates the CME mass by 15%.
Fig. 6.4: Range of validity of the POS assumption currently used for CME brightness calculations.
The ratio Blimb/B0 is the ratio of the calculated brightness of an electron B0 positioned on the
Thomson shere relative to its brightness Blimb at the POS. (Figure adapted from Vourlidas et al.
2010)
Fig. 6.5: Comparison between the derived and actual CME mass by assuming the electron is
either directed along the POS (sky-plane) or along the actual main propagation direction φ away
from the POS (de-projected). This estimation is based on a CME with an angular width of 60 °
at 5R. (Figure adapted from Vourlidas et al. 2010)
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CMEs are 3-dimensional objects but their morphology can only be observed as 2-dimensional
projections in coronagraph images. Further, their propagation can only be measured in the
observer’s POS. Thus, the observed CME morphologies and velocities are subject to projec-
tion effects. These projection effects are discussed with the help of a very simplistic cone
shape geometrical model and compared for the cases that a CME propagates towards the
observer and that it propagates along the POS of the observer. It will be discussed, that
some CME properties can not be derived from a single observation point but need at least
stereoscopic observation with a sufficient separation of the observers. In the next step, a
more physically based model, the Graduated Cylindrical Shell (GCS) model is introduced
and applied to ten stereoscopically observed CME events.
Some illustrative examples for limb, partial halo and halo appearances of CME have been
presented in Chapter 4. It was mentioned that the different projection shapes in corona-
graph images mostly result from the propagation direction of the CME to the observer. In
particular, CMEs can appear as cone-like shaped events if they propagate along the POS
of the observer (limb-event) and as circular shaped if they propagate towards or away from
the observer (halo-event, disk-event). In cases where only the flank of a CME is directed
towards or away from the observer, they posses a more elliptical shape (partial-Halo event).
In a pure geometrical interpretation such an appearance can in first order be associated
with a 3-dimensional cone-like morphology. Projection effects for such a geometry have
been frequently studied in the past. In Figure 7.1 it is shown, that the CME opening angle
and the CME height are well observable if the CME is seen as limb event but not if it is
seen as Halo.
Fig. 7.1: Three cones directed toward the observer represent different CMEs which are seen as
halo CMEs for the observer and as limb CMEs for the reader. The outer edge of circular shape is
marked with the horizontal lines. The observer sees all three CMEs as halo projections with the
same circular shape. In the view perpendicular to the paper, the CMEs appear as limb CMEs and
their opening angle and height are well observable. (Adapted from Gopalswamy 2010)
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Even with geometrical modelling the heights and the cone angles of halo CMEs are not
accessible for measurements. Therefore, Burkepile et al. (2004) concluded that the mea-
surement of CME speed and angular width through single spacecraft observations are
strongly manipulated by projection effects. Generally, these projection effect should be
larger for narrow CMEs. Investigations were made to determine a statistical relationship
between the POS speeds of CMEs and the direction of their propagation in the intention
to obtain a true speed of CME (dal Lago et al., 2002). Also Schwenn et al. (2005) have
proposed that the radial speed vrad can be derived from the expansion speed vexp of the
halo via the empirical relation vrad = 0.88vexp.
7.1 Graduated Cylindrical Shell Model
Geometrical modelling can help to diminish projection effects. In this thesis geometri-
cal modelling with the Graduated Cylindrical Shell (GCS) model is used to derive the
CME morphology, kinematics and orientation from coronagraph images. Based on the ob-
servations of Cremades & Bothmer (2004) on the 3-dimensional configurations of CMEs,
Thernisien, Howard and Vourlidas (2006) developed the GCS Model to reproduce the large
scale 3-dimensional topology of flux rope-like CMEs. Since then the GCS model has been
applied to stereoscopic observations of FR-like CMEs by many authors (e.g. Thernisien
et al. 2009, 2011; Rouillard 2011).
Fig. 7.2: Diagram of the Graduated Cylindrical Shell shape with (left) the “face on view”, (middle)
the “edge on view” and (right) the orientation of the model on the Sun. (Thernisien et al., 2006)
Table 7.1: Generic GCS morphology parameters.
morphology unity description
α [deg] angular half width between both legs
h [R] height of the legs
κ [ ] aspect ratio
position unity description
φ, σ [deg] Carrington longitude and heliographic latitude of the SR
γ [deg] tilt angle of the SR neutral line
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The basic GCS geometry (see Fig. 7.2) consists of two cone shaped legs, separated by
twice the half angle α with the height h and it’s origin in the solar centre. Both are on top
connected to a tube shaped section with diminishing radius towards the legs. The circular
annulus a in the middle of the tube section is given by a(r) = κr where r is the distance
from the solar centre to a point of the outer edge of the GCS shape and κ is the aspect
ratio. Instead of the leg height h it is common to use the parameter for the apex height
hapex derived from Equation (7.1).
hapex = h
1 + κ
1− κ2
1 + sinα
cosα
(7.1)
The GCS model origins from the solar centre and the orientation of the shape is given by
the longitude φ, the latitude θ and, due to its non - rotational symmetry, the tilt angle γ.
The model parameters and their description are summarised in Table 7.1.
7.2 GCS Modelling Results
The geometrical modelling of CMEs is somehow subjective. It strongly depends on the
corrected interpretation of the CME structures in the coronagraph images. Thus, the qual-
ity of the modelling result is also affected by the modeller‘s experience. For this reason,
some modelling experience should be shared at this point. For this purpose, I present 10
GCS fitting samples, each accompanied by a 3D Sun-Earth model in the HEE coordinate
system which visualises not only the positions of Sun, Earth and both STEREO satellites
but also reflects the shape and orientation of the GCS grid. Based on these 10 examples
some of the particularities of CME fitting are discussed afterwards. The events are taken
from the HELCATS “KinCat” event catalogue which is further described in Section 8. The
GCS model is applied to the full COR2 observation sequence which later will be also used
to derive CME speeds. Further, the events from the original list CMEs are fitted at the
height of their individual best white-light visibility. It has to be noted, that the brightness
scaling of the images does not reflect the actual brightness of the event but is adapted to
the best visibility. This approach is helpful to identify the geometrical structures of the
events during the geometrical fitting process. For the analysis, it is beneficial to define a
reference height. Vourlidas et al. (2000, 2010) showed that the majority of CMEs reach
a steady-state above about 10 R. Sachdeva et al. (2017) showed that CME acceleration
largely ends within 5 R for fast events, and between 12 and 50 R for slow events. There-
fore, we adopt the height of 12 R as our reference height. For each CME we follow the
following modelling procedure:
In the first step, the six GCS parameters are iteratively adapted until the best visual
fit of the data is achieved for both STEREO COR2 coronagraphs. Images from the
SOHO/LASCO coronagraphs, positioned along the Sun-Earth line, are used to confirm
the direction of the CME if it is seen as halo in both STEREO satellites. In the next
step, the fitting is altered between the first and last COR2 image pairs for a few times.
Generally, this approach is helpful to separate the main CME shape from unambiguous
parts and shock features, which are both frequently observed in coronagraph white-light
images of very intense events (Vourlidas et al., 2013; Vourlidas & Ontiveros, 2009). In the
last step, the CME parameters are adapted to the reference height. For a sequence of mass
images the previously modelled GCS shape is applied and expanded self-similarly to the
correspondent height. The fitted height values are used for the height-time profile from
which the apex speed at 12 R is derived.
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7.2.1 Sample #1 - Helcats Event #84
Sample event #1 occurred on 07-09-2011. To this date both STEREO spacecraft have
a separation of 162°. The GCS fit of this event is presented in Fig. 7.3 and the fitting
parameters in Table 7.2. The orientation of the GCS grid in relation to Earth is presented
in Fig. 7.4. The event has a low-intermediate speed (623 km/s) and posseses an equally
usual intermediate flux rope structure (κ = 0.42, α = 35 °). It can be considered as arch-
type event. The event is observed during the solar maximum, so a lot of streamer activity
is present. The typically very black appearing structures are precedent coronal streamers,
which were removed by the subtraction of the background corona with an pre-event image.
Fig. 7.3: GCS fit of the CME event on 07-09-2011 at 01:07 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of STEREO COR2 A(right) and COR2 B(left).
GCS GCS GCS GCS GCS CME
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
value 40 ° 34 ° 0.42 35 ° 27 ° 623 km/s
Table 7.2: GCS fitting parameter and determined CME apex speed of the shown event. GCS
longitude and latitude are displayed in the HEEQ coordinate system.
Fig. 7.4: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
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7.2.2 Sample #2 - Helcats Event #122
Sample event #2 occurred on 25-10-2013. To this date both STEREO spacecraft have
a separation of 70°. The GCS fit of this event is presented in Fig. 7.5 and the fitting
parameters in Table 7.3. The orientation of the GCS grid in relation to Earth is presented
in Fig. 7.6. The event displays a very common archtype (κ = 0.45, α = 22.5 °) of fast
CME events (1088 km/s) with surrounding shock structure. CME shocks can sometimes
contribute to uncertainties in the modelled geometry. However, in this example the event
is seen with a sufficient angular separation and the CME brightness is significantly higher
as the shock brightness.
Fig. 7.5: GCS fit of the CME event on 25-10-2013 at 17:24 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of STEREO COR2 A(right) and COR2 B(left).
GCS GCS GCS GCS GCS CME
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
value -74 ° 13 ° 0.45 22.5 ° 68 ° 1088 km/s
Table 7.3: GCS fitting parameter and determined CME apex speed of the shown event. GCS
longitude and latitude are displayed in the HEEQ coordinate system.
Fig. 7.6: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
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7.2.3 Sample #3 - Helcats Event #2
Sample event #3 occurred on 16-05-2007. To this date both STEREO spacecraft have a
separation of 8°. The GCS fit of this event is presented in Fig. 7.7 and the fitting parameters
in Table 7.4. The orientation of the GCS grid in relation to Earth is presented in Fig. 7.8.
The event was observed during the solar minimum with only very few other visible solar
activity. During this time period both STEREO spacecraft observed this event with only
very little minimal separation (σ = 8 °) which makes both STEREO COR 2 perspectives
nearly redundant. The event is seen as limp event so that the determined apex heights
hapex and the resulting apex velocity vapex is only little effected by projections effects. The
half angle α, the asp. ratio κ and the tilt γ are more subject to reservation.
Fig. 7.7: GCS fit of the CME event on 16-05-2007 at 01:07 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of STEREO COR2 A(right) and COR2 B(left).
GCS GCS GCS GCS GCS CME
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
value -79 ° 13 ° 0.35 28 ° 52 ° 352 km/s
Table 7.4: GCS fitting parameter and determined CME apex speed of the shown event. GCS
longitude and latitude are displayed in the HEEQ coordinate system.
Fig. 7.8: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
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7.2.4 Sample #4 - Helcats Event #63
Sample event #4 occurred on 07-04-2011. To this date both STEREO spacecraft have
a separation of 175°. The GCS fit of this event is presented in Fig. 7.9 and the fitting
parameters in Table 7.5. The orientation of the GCS grid in relation to Earth is presented
in Fig. 7.10. The event has a low speed of 444 km/s but was modelled with a very exten-
sive structure κ = 0.59, α = 50 ° which is very unusual. Tilting the GCS shape from 0 ° to
90 °, would probably result in a less extensive morphology. The event was observed with a
stereoscopic separation close to (σ = 180 °) degree. In such a configuration, events directed
towards (φ = 0 °) or away (φ = 180 °) from Earth as well as towards one of the STEREO
satellites (φ ≈ ±90 °) have the least amount of stereoscopic resolution. Both observed pro-
jective white-light shapes can basically be considered as redundant. Thus, the uncertainty
morphology is very high and in this case and fitting with an additional perspective from
Earth is highly recommended.
Fig. 7.9: GCS fit of the CME event on 07-04-2011 at 11:54 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of STEREO COR2 A(right) and COR2 B(left).
GCS GCS GCS GCS GCS CME
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
value -6 ° -17 ° 0.59 50 ° 0 ° 444 km/s
Table 7.5: GCS fitting parameter and determined CME apex speed of the shown event. GCS
longitude and latitude are displayed in the HEEQ coordinate system.
Fig. 7.10: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
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7.2.5 Sample #5 - Helcats Event #49
Sample event #5 occurred on 14-12-2010. To this date both STEREO spacecraft have
a separation of 173°. The GCS fit of this event is presented in Fig. 7.11 and the fitting
parameters in Table 7.6. The orientation of the GCS grid in relation to Earth is presented
in Fig. 7.12. The event has the same STEREO satellite configuration as the previous
sample. Nevertheless, it is directed at φ = 50 ° and therefore has a sufficient stereoscopic
resolution. Above the main GCS shape one can notice a second, slightly fainter brightness
enhancement, also reminiscent to a flux rope, which probably results from a second CME.
Secondary CMEs can lead to large fitting errors if they are not well distinguished from the
original CME.
Fig. 7.11: GCS fit of the CME event on 14-12-2010 at 17:54 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of STEREO COR2 A(right) and COR2 B(left).
GCS GCS GCS GCS GCS CME
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
value 50 ° 30 ° 0.25 21 ° -37 ° 1050 km/s
Table 7.6: GCS fitting parameter and determined CME apex speed of the shown event. GCS
longitude and latitude are displayed in the HEEQ coordinate system.
Fig. 7.12: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
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7.2.6 Sample #6 - Helcats Event #73
Sample event #6 occurred on 04-06-2011. To this date both STEREO spacecraft have
a separation of 172°. The GCS fit of this event is presented in Fig. 7.13 and the fitting
parameters in Table 7.7. The orientation of the GCS grid in relation to Earth is presented
in Fig. 7.14. The event represents the fastest CME event of the HELCATS Catalogue. It
is orientated away from Earth (φ = 130 °) and has a very extensive structure. The CME
shock is clearly visible as fainter structure, surrounding the main shape. Intense events
usually appear during phases of high solar activity, thus a lot of streamers are visible. At
the north, a very intense brightness enhancement probably marks the starting emergence
of a secondary eruption.
Fig. 7.13: GCS fit of the CME event on 04-06-2011 at 01:07 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of STEREO COR2 A(right) and COR2 B(left).
GCS GCS GCS GCS GCS CME
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
value 130 ° 19 ° 0.7 36.6 ° 55 ° 2616 km/s
Table 7.7: GCS fitting parameter and determined CME apex speed of the shown event. GCS
longitude and latitude are displayed in the HEEQ coordinate system.
Fig. 7.14: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
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7.2.7 Sample #7 - Helcats Event #78
Sample event #7 occurred on 14-06-2011. To this date both STEREO spacecraft have
a separation of 172°. The GCS fit of this event is presented in Fig. 7.15 and the fitting
parameters in Table 7.8. The orientation of the GCS grid in relation to Earth is presented
in Fig. 7.16. The event was fitted with a high α value of 57 ° and low κ value of 0.28. It
is therefore very reminiscent to a pipe. Despite its unusual shape, the fit appears very
trustworthy. One may assume that such elongated structures result from very elongated
source regions.
Fig. 7.15: GCS fit of the CME event on 14-06-2011 at 01:07 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of STEREO COR2 A(right) and COR2 B(left).
GCS GCS GCS GCS GCS CME
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
value -43 ° -1 ° 0.28 57 ° 36 ° 613 km/s
Table 7.8: GCS fitting parameter and determined CME apex speed of the shown event. GCS
longitude and latitude are displayed in the HEEQ coordinate system.
Fig. 7.16: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
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7.2.8 Sample #8 - Helcats Event #81
Sample event #8 occurred on 04-08-2011. To this date both STEREO spacecraft have
a separation of 167°. The GCS fit of this event is presented in Fig. 7.17 and the fitting
parameters in Table 7.9. The orientation of the GCS grid in relation to Earth is pre-
sented in Fig. 7.18. This is a very fast event (1784 km/s) with a very extensive structure
(κ = 0.79, α = 63 °). In this case, it seems that the shape was slightly overestimated in
the north by the brightness enhancement of a shock front. It appears that fitting CMEs
at very low heights is beneficial to identify CME fronts as the shock has not yet surpassed
the front.
Fig. 7.17: GCS fit of the CME event on 04-08-2011 at 01:07 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of STEREO COR2 A(right) and COR2 B(left).
GCS GCS GCS GCS GCS CME
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
value 35 ° 22 ° 0.79 63 ° 60 ° 1784 km/s
Table 7.9: GCS fitting parameter and determined CME apex speed of the shown event. GCS
longitude and latitude are displayed in the HEEQ coordinate system.
Fig. 7.18: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
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7.2.9 Sample #9 - Helcats Event #112
Sample event #9 occurred on 17-07-2012. To this date both STEREO spacecraft have
a separation of 145°. The GCS fit of this event is presented in Fig. 7.19 and the fitting
parameters in Table 7.10. The orientation of the GCS grid in relation to Earth is presented
in Fig. 7.20. This event represents one of the most difficult GCS fits. The displayed CME
posses a very ambiguous flux rope structure which can be easily seen in COR2 A by the
existence of a strongly kinked CME front. This makes the application of the GCS model
very questionable, which is only designed for an ideal flux rope morphology. Moreover, the
second CME clearly appearing at solar west in the COR2 A, seems to further contribute
to the overestimation of the shape in COR2 B.
Fig. 7.19: GCS fit of the CME event on 17-07-2012 at 01:07 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of STEREO COR2 A(right) and COR2 B(left).
GCS GCS GCS GCS GCS CME
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
value 63 ° -28 ° 0.63 31 ° 35 ° 1011 km/s
Table 7.10: GCS fitting parameter and determined CME apex speed of the shown event. GCS
longitude and latitude are displayed in the HEEQ coordinate system.
Fig. 7.20: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
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7.2.10 Sample #10 - Helcats Event #117 - Date 17-05-2013
Sample event #10 occurred on 17-05-2013. To this date both STEREO spacecraft have
a separation of 92°. The GCS fit of this event is presented in Fig. 7.21 and the fitting
parameters in Table 7.11. The orientation of the GCS grid in relation to Earth is pre-
sented in Fig. 7.22. The event is very fast (1585 km/s) and occured during a phase of
high solar activity. Compared to the high CME velocity, the fitted flux rope structure
(κ = 0.33, α = 13.9 °) appears very narrow which might be a significant underestimation.
The high solar activity, makes a correct interpretation of this structure very difficult with-
out taking further perspectives into account.
Fig. 7.21: GCS fit of the CME event on 17-05-2013 at 01:07 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of STEREO COR2 A(right) and COR2 B(left).
GCS GCS GCS GCS GCS CME
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
value -29 ° 12 ° 0.33 13.9 ° -52 ° 1588 km/s
Table 7.11: GCS fitting parameter and determined CME apex speed of the shown event. GCS
longitude and latitude are displayed in the HEEQ coordinate system.
Fig. 7.22: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
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Conclusion
The statistical GCS results for the whole set of 122 CMEs are presented in a more com-
prehensive manner together with the mass determination results in Chapter 8. The shown
sample events have illustrated some of the common difficulties in the geometrical modelling
of CMEs by stereoscopic observations with STEREO. These difficulties are ranked by their
expected relevance.
1. Instrument Separation
First of all, it has to be noted that stereoscopic observations are obviously only useful for
a sufficient large stereoscopic angle. Often an angle of more than 15 ° is considered as
sufficient for other stereoscopic applications. On the other hand, separation angles close
to 180 ° can also be problematic, if a CME is directed towards one observer or in a close to
90 ° angle. In such cases both observed projective white-light shapes can basically be con-
sidered as redundant so that the already discussed projection effect for a single perspective
observation apply.
2. Missing Flux Rope Structure
In Chapter 4 it was discussed that to this day it is not clear if all CMEs posses a flux rope
structure. In other cases the flux rope structure might be disturbed or even a combination
of more than one flux rope. In these cases the fitting of a simple flux rope with the GCS
model is not appropriate and the deprojected geometry can lead to a huge bias.
3. Coronal Shock Waves
It was demonstrated that the brightness enhancements caused by a CME shock wave can
be easily mistaken for the CME front. The likeliness of such shock waves rises with the
CME speed and width. Distinguishing the CME front and the CME shock front is partic-
ularly difficult if the event is observed as “Halo” in both coronagraphs.
4. Secondary CMEs
It was shown that secondary CMEs can lead to a misinterpretation of the morphology of
the originally attempted modelling target. This can lead to large geometrical overestima-
tion, thus both CMEs need to be well distinguished from each other. The fitting difficulties
of such scenarios vary with the observing perspectives as well as the morphology, the speed
and the propagation direction of both CMEs.
5. Coronal Streamer
It could not be shown that coronal streamers have any significant effects on the modelling
results of the CMEmorphology or CME speed. Though, this possibility cannot be generally
excluded. However, coronal streamers are a frequently occuring phenomenon and can
complicate the visual interpretation of CME structures, especially in conjunction with
some of the other four points mentioned above.
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Mass Determination
This chapter starts with an overview of former CME mass estimation studies. This is
followed by the presentation of a newly established combined mass determination and geo-
metrical modelling method. The method is applied to 122 CME events and the modelling
results are compiled to an online database. The modelling results are statistically analysed
to derive important parameter correlations, which are relevant in the context of CME fore-
casts. It is further shown that large CME mass overestimations can arise from the presence
of coronal streamer. Two such events from the catalogue are therefore presented in more
detail. Finally, the derived mass results from the catalogue are used to estimate the total
solar mass loss caused by CMEs and compare it to other sources of solar mass loss.
8.1 CME Mass Determination
In the past, the measurement of CME masses based on the CME white-light appearance
was subject of many studies. The underlying mechanism is known as Thomson scattering
as confirmed by Bowles (1958). Munro et al. (1979) and Poland et al. (1981) were among
the first to measure CME masses through scattering theory using space coronagraphs
onboard of SKYLAB (Tousey, 1977) and SOLWIND (Sheeley et al., 1980). Vourlidas et al.
(2010) found that the majority of CMEs have masses in the range of 1013–1016 g through
analysing over 7000 CMEs with the LASCO/SOHO (Brueckner et al., 1995b) coronagraph
during solar cycle 23. Other mass estimation CME methods like radio telescoped based
measurements of the thermal bremsstrahlung (Gopalswamy & Kundu, 1992) of CME mass
determination by EUV Dimming Aschwanden et al. (2009) show comparable results.
Previous white-light based mass measurements were effected by high uncertainties. Those
mainly arise due to observations that were made based on only a single viewing point. The
necessary accuracy in the determination of the CME geometry and position is necessary,
as both have an important impact on the Thomson scattering equation and therefore also
on the determination of the total CME mass. With the advent of the STEREO satellites,
the geometry and position of CMEs can be determined with a much higher precision
allowing to eliminate many sources of uncertainty. After analysing over 7000 CMEs with
the LASCO/SOHO coronagraph during solar cycle 23, Vourlidas et al. (2010) reported
that the majority of CMEs have masses in the range of 1013–1016 g and kinetic energy
ranges from 1029 to 1032 ergs. The so far largest kinetic energy observed was 1.2× 1033 erg
for the Halloween Storm on October 28 2003 (Gopalswamy et al., 2005) causing strong
geomagnetical disturbances (Cid et al., 2015).
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8.2 Projection Effects and CME Parameter Study
Based on the theory of the previous chapters, a combined method of GCS modelling and
CME white-light mass determination was established. The demonstrated method enables
the measurement of relevant kinematic CME parameters in a consistent and comparable
manner. The method was applied to a set of 122 events with intense brightness, which
are stereoscopically observed with the COR2 coronagraphs onboard of the two NASA
STEREO spacecrafts. The result were compiled in a kinematic online catalog within the
EU FP7 project HELCATS. The statistical CME parameter results are analysed to derive
their mutual correlation, their correlation to the solar activity cycle as well as the influence
of projection effects. Further inherent peculiarities and implications for the mass determi-
nation of events emerging from close to the disk centre towards or away from the observer
are discussed.
This section presents and discusses a combined method GCS modelling and CME white-
light mass determination applied method and its statistical results. It was submitted to
Astronomy and Astrophysics (A&A) on July 9, 2018. The co-authors contributed to this
section in the following manner:
• Niclas Mrotzek, Angelos Vourlidas and Volker Bothmer supervised the formal struc-
ture of the paper, contributed critical comments on the theory and helped with the
interpretation of the analysis.
• Neel Savani provided the software routine of the presented method.
• All co-authors have also additionally contributed with language editing.
The modelling results have been stored in the Kinematic Database Catalogue (KinCat).
KinCat was established as one contribution of the University of Göttingen to the European
Community’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7) ”Heliospheric Cataloguing, Analysis
and Techniques Service (HELCATS)“.
The following persons have contributed to the creation of KINCAT:
• Dr. Volker Bothmer (project leader)
• Adam Pluta (CME modelling, online database)
• Niclas Mrotzek (CME modelling)
• Julius Achenbach (online database)
• Dr. Eckhardt Bosman (event selection)
As part of the more comprehensive HELCATS catalogue (Harrison et al., 2016), KinCat is
cross-linked via a unique identifier (ID) to other sub-catalogues. This includes catalogues
of heliospheric observations, in-situ and automated coronagraphic detections as well as
source regions and low coronal events. The full HELCATS catalogue1 as well as the
KinCat catalogue2 are publicly accessible.
1https://www.helcats-fp7.eu/catalogues/wp3_kincat.html
2http://www.affects-fp7.eu/helcats-database/database.php
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ABSTRACT
Context. We use forward modelling on multi-viewpoint coronagraph observations to estimate the 3-dimensional mor-
phology, initial speed and deprojected masses of Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs). The CME structure is described via
the Graduated Cylindrical Shell (GCS) model, which enables the measurement of CME parameters in a consistent and
comparable manner.
Aims. This is the first large-scale use of the GCS model to estimate CME masses, so we discuss inherent peculiarities
and implications for the mass determination with a special focus on CME events emerging from close to the observer’s
central meridian. Further, we analyse the CME characteristics best suited to estimate the CME mass in a timely
manner to make it available to CME arrival predictions.
Methods. We apply the method to a set of 122 bright events observed simultaneously from two vantage points with
the COR2 coronagraphs onboard of the twin NASA STEREO spacecraft. The events occurred between January 2007
and December 2013 and are compiled in an online catalogue within the EU FP7 project HELCATS. We statistically
analyse the derived CME parameters, their mutual connection and their relation to the solar cycle.
Results. We show that the derived morphology of intense disk events is still systematically overestimated by up to a factor
of 2 with stereoscopic modelling, which is the same order of magnitude as for observations from only one vantage point.
The overestimation is very likely a combination of projection effects as well as the increased complexity of separating
CME shocks and streamers from CME fronts for such events. We further show that CME mass determination of disk
events can lead to overestimation of the mass by about a factor of 10 or more, in case of overlapping bright structures.
Conclusions. We conclude that for stereoscopic measurements of disk events, the measurement of the initial CME speed
is the most reliable one. We further suggest that our presented CME speed-mass correlation is most suited to estimate
the CME mass early from coronagraph observations.
Key words. Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) – Sun: corona – Sun: solar-terrestrial relations – Sun: heliosphere
1. Introduction
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs) are explosive large-scale
outbursts of the Sun’s coronal plasma and magnetic field.
They can induce strong geomagnetic storms at Earth (Tsu-
rutani et al. 1988; Gosling et al. 1991), which pose serious
threats to space systems, communications and navigation
(Cherry 2002; Thomson et al. 2011; Pulkkinen et al. 2005;
Burlaga et al. 1987; Thomson et al. 2011). Therefore, pre-
cise measurements of CME kinematics are important to
predict their arrival at Earth. Besides knowledge about
the prevailing solar wind conditions, the performance of
CME propagation models relies on accurate measurements
of the CME initial geometry and CME apex speed as well
as the CME mass. For example, the Drag-Based Model
(DBM) (Vršnak et al. 2013), which is based on the hydro-
dynamic analogue of the aerodynamic drag acting between
the solar wind and the CME, depends on these proper-
ties. To maximise the benefit for space weather predictions,
CME kinematics and geometry have to be determined as
early as possibly during the CME emergence. Coronagraph
observations can provide these values at CME distances
within a few solar radii away from the Sun. Projection ef-
fects are discussed often in the context of CME kinematics
(Burkepile et al. 2004; Vršnak et al. 2007a; Temmer et al.
2009; Liu et al. 2010a; Shen et al. 2013a; Davies et al. 2013),
masses (Vourlidas et al. 2010) and morphologies (Liu et al.
2010b; Savani et al. 2011a,b; Vourlidas et al. 2013; Kwon
et al. 2015). Projection effects can result in an overestima-
tion of the CME size and an underestimation of the CME
velocity.
We do not consider projection effects resulting from the
approximation of the Thomson sphere with the plane-of-sky
(POS) since those only become important beyond 120 R
(e.g., Fig. 2 in Vourlidas & Howard 2006). Nevertheless,
projection effects associated with Thomson scattering also
affect the CME mass determination which is discussed in
more detail in Section 3.3. These effects are inherent due to
the 3-dimensional CME morphology and become extreme
for the so-called “halo events”. The term “halo” refers to
CMEs that exhibit a circular or elliptical white-light mor-
phology encircling the Sun (Howard et al. 1982). The
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halo appearance generally implies that the event is directed
along the Sun-observer line and most likely arise from the
CME-driven shock (Kwon et al. 2015). We adopt the term
“disk events” to characterise events originating from close
to an observer’s solar disk centre, propagating along the
Sun-observer line towards or away to the observer. The
kinematic and morphological characteristics of disk events,
such as the height, width and propagation speed suffer from
severe projection effects. These projection effects have been
assessed via multi-viewpoint geometrical modelling (Th-
ernisien et al. 2009; Liewer et al. 2011; Temmer et al. 2009;
Lee et al. 2014).
With the launch of NASA’s Solar TErrestrial Rela-
tions Observatory (STEREO) mission in the October 2006
(Kaiser et al. 2008) long-term multi-viewpoint observations
of CMEs have been made possible. The STEREO mission
consists of two nearly identical spacecraft. The STEREO-
A orbit is closer to the Sun than the STEREO-B orbit,
which results in STEREO-A pulling further ahead of Earth
and STEREO-B falling successively behind Earth at a rate
of about 22.5 ◦ per year. Each spacecraft carries the Sun-
Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation
(SECCHI) (Howard et al. 2008) payload that consists of
one extreme ultraviolet (EUV) full disk imager, two coron-
agraphs – COR1 and COR2, and two heliospheric imagers
– HI1 and HI2. In this work, the white-light images of
the SECCHI/COR2 coronagraphs are used for the geomet-
rical modelling as well as for the CME mass determination.
Vourlidas et al. (2010)(V10,hereafter) discuss extensively
the methodology, caveats, and historical background of
mass measurements. They specifically exclude halo events
from the analysis, to avoid significant mass overestimations
resulting from projection effects for single viewpoint mea-
surements. The objective of the present study is to analyse
the reliability of CME mass-determinations in the context
of projection effects using multi-viewpoint measurements.
To achieve this goal, we combine multi-viewpoint geomet-
rical modelling with mass-determination and compare the
mass results for disk and limb events to identify possible
sources of mass overestimation. Our approach is also used
to provide important CME parameter correlations between
the CME mass and the initial CME speed close to the Sun.
Such correlations are important to estimate CME masses in
real-time, in order to make reasonable assumptions in CME
prediction models, such as the DBM or WSA-ENLIL plus
Cone Model (Odstrčil & Pizzo 1999; Odstrcil et al. 2004;
Mays et al. 2015). For instance, in the DBM the CME
deceleration increases inversely with the CME mass.
The paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, we
present our measurement methodology in detail. This in-
cludes event selection criteria, image processing, applica-
tion of geometrical forward modelling and the CME mass
determination technique. We use an example event to
demonstrate the methodology. In Section 3, we provide a
statistical analysis of the data set. The results are discussed
in Section 4 and compared to previous single-viewpoint
studies. We conclude in Section 5.
2. Methodology
2.1. Event Selection
We model 122 CME events, which occurred between Jan-
uary 2007 and December 2013, using data from the SEC-
CHI/COR2 coronagraphs. The STEREO satellite geom-
etry for the observed events is presented in Fig. 1. All
events are assembled in the Coronal Mass Ejection Kine-
matic Database Catalogue (KinCat). As part of the more
comprehensive HELCATS catalogue (Harrison et al. 2016),
KinCat is cross-linked via a unique identifier (ID) to other
sub-catalogues. This includes catalogues of heliospheric
observations, in-situ and automated coronagraphic detec-
tions as well as source regions and low coronal events.
The full HELCATS catalogue is accessible at https://
www.helcats-fp7.eu/catalogues/wp3_kincat.html and
the KinCat catalogue at http://www.affects-fp7.eu/
helcats-database/database.php.
In addition to kinematic, geometric and mass param-
eters, KinCat also provides animated fitting sequences,
height-time profiles and the STEREO observing geometry
for each event. It is based on the first multi-viewpoint CME
catalogue, compiled at the University of Göttingen. The
catalogue contains 1060 events from 2007 to 2011 and a
subset of 263 events was selected based on subjective clear
visibility and assembled in the “Best-of” list. From this
list, 243 events were modelled (Bosman & Bothmer 2012;
Bosman et al. 2012) with GCS modelling technique devel-
oped by Thernisien, Howard and Vourlidas (2006) at the
point in time of their clearest visual appearance. Starting
from the 243 events, we compare them with the Ruther-
ford Appleton Laboratory Heliospheric Imager (RAL-HI)
event-list which contains over 1000 entries within the rele-
vant time period. This step ensures that our events can also
be used for more comprehensive studies which follows the
purpose of the HELCATS project. As a result of the com-
parison, 109 events out of 243 events were matched with the
HI list. The list is extended by another 13 events between
2012 and 2013. These events are associated with Earth-
directed CMEs and are chosen from the HELCATS linked
catalogue called LINKCAT (Kilpua et al. 2017) which con-
nects heliospheric and in-situ CME observations. For each
single event, we have not noticed any brightness enhance-
ments within the FOV of COR2 which might suggest pos-
sible interactions with other CMEs.
2.2. Data Processing
We start with the COR2 Level−0.5 FITS images, which are
obtained from the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center2.
Level−0.5 FITS images are already aligned to the ecliptic
north. They are further processed to Level−1.0 FITS im-
ages via the IDL SolarSoft routine secchi_prep.pro. The
resulting images are normalised by the exposure duration,
the correction of on-board image processing, the subtrac-
tion of the CCD bias, the conversion to the physical units of
mean solar brightness (MSB), vignetting and flat-field cor-
rections and other optical distortion corrections (Howard
et al. 2008). Then a suitable pre-event image, generally
the last image prior to the appearance of the CME in the
particular coronagraph’s field of view, is subtracted from
0 https://stereo-ssc.nascom.nasa.gov/where/
2 ftp://stereoftp.nascom.nasa.gov/pub/
2
Figure 1. Evolution of STEREO spacecraft separation from the first catalogue event, over the STEREO opposition phase to
the last event. The shown minimal STEREO separation (MSS) angle σ is defined as the minimal angular distance between both
STEREO satellites.(STEREO Science Center)1
the CME images to remove the background corona. In
order to avoid visual signatures of coronal streamers and
other CMEs, it can sometimes be reasonable to subtract
an earlier image instead (see V10 for details). We then ap-
ply Thomson scattering theory to Level-1.0 FITS images
to create so called “mass images”. This translation of the
images from the unit of MSB to grams per pixel is realised
with the make_mass_fits.pro routine of the Solarsoft li-
brary. The exact procedure is described in Savani et al.
(2013). Details and issues arising in the CME mass calcu-
lations are described in V10. For completeness we provide
a brief summary below.
2.2.1. Mass Determination
Obviously, all CME white-light observations are projections
of the 3-dimensional CME structures onto the POS of the
observing instrument. Two basic geometrical approxima-
tions are traditionally applied that result in a lower limit
estimate of the CME mass:
1. All CME material is confined onto a 2-dimensional
plane along the direction with the longitudinal angle φ
away from the POS.
2. The plane is assumed to be positioned on the POS
(φ = 0 ◦).
V10 analysed the consequences from both assumptions
and showed that the POS assumption yields a lower limit
mass estimation. The underestimation increases with the
CME width and reaches a factor of two for a CME with 60 ◦
angular width. In this work, we call this approach “POS
mass determination”. V10 also numerically analysed the
results of the applied scattering theory for the case where
φ is equal to the actual longitudinal CME propagation an-
gle away from the POS. They found that this improves the
accuracy of the mass measurements relative to POS mass
determination up to a propagation angle of φ = 60 ◦. From
there on, the CME mass becomes exponentially overesti-
mated with increasing φ. In the case of a CME propa-
gating at φ = 80 ◦ (disk event) and possessing a width of
60 ◦, the CME mass could be overestimated by about a fac-
tor of five. For that reason, this approach can be used to
determine an upper limit of the CME mass, in particular
for disk events. In this study, we call this approach “di-
rectional mass determination”. Previous stereoscopic mass
studies by Colaninno & Vourlidas (2009); Bein et al. (2013)
and de Koning (2017) are not combined with geometrical
modelling. They use an inverse approach by comparing the
mass results in dependance of the unknown propagation an-
gle φ for each coronagraph and deliver the correspondent
mass result to that angle. In this study φ is determine from
geometrical modelling, which is a very established method
for this purpose.
2.3. Graduated Cylindrical Shell Model
We apply the Graduated Cylindrical Shell (GCS) model
(Thernisien et al. 2009) as our geometrical modelling
method to COR2 images to derive their 3D size and di-
rection as a function of height. The model represents a
simplified geometric proxy to a magnetic flux rope topology.
This CME topology has been suggested by many authors
(e.g. Chen et al. 1997; Vourlidas et al. 2000; Cremades
& Bothmer 2004). Recently, Vourlidas et al. (2013) have
shown that it applies to at least 40% of all CMEs. It was
further suggested that the absence of such a structure can
likely be traced back to observational effects (Gopalswamy
2013). The shape of the model is reminiscent of a hol-
low croissant and the basic geometry consists of two cone
shaped legs, separated by twice the half angle α and the leg
height h. The circular annulus in the middle of the tube
section is given by a(r) = κr, where r is the distance from
the solar centre to a point of the outer edge of the shape
and κ is the aspect ratio. The origin of the model is rooted
at the solar centre. Its main axis enters the solar surface
at a point given by longitude φ, latitude θ. The rotation
along the main axis is described with the tilt angle γ. In
the full set of GCS parameters it is common to substitute
the leg height h with the apex height hapex. The GCS mod-
elling is performed with the rtsccguicloud.pro routine in
the SECCHI analysis tree of the IDL SolarSoft distribution.
The routine enables us to adjust the wire grid simultane-
ously onto the white-light CME structures in both COR2
coronagraphs. The projection of the shape is plotted over
each coronagraph image with respect to the STEREO satel-
3
lite configuration, as demonstrated with the sample event
in Section 2.5.
Figure 2. GCS model fitted onto the coronagraph images of
SECCHI/COR2 B (left) and COR2 A (right) for the CME event
on July 12, 2012 at 18.39 UT.
Figure 3. GCS fitting on a sequence of COR2 A (top) and
COR2 B (bottom) images of the STEREO/SECCHI corona-
graphs for the July 12, 2012 event from 16:54 to 18:24UT.
2.4. Geometrical Modelling
The GCS model is applied to the full COR2 observation
sequence which later will be also used to derive CME
speeds. Further, the events from the original list are fitted
at the height of their individual best white-light visibility.
For our analysis, we define a reference height at which
the CME properties are compared to each other, in order
to reduce evolutionary effects of the CME parameters.
Vourlidas et al. (2000, 2010) showed that the majority
of CMEs reach a steady-state above about 10 R. On
the other hand, our observations are restricted to the
FOV of the SECCHI coronagraphs (2.5 − 15 R) and the
15 min cadence. This cadence diminishes the guaranteed
observation range in the worst case to around 12 R, for
a CME which expands along the POS with a speed of
2600 kms−1. Sachdeva et al. (2017) showed that CME
acceleration largely ends within 5 R for fast events
(≥ 900 kms−1), and between 12 and 50 R for slow events
(< 900 kms−1). The study of Liu et al. (2016) has even
shown that the speed of slow CMEs is nearly invariant at
heights above 20− 30 R. Consequently, we can maximize
the comparability of our events by choosing the latest
guaranteed observation height of 12 R as our reference
height. In the following we present our GCS modelling:
In the first step, the six GCS parameters are iteratively
adapted until a best visual fit of the data is achieved
for both STEREO COR2 coronagraphs. Images from
the SOHO/LASCO coronagraphs, positioned along the
Sun-Earth line, are used to confirm the direction of the
CME if it is seen as halo in both STEREO satellites. In
the next step, we alter the fitting between the first and
last COR2 image pairs for a few times. Generally, this
approach is helpful to separate the main CME shape from
unambiguous parts and shock features, which both are
frequently observed in coronagraph white-light images of
very intense events (Vourlidas et al. 2013; Vourlidas &
Ontiveros 2009). In the last step, the CME parameters are
adapted to the reference height.
A sensitivity analysis by Thernisien et al. (2009) evalu-
ates the average deviation of each parameter:
∆φ = 4.3 ◦, ∆θ = 1.8 ◦, ∆α = +13 ◦/− 7 ◦,
∆κ = +0.07/− 0.04, ∆γ = 22 ◦, ∆hapex = 0.48 R
Equally, we have also estimated the errors of these pa-
rameters in our data set, based on the modelling result of
the first and second author for a similar subset of 15 events.
The averaged error ∆x0 of each GCS parameter x yields:
∆φ0 = 5
◦, ∆θ0 = 5 ◦, ∆α0 = 10 ◦,
∆κ0 = 0.025, ∆γ = 30 ◦, ∆hapex = 0.5 R
These values are in good agreement with the sensitiv-
ity analysis. Nevertheless, it has to be stated that the
largest uncertainties for fitted GCS parameters arise from
the misidentification of the CME shape, for example by the
unintentional fitting of the CME shock or not separating
the CME front from other coronal features. This might
produce errors on a much larger scale which are difficult to
quantify.
2.5. Combined Geometrical Modelling and Mass
Determination Technique
We use the event of July 12, 2012 to illustrate our com-
bined geometrical modelling and mass determination tech-
nique on a pair of SECCHI/COR2 images. On this day,
the STEREO spacecraft were 125 ◦ apart, which enables a
reasonable geometrical modelling of the CME white-light
shape. The described GCS fitting approach is used to de-
rive the initial geometric parameters. Fig. 2 displays the
projection of the geometrical grid in both SECCHI/COR2
images. The grid is created with the following fitting pa-
rameters for the reference height of 12 R:
φ = 8 ◦, θ = −12 ◦, α = 34.4 ◦,
κ = 0.46, γ = 90 ◦, and hapex = 15.6 R .
At this point, we create the mass images required for
the directional mass determination. Savani et al. (2013)
determined the CME mass density for a single event from
SECCHI/COR2 images with this approach. In their study,
the propagation direction in the corona was estimated by
the propagation throughout the entire inner heliosphere
via the fixed-φ J-map technique (Sheeley et al. 1999) from
SECCHI/HI-1 and HI-2 observations. In our study, we can
derive the CME propagation direction φa and φb in rela-
tion to the POS of STEREO A and B directly from our
GCS modelling result. This step requires to transform the
source region coordinates from HEE coordinate system by
the respective STEREO satellite longitude. If one assumes
a radial propagation of each CME from its active source re-
4
Figure 4. Source region distribution of all 122 KinCat events, estimated by GCS fitting and presented in the Earth-based
Stonyhurst coordinate system (middle) as well as transposed to the perspectives of STEREO/SECCHI COR2A (right) and COR2B
(left).
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Figure 5. GCS fitting results of the July 12, 2012 event. Top:
Height-time profile of the CME apex with the fitted apex speed
vapex = 1239 kms
−1 at 12R. Bottom: Mass-height profile for
both STEREO/SECCHI COR2 instruments with the extrapo-
lated total masses Ma and Mb.
gion (Reiner et al. 2003; Cremades & Bothmer 2004; Kahler
& Vourlidas 2005), the modelled GCS flux rope source re-
gions can be considered as approximations of the real source
regions. For the calibration of the images, we consider the
positions of the GCS modelled source regions and trans-
pose them to the correspondent SECCHI/COR2 perspec-
tives. In Fig. 4 we give an overview of the event distribu-
tion on the solar disk observed from Earth and from both
STEREO/SECCHI COR2 perspectives, determined by our
GCS modelling. We want to emphasise that the absence
of central backside events along the Sun-Earth line is a re-
sult of the event selection requiring the association with a
SECCHI/HI CME.
Events are classified based on their minimal angular
propagation distance away from the observed POS. For
φ < 60 ◦ we classify them as limb events and for φ ≥ 60 ◦
as disk events.
In the following, we determine the CME masses from
the STEREO images. The applicability to SECCHI/COR2
images and cross-calibration with the SOHO/LASCO mass
images has been confirmed by Colaninno & Vourlidas
(2009). To determine a CME mass, the region containing
the CMEs white-light emission, commonly termed region
of interest (ROI), has to be defined. One advantage of our
method is that we can benefit from our geometrical fitting
results and define the ROI by the enclosed projection of the
correspondent GCS grid as shown by Savani et al. (2013).
The integration over the ROI in the mass images yields a
mass value. For a sequence of mass images we apply the
previously modelled GCS shape and expand it self-similarly
to the correspondent height (Fig. 3). The fitted height val-
ues are used for the height-time profile in Fig. 5 (top), from
which we derive the apex speed at 12 R. Based on the
error propagation of the CME apex height, we derive that
the height measurements correspond to a relative velocity
error of ∆v/v = 6 %. In Fig. 5 (bottom) the mass-height
profile of the current example is displayed. V10 suggested
that the mass and energy properties of CMEs are reaching a
constant plateau above ∼ 10 R if the POS mass determi-
nation approach is used. This is mostly, but not always the
case for the directional method used in this study. Thus,
we extrapolate the absolute CME mass M0 from the mass-
height series. We use the fitting function from Colaninno
& Vourlidas (2009), which considers that CME masses can
only be detected when a CME has overcome the occulter
field of above 2.5 R in COR2:
M(h) = M0(1− exp(−h)/H) (1)
where H is a fitted normalisation height and M(h) the
detected CME mass at the apex height h.
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3. Results
We present the statistical results of the GCS modelling and
important parameter correlations to identify projection ef-
fects. This is followed by the presentation of the CME mass
results, which are further analysed in terms of mass over-
estimations and causes. We demonstrate that the event se-
lection criteria created an representative data-set which can
reproduce known correlations to the monthly sunspot num-
ber (SSN). Further, the correlations to SSN have a useful
application when it comes to comparing different data-sets.
In the last part, we regard the mutual parameter correlation
and analyse if the mass of a CME can be best estimated
from the CME kinematic or the CME morphology.
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Figure 6. Distribution of the GCS modelling results at 12 R
for the CME apex speed (top), the GCS half angle (middle) and
the GCS aspect ratio (bottom).
3.1. Morphology and Kinematics
In the GCS model, the CME morphology is characterised
by the aspect ratio and the half angle. We present distri-
butions of the CME morphology together with the velocity
distribution, which are derived from our data-set, in Fig. 6.
All three distributions are basically reminiscent to a log-
normal distribution, which is in this context also a typi-
cal parameter distribution in larger data-set (e.g. in V10).
However, the CME velocities are closer to satisfy such a
log-normal distribution than the two others. We obtain the
averaged values of 〈vapex〉 = 629 kms−1, 〈κ〉 = 0.405 and
〈α〉 = 22.0 ◦ for all 122 events.
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Figure 7. Individual results of GCS fitted aspect ratio κ
and half angle α derived for all 122 catalogue events. The
events are classified by their limb or disk appearance in each
STEREO/SECCHI COR2 instrument.
To investigate possible projection effects, we correlate
all three parameters in Fig. 7 and further categorise each
event based on its appearance as limb or disk event – ac-
cordingly to our previous definition. The parameter fits
result in:
α = 27.6(±6.6)κ+ 10.8(±2.8) (2)
α = 1.11(±0.26)× 10−2vapex + 15.0(±2.0) (3)
κ = 1.7(±0.3)× 10−4vapex + 0.30(±0.02) (4)
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with α in [deg], κ without dimension and vapex in [kms−1].
We notice that in Fig. 7 (top) CMEs seen as disk event
in both telescopes tend to have a much large κ than the
other events in the reference period. Also in Fig. 7 (bottom)
all derived κ values for disk events are above the linear
fitting curve. Therefore, we investigate the occurrence of
projection effects by comparing the morphology of the 8
disk event, which all occurred in 2011, to all 59 events
of that year. We notice that they are comparable in
terms of their half angle (α2011 = 25 ◦ vs. αdisk both = 27 ◦)
but not in terms of their aspect ratio (κ2011 = 0.45 vs.
κdisk both = 0.71). It appears that κ is significantly over-
estimated for disk events, which may be partly driven by
the higher average speeds (1050 kms−1) compared to the
2011 sample (710 kms−1) in addition to projection effects.
3.2. CME Mass Results
In this section we show the results of our CME mass deter-
mination – averaged from both coronagraphs. In 3 out of
122 cases we have only obtained CME masses from COR 2A
as COR 2B images were intentionally avoided, due to over-
lapping with coronal features, such as secondary CMEs, so-
lar event particles or coronal streamers. At first, we present
the overall distribution of the logarithmic masses in Fig. 8.
According to V10, the mass distribution of CMEs should
generally follow a log-normal distribution which would re-
sult in a normal distribution of the logarithmic masses.
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Figure 8. Distribution of the CME mass results in logarithmic
units averaged from both SECCHI/COR2 measurements for 119
events and three single measurements.
In our results, we notice a departure from such a normal
distribution towards larger mass values – a first indication
for the mass overestimation of some events. To investigate
this, we plot the logarithmic mass results of all 119 events
which have been observed with both coronagraphs over
the event dates in Fig.9. The events are classified by
their limb or disk appearance in each STEREO/SECCHI
COR2 instrument. Further, we add the minimal STEREO
separation (MSS) angle σ between both COR2 instruments.
Obviously, the highest mass values are detected between
2011 and 2012. Two points are noteworthy to mention at
this phase, likely explaining these high values. First, the
solar activity approaches a maximum around 2011-2013,
which results in generally more massive CMEs (Vourlidas
et al. 2010, 2017). Second, CMEs tend to appear with re-
dundant projection shapes in both COR2 telescopes since
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Figure 9. CME mass in logarithmic units for 119 events aver-
aged from both coronagraphs and classified by their limb or disk
appearance in each COR2 instrument together with STEREO
geometry, which is characterised by the minimal STEREO sep-
aration (MSS) angle σ (dashed).
the spacecraft are in opposition. This configuration occurs
when the MSS angle σ is close to 0 ◦ or 180 ◦. As several of
the more massive entries in Fig. 9 are from CMEs seen as
disk events in both telescopes, this suggests an additional
influence of projection effects leading to mass overestima-
tions in such cases.
3.3. Mass Overestimations
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Figure 10. Logarithmic CME masses for 122 events are mea-
sured in COR 2A (top) and 119 events in COR 2B (bottom)
against the angular distance φ of their propagation direction
away from the POS.
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Since we do not know the 3-dimensional electron distri-
bution within a specific CME, we assume that it is equiv-
alent to its 2-dimensional projection, as stated in Sec-
tion 2.2.1. However, the 2-dimensional projection changes
with the observed propagation direction and as consequence
also the determined mass values. We compare the propa-
gation direction away from the POS for each coronagraph
in Fig. 10 with the determined mass values to investigate if
the CME masses of disk events are overestimated by such
a geometrical effect. For a single spacecraft study with the
SOHO/LASCO coronagraph, covering over 7000 CME non-
halo events, V10 found that the majority of CMEs masses
lie in the range of 1013–1016 g. Therefore, CME masses big-
ger than 1016.5 g are excluded from our further analysis, due
to an expected mass overestimation. This applies to eight
events. We further notice that the statistical mass overes-
timation of disk events at angle of φ = 80 ◦ away from the
solar centre reaches an average factor of three. At the same
time we see a clustering of the CME masses of disk events
with a likely additional overestimation of about a factor of
ten or more, which is way above the maximum error of a
factor of five as derived by V10. Therefore, the projection
effects on the CME alone are insufficient to explain such
large mass values.
Figure 11. (Top:)GCS modelling of the CME event on Septem-
ber 22, 2011, observed with the STEREO COR 2A (left) and
STEREO COR 2B (right), which are positioned at φb = −97 ◦
and φa = 104 ◦ in HEE. (Bottom:) The same event observed
with the LASCO C3 coronagraph. During the eruption, a pre-
existing coronal streamer increases in brightness and is deflected
towards solar north pole – close to the POS of both COR2 coro-
nagraphs.
A possible explanation for the usually high mass val-
ues could arise from additional brightness contributions of
other coronal features. We present an illustrative example
for such a case with the CME event on September 22, 2011.
This CME is seen as disk event in the opposing STEREO
coronagraphs (Fig. 11, top). At least two intense streamers
appear within our ROI, which is defined by the green GCS
fit, and contribute to the overall brightness. Our mass de-
termination yields a value of 3× 1017 g, the highest mass
value of the KinCat. We compare our obtained mass val-
ues of this event to the mass value in the SOHO/LASCO
CME Catalogue. The SOHO/LASCO C3 coronagraph is
positioned at φ = 0 and observes the event perpendicu-
lar to both COR2 coronagraphs. The C3 images (Fig. 11,
bottom) suggest that a northern pre-existing streamer in-
creases in brightness and is deflected towards the POS of
COR2 coronagraphs during the eruption. Obviously, such
streamers can not be removed with a difference imaging
approach. For comparison – from the LASCO perspective,
the northern streamer is largely outside of the ROI used
in the mass calculation and contributes less to the overall
brightness. The reported mass for this event is 2.1× 1016 g,
but with some uncertainty due to the presence of a shock.
However, the northern streamer can not be excluded from
the COR2 ROI, which results in a total mass increase of
1.4 orders of magnitude.
3.4. CME Correlations
Before we regard the individual parameter correlation, we
like to proof that our data-set can reproduce the known
and more basic correlations to the solar cycle. Ivanov &
Obridko (2001) have shown that the cycle variation of the
average CME width and average CME velocity are associ-
ated to the cycle variation of the large-scale solar magnetic
field for solar cycle 22. It was further stated, that fast
CMEs make the primary contributions in these statistics.
As far as the CME mass is concerned, V10 have shown their
dependence to the activity of solar cycle 23. By investigat-
ing solar cycle 24, Wang & Colaninno (2014) also stated
that fast, wide and massive CMEs undergo a stronger so-
lar cycle correlation. Our data-set is biased towards bright
and generally fast events, we therefore expect them to re-
flect the correlation to the solar cycle activity very well.
In Fig. 12, we demonstrate this by using annually averaged
Figure 12. Annual evolution of the average half angle, average
CME speed for 122 events and the CME mass for 114 events
of the KinCat. CME masses above 1016.5 g are excluded. Fur-
ther, the annual event count and the total 13-month smoothed
monthly sunspot numbers are displayed. The sunspot numbers
are provided by WDC-SILSO, Royal Observatory of Belgium,
Brussels.
values of half angles, the apex velocities and CME masses
of our data-set together with the activity of solar cycle 24,
8
represented by SSN. For the mass analysis, we have ap-
Figure 13. Annual average of the GCS half angle and CME
speed (122 KinCat events) as well as of the CME mass (114 Kin-
Cat events) over the total 13-month smoothed monthly sunspot
numbers. CME masses above 1016.5 g are excluded. The sunspot
numbers are provided by WDC-SILSO, Royal Observatory of
Belgium, Brussels.
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Figure 14. Averaged CME masses for all 122 events from the
KinCat against (left) the CME apex speed and (right) the CME
half angle. CME masses above 1016.5 g are excluded for the
fitting.
plied the same upper CME mass limits as before to reduce
influence of some questionable mass results. We derived the
following linear correlations between the annual average of
the monthly sunspot number and the annual averages of
the CME mass, speed and GCS half angle from Fig. 13 :
log10(M) = 15.51(±0.02) + 0.0032(±0.0004)SSN (5)
vapex = 328.3(±48.6) + 6.1(±0.9)SSN (6)
α = 14.7(±1.3) + 0.15(±0.02)SSN (7)
with α in [deg], vapex in [kms−1] andM in [g]. Such connec-
tions of CME event properties to the SSN may also be useful
for the comparison of different CME data-sets. All three pa-
rameters largely correlate as expected with the SSN. Only
in 2013 we see that the average half angle and the average
CME mass descends in contrast to the CME speed. This is
likely a result of the different event selection criteria for the
years 2012-2013. Also, the low event count during a very
active solar period makes the results of this phase likely less
significant. However, these statistics are in agreement with
the (Vourlidas et al. 2017) statistics, which are based on a
much larger sample of COR2 events. Our higher speed av-
erage is likely a result caused by our event selection towards
brighter and generally faster CMEs.
We now continue by presuming a mutual dependency
of the CME speed and width to the CME mass. Since the
latter is usually the most difficult to measure in near real-
time, the outcome could lead to useful applications in CME
forecasts. In Fig. 14 we plot the average CME masses for all
122 events from the KinCat against the CME apex speed
and the CME half angle. We have applied the same upper
CME mass limits as before. The two linear parameter fits
result in:
log10(M) = 3.4(±0.6)× 10−4vapex + 15.479(±0.044)
(8)
log10(M) = 8.71(±1.82)× 10−3α+ 15.380(±0.065) (9)
with α in [deg], vapex in [kms−1] and M in [g]. As the ma-
jority of the excluded events with masses above 1016.5 g are
also identical with the 8 disk events of our data-set, it is
noteworthy, that we have at the same time excluded pos-
sible large uncertainties in the velocity and the half angle
values caused by projection effects.
4. Discussion
First of all, we like to point out the advantages of the data-
set created by our combined method. It provides the two
most important CME parameters in the context of CME
arrival analysis with the DBM— the CME mass and the
CME speed in the direction of Earth. As the latter, is only
provided indirectly, we want to explain how to derive this
value from our data-set. In Fig. 15 we expand the fitted
GCS shape self-similarly in the Heliocentric Earth Ecliptic
(HEE) coordinate system to 1 AU, which allows to analyse
if the CME is Earth-directed and which part of it will po-
tentially impact Earth. If only the slower flank and not the
CME apex is directed towards Earth, the apex speed can be
a very inaccurate proxy for the Earth-directed speed. In-
stead, the speed component towards Earth can be derived
from the data-set by
vearth = (hearth/hapex) vapex, (10)
where hapex is the apex height, hearth is the height in
Earth-direction and vapex is the initial apex speed. CME
propagation models, as the DBM, can now be applied and
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their results can be compared to in-situ measured CME
signatures at L1.
4.1. CME Morphology
We have analysed the GCS morphology, represented by the
values of κ and α, of our modelling results. In Section 3.1 we
have shown that the results are consistent in the case that
events are seen as pure limb event in both coronagraphs
or as a combination of disk and limb event. On the other
hand, we noticed an significant overestimation of κ if the
event is seen as disk events in both coronagraphs. In such
cases, the shape projection of disk events appears as ellipse,
where the semi-minor axis is defined by κ and semi-major
axis by κ and α. We want to emphasise that the fitting
accuracy of κ and α also depends on the rotation of the
GCS model and generally favours one or the other. The
determination of the GCS model rotation can be extremely
difficult for disk events, especially without considerations
of the orientation of the source region. For that reasons,
such overestimations of the CME morphology might also
affect the determined α values. This can possibly account
for some of the spread of data from the fitting line.
There are three possible explanations for the general
trend of the larger measured morphology of disk events.
First, if an event appears as disk event in both corona-
graphs, the instrument separation needs to be very small
or close to 180 ◦. In this case the perspectives are nearly
redundant and the projection effect are converging to the
known effects for observations from only one vantage point.
Second, for larger κ the projected GCS shapes appear more
circular, rather than elliptical. The fact that all eight disk
events are concerned, let us conclude that this a more gen-
eral phenomenon resulting from projection effects, due to
which modellers tend to overestimate κ. This overesti-
mation generally leads to a more circular projected CME
shape, rather than elliptic, which may be a hint, that
disk events heavily favour unintentional additional fitting
of CME shock features, which encloses the regular CME
shape. It has to be evaluated how the knowledge of this
effect and the shown κ to α correlation in Equation 11 can
contribute to a more accurate fitting of disk events. Last,
the presence of additional coronal features might also lead
to an overestimation of the morphology. Since, these results
are obtained under the presence of a very active corona,
Figure 15. GCS-shape of the July 12, 2012 event propagated
self-similarly to 1AU in the HEE coordinate system. The height
of GCS front in the main axis and in Earth-direction are included
for illustration.
the influence of coronal features could partially contribute
to this results.
4.2. CME Velocity
We further compared the GCS modelling result for disk
and limb events to their velocity in Section 3.1. It was
frequently discussed that projection effects of halo events
generally lead to an overestimation of the CME morphol-
ogy and therefore to an underestimation of the CME speed
(Gopalswamy et al. 2010). In the work Yashiro et al. (2004),
which is based on projected CME speeds, it was reported
that fast CMEs tend to be larger. However, the corre-
lation was described as very weak. Generally, the deter-
mined speeds of non-deprojection disk events is on average
25–50% slower as their deprojected speeds (Vršnak et al.
2007b). Shen et al. (2013b) compared projected and depro-
jected CME speeds. They have shown that most full halo
CMEs, originating within 45 degree away from the Sun-
Earth line and possessing a projected speed slower than
900 kms−1 suffer from large projection effect in contrast to
faster ones.
In this work we regard deprojected CME speeds and
the shown velocity distribution in Fig. 6 seems to follow a
typical log-normal distribution. We have analysed the rela-
tion between the CME velocity and the CME morphology.
Our data has shown that the CME speed correlates at least
moderately with the deprojected morphology (R = 0.34 for
α and R = 0.41 for κ). Even with the overestimation of
the morphology, we have not noticed a significant velocity
underestimation of disk events, which would be the con-
sequence of known projection effects for observations from
only one vantage point. Likely, accurate stereoscopic ve-
locity measurements require a smaller separation of both
observing instruments than accurate measurements of the
morphology.
4.3. Mass Determination
The mass results have been presented in Section 3.2. We
already mentioned, that V10 found that the majority of
CMEs masses lie in the range of 1013–1016 g, and for
that reason consider masses higher than 1016.5 g as sus-
picious. We have detected significantly higher masses for
eight CMEs – five of them were seen as disk events in
both COR2 instruments and two others as disk events in
COR2 B. We investigated the systematical overestimation
of CME masses, based on our directional mass determi-
nation method in Section 3.3. V10 stated that this method
improves the accuracy of the mass measurements relative to
the sky plane assumption to about φ = 60 ◦, but decreases
fast beyond that angle. At φ = 80 ◦, this mass overestima-
tion reaches about factor five, based on hypothetical CME
width of 2α = 60 ◦.
We have presented the disk-limb mass distribution for
both COR2 coronagraphs and estimated the mass overesti-
mation based on the overall geometry. The statistical mass
overestimation of disk events at φ = 80 ◦ reaches an average
factor of three for the mass range of 1015–1016.5 g. If the
eight events with higher mass values are also included into
the analysis, the overestimation reaches a factor of six. We
conclude that geometrical effects on the CME alone can not
fully explain the largest mass values of our data-set.
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We have shown an example for another relevant source
of mass overestimation due to the presence of a coronal
streamer. In this case the mass overestimation of the di-
rectional mass determination reached a factor of fourteen.
We have also discussed, that such sources of mass overes-
timation are most likely for disk events during phases of
high solar activity. The visual inspection of the eight over-
estimated events with the further help of the LASCO C3
coronagraph, positioned close to Earth, confirmed that in
seven cases the additional mass results from coronal stream-
ers (see example in Fig 11, Section 3.3) and in one case from
the occurrence of another CME.
One can notice that an overestimation and misinterpre-
tation of the GCS shape was caused by streamers in two
cases and by a CME shock front in one case. We identi-
fied a relevant explanation for the large mass values of our
disk events with the presence and brightness enhancement
of overlapping coronal streamers. From this example event
we deduce that overlapping structures can be a significant
source of mass overestimation. Such overlapping structures
occur much more likely during the solar maximum and they
are also much more likely present for disk events, as these
exhibit larger areas in the observers FOV compared to limb
events. For that reason, we suggest to estimate the CME
mass of disk events based on their relation to other CME
parameter.
4.4. Empirical Correlations
In Section 3.4 we confirmed that the kinematics, mor-
phologies and masses of our observed CMEs correlate
very well with the solar activity cycle. Hence, the ques-
tion arose if the kinematics or morphology of a CME
could be used to estimate the CME mass. We presented
both correlations and have shown that the mass-velocity
correlation coefficients of Equation 8 is slightly superior
(R = 0.41) to the one of the mass-half angle correlation
in Equation 9 (R = 0.31). Moreover, we have discussed
that errors of the CME speed measurements are smaller
compared to the measurement of the CME morphology.
Of course both are most reliable if the CME is seen as limb
event in at least one perspective. Thus, we recommend
to use Equation 8 when it comes to empirical estimations
of the CME mass. The advantage of this result is that
speed measurements can be used to derive the other
CME properties. Once applied to a CME propagation
model, as the DBM, they result in more accurate first
estimations of the terrestrial arrival of intense CMEs.
These results might also be valuable for setting obser-
vational constraints in space weather prediction models
such as ENLIL (Odstrcil et al. 2004) and empirical models
for predicting the parameters at L1 (Austin & Savani 2018).
5. Summary - Conclusion
The objective of this work is to present a combined method
of geometrical modelling and CME white-light mass de-
termination. The method has been applied to a set of
122 intense events observed with STEREO COR2 roughly
spanning over solar cycle 24. We determined the three-
dimensional flux rope structure of these CMEs with the
Graduated Cylindrical Shell (GCS) model. We further de-
termined the mass content of each event based on the di-
rectional mass determination approach under the consider-
ation of the CMEs propagation direction. All determined
kinematic, geometric and mass parameters of the 122 events
are gathered in the “KinCat” online catalogue. All results
are referenced to a fixed apex height of 12 R, to faciliate
comparison among all events. Moreover, the annual av-
erage of all derived parameters are associated to the SSN
to make them comparable to other studies. To quantify
the influence of the geometry in the fitting results, we have
separated our events by their appearance as limb or disk
events in the COR2 coronagraphs. Within this study, we
have analysed the applicability of the presented method to
disk events. Further, we investigated if the CME mass can
be empirically estimated from its connection to the CME
kinematic. From the analysis of the catalogue parameters,
we obtained the following results:
1. The CME morphology of disk events can lead to an
overestimation of the flux rope width up to a factor of
two – at least if coronal features are present.
2. The average morphology of the CMEs within our data-
set can be described with the GCS half angle α and the
GCS aspect ratio κ via:
α = 27.6κ+ 10.8
3. The obtained CME speeds of disk events are less affected
by projection effects than the CME morphology. The
latter can be estimated for disk events from the CME
speed via:
α = 1.11× 10−2vapex + 15.0
κ = 1.7× 10−4vapex + 0.30
4. Projection effects lead to an average mass overestima-
tion for our applied mass determination approach. The
overestimation reaches a factor of three for disk events
emerging at an angular distance of φ = 80 ◦ away from
the POS.
5. Mass overestimations of a factor of ten and more
can result from overlapping features. Such effects are
more likely present in disk events because they tend
to occupy a large range of position angles due to the
observed geometry.
6. Finally, we propose that the following empirical corre-
lation between the CME masses and the CME speeds is
most suited to estimate the mass of intense CMEs from
coronagraph images:
log10(M) = 3.4× 10−4vapex + 15.479.
We conclude that for stereoscopic measurements of disk
events, the measurements of initial CME speed are the most
reliable ones and can be used to derive the CME morphol-
ogy and mass to make them quickly applicable in space
weather forecasts. However, for scientific purposes, such
derived values should be treated with caution.
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8.3 Mass Overestimation from Coronal Streamers
8.3 Mass Overestimation from Coronal Streamers
The previous section has revealed that coronal streamers can be a huge source of CME
mass overestimation. In the following, this fact shall be demonstrated in more detail. To
this end, two sample events of the KinCat are presented, for which the CME mass de-
termination suffers from this effect. The coronagraph images of STEREO, in which these
events appear as halos, are compared to the coronagraph images of SOHO, which is po-
sitioned perpendicular to the STEREO images, so that it observes the events as limb events.
Sample #11 - Helcats Event #95
Sample event #11 occurred on 01-10-2011. To this date both STEREO spacecraft have a
separation of 167°. The GCS fit of this event is presented in Fig. 8.1 and the fitting pa-
rameters in Table 8.1. The orientation of the GCS grid in relation to earth is presented in
Fig. 8.2 and the SOHO C3 observations in Fig. 8.1. The CME is directed towards COR 2B
and posses an apex speed of 1478 km/s. The mass determination in both COR 2 images
has been affected by the northern streamer. This streamer could be excluded in the ROI
of LASCO C3 images. Therefore the measured mass in C3 is factor 10 lower compared to
the STEREO results. Note that the shown C3 images are not the difference mass images
used for the mass determination, therefore the planet Mercury can be seen.
Table 8.1: GCS parameters, CME velocity and determined mass of sample event #11.
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
-88 ° 8 ° 0.67 38.3 ° 21 ° 1478 km/s
COR2 A mass [g] COR2 B mass [g] C3 mass [g]
1× 1017 9.5× 1016 8.8× 1015
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Fig. 8.1: GCS fit of the CME event on 01-10-2011 at 23:54 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of STEREO COR2 B(left) and COR2 A(right).
Fig. 8.2: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
Fig. 8.3: CME observed with SOHO/LASCO C3 on 29-05-2011 at 05:42 and 14:42 [UT].
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Sample #12 - Helcats Event #92
Sample event #12 occurred on 01-10-2011. To this date both STEREO spacecraft have
a separation of 118°. The GCS fit of this event is presented in Fig. 8.4 and the fitting
parameters in Table 8.2. The orientation of the GCS grid in relation to earth is presented
in Fig. 8.5 and the SOHO C3 observations in Fig. 8.6. The CME is directed towards
STEREO B, even if it appears as the wireframe is directed away from it in the COR B
image, which is an optical illusion. The mass determination of this event yields masses
above 1017 g in both STEREO satellites. Obviously, both detected mass in COR 2 sur-
passes the event masses detected in LASCO, because the streamer in LASCO could be
excluded from the ROI. Interestingly, the detected COR 2A mass also surpasses the mass
in COR 2B significantly. This is a consequence of the scaling of the CME mass images
with the angular propagation distance away from the POS in each image. In this event
the streamer is almost perpendicular to the propagation of the CME, so that this scaling
result in an apparent mass asymmetry between both STEREO coronagraph. In this case
the CME mass plus streamer mass should be averaged from both detected values.
Table 8.2: GCS parameters, CME velocity and determined mass of sample event #12.
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
-114 ° 8 ° 0.66 31 ° -24 ° 1200 km/s
COR2 A mass [g] COR2 B mass [g] C3 mass [g]
5.0× 1017 1.2× 1017 2.1× 1016
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Fig. 8.4: GCS fit of the CME event on 22-09-2011 at 12:39 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of COR2 B(left) and STEREO COR2 A(right).
Fig. 8.5: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
Fig. 8.6: CME observed with SOHO/LASCO C3 on 29-05-2011 at 05:42 and 14:42 [UT].
From this two illustrative examples it appears that the ROIs of disk events cover a larger
area of the FOV compared to limb events. Therefore, in such cases, coronal streamers a
more likely present within these areas and can contribute significantly to the overestimation
of the CME mass. It has to be mentioned, that the mass determination results of LASCO
are made with the ”plane-of-sky“ approach generally tends to underestimate CME masses
by up to a factor of 2 (compare with Chapter 8.2).
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8.4 Mass Loss of the Sun
If stars are not accrediting gas from the interstellar mediums, they are generally losing
mass. Stellar mass loss has a significant impact on stellar and planetary evolution, but
also affects the larger-scale evolution of gas and dust in galaxies. Stars, as our Sun, fuse
hydrogen into helium. Some of the hydrogen’s mass is transformed into energy, which
radiates away in the form of photons and neutrinos. The Stefan–Boltzmann law can be
used to calculate to solar radiation power:
P = 4piR2σT 4 (8.1)
with the Stefan–Boltzmann constant σ, the effective temperature of the Sun T and the
radius of the SunR. Einstein’s mass-energy equivalence equation yields that the radiation
energy of the Sun equals a mass loss of about 4 million tonnes each second. Second, the
mass loss of the solar wind is also significant and corresponds to about 1.5 million tonnes
per second. This mass loss sums up to about 174 trillion tonnes per year. By assuming
a constant mass loss, the Sun only losses about 0.034 % mass in the next 5 billion years.
The lower gravitational pull of the Sun has only a small effect on the orbit of Earth. In
65,000 years Earth only moves about one kilometer away from the Sun. At the end of its
lifetime, the Sun turns into a red giant and these solar winds are assumed to become much
stronger. Even the current effects of the solar wind and CME mass loss rate are negligible,
the Sun has also changed considerably over its lifetime, thus prediction models for both
are be very helpful to model stellar rotational evolution or particle ablation of planetary
atmospheres. From the observation of solar cycles 21 and 22, Wang (1998) have derived
an empirical correlation between the solar wind mass loss rate and the sunspot number:
M˙wind ≈ 3.5−17(SSN + 570)Myr−1 (8.2)
where SSN is the recently revised month-averaged sunspot number from the World Data
Center (WDC) Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar Observations (SILSO) program. The
mass loss decrease of about roughly 50 % at solar minimum can be explained by the relative
slower density increases of slow solar wind compared to the relative decreases of wind speed.
This solar wind mass loss rate can be compared to the CME mass loss rate. For a subset
of 6379 CMEs between 1996 March and 2013 June, R. Cranmer (2017) correlated the mass
loss rate due to CMEs to the monthly sunspot number:
M˙CDAW ≈ 5.6× 10−18(SSN + 7)Myr−1 (8.3)
The values have been multiplied by a constant factor of 1.5 to account for likely mass
underestimations with the former methods and detection limits. It was assumed that
these values are still underestimated. The CDAW data indicate that CME mass loss rate
at solar maximum contributes only about 3 % to the mass loss rate of the solar wind.
Earlier studies by Howard et al. (1985); Webb & Howard (1994) estimated about 15%. In
this thesis the intense KinCat events are used to calculate an upper limit of the mass loss
rate. In Figure 8.7 the average annual CME masses of the catalogue are correlated with
the annual average of the monthly sunspot number. The linear fitting yields:
log10(MKinCat) ≈ 15.51(±0.02) + 0.0032(±0.0004)SSN. (8.4)
By the investigation of solar cycle 23 Shrivastava & Jaiswal (2009) derived the following
relation between the daily occurrence rate R of CMEs and the monthly sunspot number:
Roccur =
SSN + 0.67
23.43
. (8.5)
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Fig. 8.7: Correlation of the annual averaged CME mass of the KinCat for 122 events between
2007 and 2013 and the annual averaged monthly sunspot number SSN, which are provided by the
World Data Center (WDC) Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar Observations (SILSO) program.
From Equation 8.4 and 8.5 the current upper limit of the mass loss rate M˙KinCat was
calculated by the revised month-averaged sunspot number provided by the World Data
Center (WDC) Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar Observations (SILSO) program. In
Figure 8.8 this upper limit is compared to the M˙CDAW and M˙wind.
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Fig. 8.8: Comparison of the estimated mass loss rates due to the solar wind and for CMEs. The
M˙wind is derived from observations of the solar cycles 21 and 22 by Wang (1998). The mass loss
rate M˙CDAW is based on the CDAW catalogue and derived by R. Cranmer (2017) from a subset of
6379 CMEs between 1996 and 2013. The mass loss rate M˙KinCat is based on the KinCat catalogue
and derived from a set of 122 events between 2007 and 2013.
The upper limit correlation suggests that the CME masses can not contribute more than
10% to the solar wind mass loss rate . However, analytic modelling of stellar wind mass-loss
rates by R. Cranmer (2017); Cranmer & Saar (2011) indicates that CMEs from the “young
Sun” carried 10 to 100 times more mass than the solar wind. Therefore, the cumulative
CME mass lost by the young Sun may have been in the order of 1% of a solar mass.
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This chapter demonstrates the application of the modelling methods and statistical results
from the previous chapters to a kinematic CME model to predict terrestrial CME arrivals.
The advantage of this model is, that it relies only on coronagraph observations and empirical
correlations, making it applicable in real-time space weather forecasts. First, the kinematic
model termed Drag Based Model is presented and its application to dense and fast CMEs
is discussed. Thereafter, the geometrical GCS model is embedded into the HEE coordinate
system to derive the initial CME speed in the direction of Earth. On the basis of geometrical
CME modelling results and CME mass determination, the arrival of CMEs can be predicted.
Instead of CME mass determinations, the required mass values can also be obtained from
the empirical relation between CME mass and velocity as presented in the last chapter.
9.1 Drag Based Model
A recent model to determine the CME propagation throughout the heliosphere is the Drag
Based Model (DBM) (Vršnak et al., 2013). After the Lorentz force driven acceleration
phase, at some point the magnetohydrodynamic drag becomes a dominant factor in the
CME dynamics. The drag is a consequence of collisionless transfer of momentum and
energy between the CME and the ambient solar wind by MHD waves. The CME kinematics
are described through the summation of the acting forces including a viscous drag force
v˙ =
F L − F grav − F drag
m
(9.1)
where F L is the Lorentz force, F grav the gravity, F drag the drag force and m the mass
of the considered rope segment (Vršnak & Žic, 2007; Vršnak et al., 2010). In the very
low corona up to some solar radii, the Lorentz force dominates which leads to a CME
acceleration. The drag force per mass unit fdrag can be written as
fdrag = γ(v − w)|v − w| (9.2)
with the ambient solar wind speed w, the CME speed v in an arbitrary direction and
the drag parameter γ. The quadratic formulation of the drag force is consistent with the
statement, that interplanetary CMEs that are faster than the ambient solar are decelerated,
whereas slower ones are accelerated (Gopalswamy et al., 2000). The differential form of
equation (9.2)
d2r
dt2
= −γ(r)
(
dr
dt
− w(r)
) ∣∣∣∣drdt − w(r)
∣∣∣∣ (9.3)
leads to the analytic formulation of the CME velocity if w(r) is assumed to be constant.
Its solution can be written as
v(t) =
v0 − w
1± γ(v0 − w)t + w (9.4)
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or as
r(t) = ±1
γ
ln [1± γ(v0 − w)t] + wt+ r0 (9.5)
with
γ = cd
A%w
M +Mv
(9.6)
as well as the dimensionless drag coefficient cd, the CME cross-section A, the ambient solar
wind density %w, the CME mass M = %V and the virtual CME mass Mv ∼ %wV/2.
Numerical MHD simulations have further shown that the drag coefficient cd converges
to 1 for CMEs (and 0.5–0.8 for shocks waves) shortly after 12 R (Cargill, 2004). For
dense CME where %CME  %wind the virtual mass becomes negligible whereas the CME
mass becomes constant above a few solar radii (Bein et al., 2013) and Equation 9.6 can be
rewritten as:
γ =
cdA%w
M
. (9.7)
It is further common to substitute γ with
Γ = γ/10−7 km−1. (9.8)
A distance dependant solar wind speed model can be found in Sheeley et al. (1997, 1999b),
but in this work we use the same approach as Žic et al. (2015) and consider the solar wind
speed as constant – at least above 12 R.
The solar wind density is calculated by the proton mass mp and the particle density n0:
%w(r) = mpn0(r). (9.9)
For the particle density the first order approximation of the empirical solar wind model in
Leblanc et al. (1998) is used:
n0(r) ' 3.3× 105 cm−3/R2. (9.10)
From the two common approximations A ∼ R2 and ρwind ∼ 1/R2 one can derive:
A%wind = const. (9.11)
As consequence, Γ can be indeed regarded as constant above 12 R.
Statistically derived Γ values for magnetic ejecta have a range of 0.1– 2 (Vršnak et al.,
2013), but Venzmer & Bothmer (2017) displayed that the solar wind density commonly
scatters about half a magnitude from their used solar wind particle density of 103 cm3.
Therefore, the valid range should be at least expanded to Γ = 0.02– 2. Such low Γ are
common in drag modelling results (e.g. Temmer & Nitta 2015a.) In Figure 9.1 the CME
kinematic was simulated with the DBM for constant Γ values and a constant solar wind
speed. The modelled initial speed range represents the observed speed range of CMEs in
the inner heliosphere which lies between 300 and 3000 km/s (Gopalswamy, 2004; Yashiro
et al., 2004). The results show that for small Γ values uncertainties in the initial speed result
in almost equally large uncertainty of the arrival speed at 1 AU ≈ 215 R. In Figure 9.2
CME arrival times at 1AU are simulated with the DBM for different initial velocities for
a constant Γ and different constant solar wind speeds. One can notice that Γ = 0.04
the predictions are quasi independent of the solar wind speed. It is still controversially
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Fig. 9.1: DBM velocity evolution after Vršnak et al. (2010) from 1 R to 1AU. The CME speeds
are simulated for a constant solar wind speed of 500 km/s and a constant Γ = 0.2 (left) and 0.04
(right).
Fig. 9.2: DBM travel time simulation after Vršnak et al. (2010) from 1 R to 1AU. The arrival
time at 1AU is simulated with different initial velocities at 1 R for a constant Γ = 0.2 (left) and
0.04 (right) and for various constant solar wind speeds vwind.
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discussed at which point the drag force becomes dominant, so that the DBM model can
be applied. Obviously the model fails if it is initiated at heights where the CME is still
driven by the Lorenz force (Gallagher et al., 2003). It was suggested by Carley et al. (2012)
and Byrne et al. (2010) that the drag force is dominating in a very early phase of CME
propagation above 7 R. For a statistic analyses of over 16000 CMEs within the FOV of
LASCO the velocity dependant manifestation of the three phases of propagation (Lorentz
dominated, equilibrium of forces and drag dominated) was described by Michalek et al.
(2015). They concluded that the outer edge of the LASCO FOV is drag dominated. In a
recent work of Sachdeva et al. (2017) it is shown that the Lorentz force becomes negligible
as early as 3.5–5 solar radii for fast events and only at 12–50 R for slow events.
9.2 The DBM plus GCS Model
The speed-distribution of the CME front is not homogeneous, but has its peak at the apex
and drops towards the flanks. Therefore it is crucial to know which component of the CME
front is directed towards Earth. In Figure 9.3 an illustrative example is presented, where
the apex of the CME front reaches Earth at 1AU about 4 hours before the flanks reach
the same distance. In terms of CME forecast one is more interested in the initial speed
Fig. 9.3: Combined view of the SECCHI B instruments HI-2, HI-1, COR2, COR1 and EUVI on
early April 2010. The front of a CME can be observed for an event. The CME front is highlighted
with dashed lines. (Adapted from SECCHI combined movies) 1
in Earth-direction than in apex-direction. This speed can be derived with the GCS model
from the relation of the shape height in the direction of the CME apex hapex and in the
direction towards Earth hearth. By assuming self-similar expansion (e.g Chen 1996; Chen
et al. 2006; Cremades & Bothmer 2004) around 12 R, we can derive the CME speed from
the forward modelling results of the apex speed and the GCS shape
vearth = hearth/hapex · vapex. (9.12)
It is not trivial to derive the term hearth/hapex analytically for any GCS shape, but it can
easily be derived numerically, as executed in this work. Also, the bias between the apex
speed and the Earth-directed speed is most significant if only the CME flank is directed
towards Earth.
1http://secchi.nrl.navy.mil
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For the application of the GCS model to the DBM model, the cross-section must be derived
from the GCS model parameters. Instead of using the given approximation in Temmer &
Nitta (2015b), the GCS cross-section calculated by the approximation with the base area
of elliptic cone at the flux rope centre height Rc with the two half angles of the two main
axis α and δ:
A = tanα tan δ(Rc)
2pi, (9.13)
where δ = arcsinκ and Rc = R/(1 + κ).
9.3 Prediction Example
The application of GCS modelling and mass determination to CME forecasts is presented
by an illustrative example. It is shown how the CME parameterisation can be combined
with the DBM model to predict the terrestrial arrival of the July 12, 2012 CME. In Fig-
ure 9.4 the COR2 GCS modelling of this event is shown at 12 R around 18 UT. The fitted
GCS parameters are presented in Table 9.1. The heliospheric orientation is presented to-
gether with the satellite configuration in Figure 9.5.
Helcats Event #111 - Date 12-07-2012
Fig. 9.4: GCS fit of the CME event on 12-07-2012 at 18:39 UT applied to the coronagraph images
of COR2 B(left) and STEREO COR2 A(right).
Fig. 9.5: Expansion of 3D GCS grid to an apex height of 1AU in the HEE coordinate system
together with the positions of Earth (blue), STEREO A (red) and STEREO B (green).
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Table 9.1: GCS parameters, CME velocity and determined mass in coronagraph.
longitude φ latitude θ asp. ratio κ half angle α tilt γ vapex
8 ° -12 ° 0.46 31 ° 90 ° 1239 km/s
COR2 A mass [g] COR2 B mass [g] C3 mass [g]
1.6× 1016 1.3× 1016 6.9× 1015
The event is clearly Earth-directed, has an initial apex speed of 1239 km/s and a mass of
1.5×1016 g. For the same event, Hess & Zhang (2014) derived an apex speed of 1423 km/s
at 5 R from stereoscopic GCS fitting, which is reasonable. Besides, in their modelling
the southern brightness enhancement is not considered as part of the CME, which is not
supported by this author. In the CDAW catalogue, the event appears as halo event in the
LASCO C2 with a linear projected speed of 884 km/s below 4 R. The derived CME mass
of 6.9 × 1015 g which is very likely underestimated for measurements at such low heights.
The CME was detected at L1 by ACE about 59 hours later at a speed of 590 km/s, which
is discussed in the next section in more detail.
Fig. 9.6: GCS-shape in the HEE coordinate system of the CME event on July 12, 2012. For
visualisation purposes, the shape was expanded to 1 AU. Further, the height vector of GCS shape
in the main axis and in Earth-direction are shown.
The relation between the height of the GCS shape towards Earth hearth and the apex height
hapex in Figure 9.6 is determined numerically at 12 R and yields:
hearth/hapex = 0.95. (9.14)
Equation 9.12 is used to calculate the initial speed towards Earth :
vearth = 1172 km/s. (9.15)
Further, the GCS cross-section is calculated with Equation 9.13:
A = 3.2× 1019 m2. (9.16)
Equation 9.7 is now used to together with Equation 9.8 to calculate Γ for different solar
wind densities and CME masses. The solar wind density itself %w = nmp is determined
from an estimated number density and the proton mass mp = 1.672× 10−27 kg.
The solar wind parameters and CME masses of the two first simulations are chosen to
calculate an upper and lower limit of the CME arrival. The mass result of this work and
a mass comparable to the mass measurement of the CDAW catalogue are used as limits.
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Table 9.2: CME arrival prediction parameters.
simulation input result
vwind nwind vCME MCME Γ Tarr varr
upper limit 800 km/s 2× 109 m−3 1172 km/s 1.5× 1016 g 0.07 34 h 1081 km/s
lower limit 300 km/s 8× 109 m−3 1172 km/s 0.5× 1016 g 0.86 94 h 333 km/s
best estimate 350 km/s 3× 109 m−3 1172 km/s 1.0× 1016 g 0.16 50 h 600 km/s
Fig. 9.7: Simulation of the terrestrial CME arrival time and speed of the July 12, 2012 event. The
CME arrivals are simulated based on the CME parameters in Table 9.2.
From the in-situ data we have gathered the following arrival times and speeds:
Tin-situ = 59 h, (9.17)
vin-situ = 590 km/s.
It becomes obvious that upper and lower limits of solar wind conditions and the CME
masses cause a huge spread in the predictions:
∆Tlimits = 59 h (9.18)
∆vlimits = 748 km/s,
This huge spread is a main reason for the high uncertainties in CME forecasts as both,
the CME mass and the solar wind conditions, are difficult to estimated in advance. The
third simulation is a “best estimate“. In this case, the in-situ solar wind parameters only
a few hours before arrival of the CME shock are used. Further, the input mass value was
reduced by about a third of the measured value to account for the fact, that it is not
equally distributed among the CME. This is also more consistent with the CME mass-
velocity correlation from the last chapter. The ”best estimate” simulation yields:
Tbest estimate = 50 h, (9.19)
vbest estimate = 600 km/s.
This prediction is very accurate in terms of the arrival speed but the simulated CME ar-
rives 9 hours ahead of the actual empirical in-situ signatures.
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In numerical weather predictions, a concept termed “Ensemble Forecasting” is often used,
which can be considered as some form of Monte Carlo analysis. Instead of a single forecast
of the most likely whether a set of forecasts is produced, which indicates the possible ranges
of the future weather. The most likely future state of a system can than be determined
from the ensemble average, which has been applied to CME forecasts (e.g. Mays et al.
2015). The concept shall be demonstrated in a nutshell by either considering the upper
and lower limit as ensemble,
Tavg-limits = 62.5 h, (9.20)
vavg-limits = 707 km/s,
or all three simulations
Tavg-limits = 60 h, (9.21)
vavg-all = 571 km/s.
Generally, a larger ensemble should improve the accuracy of the prediction. However, in
this case the ensemble prediction from only 3 simulations is extremely accurate, which is
likely fortunate.
9.4 In-Situ Arrival
Hess & Zhang (2014) have equally tried to model this event with the DBM, but have asso-
ciated the CME front to the passing ejecta instead of the arrival of the magnetic flux rope.
For that reason their results are not presented. Instead, the connection between this CME
and its in-situ signatures is discussed in this section. This interpretation of the in-situ data
of the July,12 2012 event was made independently from Shen et al. (2014) but comes to
similar results.
Once propagating further out into the heliosphere the term Interplanetary Coronal Mass
Ejections (ICMEs) is frequently used to describe the interplanetary manifestation of CMEs
in the solar wind. Typical ICME signatures within the solar wind are recapitulated in
Zurbuchen & Richardson (2006). It was stated that the in-situ response of the ICME front
are MC cloud signatures. Such in-situ signatures are identified through the measurements
of the magnetic field components, temperature, proton density and solar wind velocity. The
signatures occurred in the order of a leading shock front, a turbulent sheath region and
the ICME plasma driver gas. Depending on the ICME orientation towards earth, not all
of them have to be detectable at L1. Figure 9.8 presents the in-situ measurements of 12th
July 2012 event at L1. The arrival of a shock wave manifests in a sudden rise of the in-situ
measured proton speed and temperature. The post shock region turbulences are created
by the shock sheath provoking the fluctuations of the magnetic field, the so called ”field
line drapping”. Gosling & McComas (1987). The ICME driver gas becomes manifest in a
’magnetic clouds’ (MC), which where described by Klein and Burlaga (1982) as enhanced
magnetic fields (|B| ≥ 10 nT) with a slow angle rotation as well as low proton temperatures
and a low ratio between thermal and magnetic field energies. Bothmer and Schwenn (1996)
analysed that for a set of 25 shock disturbance events, 68% were followed by a clear driver
gas signature and 41% of the driver gases were magnetic clouds. Eight different categorise
of MC clouds where defined by Bothmer & Schwenn (1998) which where in the following
extended by the concept of “Magnetic Cloud like” (MCL) structures (Lepping et al., 2006).
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ACE solar wind 1-min data (GSE-coordinates)
Data from ACE Science Center
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Fig. 9.8: ACE solar wind 64s data (GSE coordinates) for ICME counterpart to the 12th July
2012 CME, downloaded form ACE Science Center. In the common solar wind (w = 350 km/s), a
clear shock (vshock = 600 km/s) is followed by a high turbulent magnetic field signature together
with a high proton temperatures. This sheath region is so then followed magnetic cloud. The
temperature drops over one order, the velocity is slowly but continuously decaying. An abrupt
rising and slowly decaying absolute magnetic field is clearly visible but the Bz component is non-
rotating which could also be an argument to categorise this structure as MCL. (Malte Venzmar
and Volker Bothmer)
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These MCLs do not seem to be good representatives of MC or Flux rope models. It was
argued that for instance, a missing magnetic field rotation might result from non-central
piercing at a magnetic flux rope leg.
9.5 Conclusion
This section has given a short outline of the potential use of the geometrical modelling
and mass determination results of this thesis to CME arrival time predictions. It was
demonstrated that the CME kinematics depend on the initial CME speed and the density
ratio between the solar wind and CME. From the results of numerical simulations one
can derive that non-dense and slow CMEs are accelerated towards the solar wind speed
shortly after they have overcome the Lorentz acceleration phase. In such cases geometrical
modelling of the CME front is of minor importance to CME forecasts. On the other hand,
extremely dense and fast CMEs almost completely decouple from the drag-deceleration.
Here, the CME predictions mostly depend on geometrical modelling results of the CME
front. This is especially true if the CME is seen as partial halo from the target, so that the
initial speed component has derived from geometrical modelling. However, such extreme
cases are very rare so that the influence of the solar wind cannot generally be ignored. This
puts CME forecaster in a difficult situation, as they have to also predict the solar wind
conditions as well as determine the CMEmass in advance, to make CME arrival predictions.
In Chapter 8 it was discussed that CME mass determination methods are not accessible in
a timely manner. Therefore, it was proposed that the CME mass can be estimated from
the CME speed for intense events, based on the derived correlations. Nevertheless, all
these assumptions are based on idealised events. A more reliable model also has to take
transients in the solar wind into account, as for example CME-CME interaction (Liu et al.,
2012; Temmer et al., 2014), which is currently not well understood. However, with the here
presented ensemble modelling approach we have reached an accurate CME prediction just
from the upper and lower prediction limit. It was shown, that this prediction can be further
improved if the solar wind conditions and the CME mass are well estimated.
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This thesis has presented a combined method to parameterise the kinematic, mass and
morphology of CMEs based on coronagraph observations. The method was developed to
compare the different characteristics of CMEs in a consistent and comparable manner. It
is based on the combination of geometric CME modelling with the GCS model and the CME
white-light determination technique founded on the basis of Thomson scattering theory and
its application to the corona. The model was applied to a set of 122 CME events spawned
during the solar cycle 24 and stereoscopically observed with the COR2 coronagraphs of the
STEREO twin satellites.
10.1 Conclusion
All determined kinematic, geometric and mass parameters of the 122 events are gathered
in the “KinCat” online catalogue. This is connected to HI-observations, which will enable
many followup studies on the CME propagation throughout the heliosphere.
It shall be emphasized that geometric and mass modelling results are based on the visual
interpretation of the modeller. Therefore, experience is an important factor, when it comes
to this task. Thus, this thesis presents several fitting examples together with critical
comments to provide some of this experience to future modellers. From the analysis of the
KinCat events, the following results are obtained:
Morphology
The CME analysis of the GCS modelling showed that the reconstruction of a 3-dimensional
CME structure via their 2-dimensional projections is subject to projection effects. These
effects are strongest if the stereoscopical resolution is very low, which is the case if both
stereoscopic observers are in conjunction or opposition and the event is directed towards
or away from one of them. This statement is consistent with the condition, that the CME
appears as disk events in all observing coronagraphs. In such a case the projection effects
can lead to an overestimation of the CME morphology by up to a factor of two and an
underestimation of the CME speed in the same order of magnitude. These projection effects
are most significant under a very active background corona in the form of contemptuous
streamers, other CMEs as well as under very bright CME shock fronts. Additionally,
the low stereoscopic resolution contributes to the overestimation of the CME morphology
due to likely misinterpretation of the CME front by the modeller. If a CME appears as
limb event in at least one coronagraph, it was shown that the CME morphology can be
deprojected with a much higher level of confidence.
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The average morphology of the CMEs within the data-set can be described with the GCS
half angle α and the GCS aspect ratio κ via:
α = 27.6κ+ 10.8
This correlation can be used to evaluate future GCS modelling results, especially for disk
events. The obtained CME morphology of disk events is more affected by projection effects
than the CME velocity. It can be empirically estimated from the CME speed via:
α = 1.11× 10−2vapex + 15.0
κ = 1.7× 10−4vapex + 0.30
Mass
The presented directional mass determination approach combines the directional mass de-
termination with GCS modelling and can provide an upper limit of the CME masses. This
method can be combined in further studies with the ”POS-mass determination” method,
which provides a lower limit, to obtain mass ranges for CMEs. It was demonstrated that
this approach delivers reasonable results. However, they tend to overestimate the CME
mass due to geometric effects with increasing distance of the CME source region from the
POS of the observer. The overestimation reaches on average a factor of 3 for an angular
distance of 80 °. Projection effects are even more relevant in the determination of the CME
mass. It was shown that these projection effects can increase the mass results by a factor
of 10 and more if coronal streamers are present. CME mass overestimations caused by
coronal streamers only occur if the streamers are present within the 2-dimensional projec-
tion of the CME shape and if they are influenced by the CME eruption. This influence
can manifest in an increased brightness and a deflection of the streamer. In such cases, the
difference imaging approach is not able to subtract the streamers from the mass images. It
was discussed that the likelihood of streamers being present within a 2-dimensional CME
shape projection is higher if the event is seen as disk event. Therefore, the mass determi-
nation of disk CMEs should be avoided for a very active background corona. If more than
one coronagraph is used, the lowest mass result have the largest confidence, as they are
more likely not be affected by contributions from coronal streamers. Further, the upper
limit of the mass loss rate of the Sun due to CMEs was determined to less then 10% of the
mass loss rate caused by the solar wind and only 4% of the mass loss caused by hydrogen
fusion. It was discussed that the current mass loss rate caused by CMEs is not relevant
for the future of the solar evolution, however it may have had a more important role for
the younger Sun.
Kinematics & Correlations
It was discussed that the comparability of CME speeds increases if they are measured
in a state where they have overcome the acceleration phase by Lorentz forces. It was
derived that this can best be achieved in coronagraphs at a CME height of 12 solar radii.
Moreover it was shown, how geometric modelling can be used to derive the CME speed in
the direction of Earth. The terrestrial CME arrival of a CME with an earth directed initial
speed of 1172 km/s was simulated with the GCS plus DBM model and demonstrated that
demonstrated that CME arrival predictions are strongly affected by the solar wind density
and CME mass. In the presented sample event, typical CME mass and solar wind values
yield a large spread of the arrival prediction limits (∆T = 59 h and ∆v = 748 km/s).
Statistical results of the average CME speed, width, and mass have been successfully
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correlated to the solar activity within the observed time-frame of solar cycle 24. The
selection criterion of intensive and clear visibility led to a data-set of CMEs which are on
average larger, faster and heavier than comparable results from former studies. This is
especially true during the phases of strong solar activity. Former studies have claimed that
the solar activity correlates well with the upper limit average of CME parameters. The
presented study confirms this claim. It was also discussed that current mass determination
methods are not realisable in a timely manner and therefore not available in the forecast of
CMEs. Based on the further parameter correlation of the individual events, it is proposed
that the following empirical correlation between the CME mass and the CME speed is
most suited to estimate the mass CMEs:
log10(M) = 3.4× 10−4vapex + 15.479.
Further studies could confirm the consistency of these results for the following solar cycles
and also analyse the benefits to CME arrival time prediction in a statistical manner.
10.2 Outlook
This thesis contributes to the parameterisation of CMEs close to the solar surface. Next,
a brief outlook and some thoughts on future methods and infrastructure are given, which
can be established to further improve CME parameterisation and CME forecast.
Advanced Geometric Model
It it with great interest that I have read about the Flux Rope in 3D (FRi3D) model by
Isavnin (2016). This fully analytic geometric CME model is based on the GCS model but
is also capable of reproducing all major deformations i.e. deflection, rotation and front
flattening. Personally, I remain ambivalent about such a model. On the one hand, the
Fig. 10.1: Schematic of a CME flux rope (a) and its pancaking (b) and skewing (d) deformations
which can be reproduced with the FRi3D model. (Isavnin, 2016)
additional modelling parameters or degrees of freedom which such a model provide would
be a useful to reproduce the geometric shape of a few CMEs even more accurately. On the
other hand, the modelling parameters of the GCS, especially the κ, α and γ have already
two more degrees of freedom than the Cone model. For only small stereoscopic observation
angles the GCS already seems to be overdetermined and makes a false claim about how
much three-dimensional information are indeed deprojectable from the two-dimensional
shape. Therefore, I would prioritise the following point.
Additional Perspectives and L5 Mission
This thesis has discussed that CMEs must be observed with a sufficient angular separation.
Obviously, the STEREO coronagraphs cannot always provide this separation. Many work-
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ing groups have therefore integrated the SOHO LASCO coronagraphs images into our GCS
modelling, which provides an additional perspective from Earth. The first GCS modelling
results with three coronagraphs of our working group are presented in Figure 10.2.
Fig. 10.2: Simultaneous GCS time-series fits of the 13th March 2012 event with SOHOC3 (blue),
STEREO/COR2A (red) and STEREO/COR2B (green). The corresponding STEREO satellite
positions are φα = 110 for STEREO A and φβ = −118 for STEREO B.
Even with the LASCO coronagraphs positioned at L1 a sufficient stereoscopic observation
still depends on the time-specific satellite configurations and the propagation direction of
the CME. If all satellites are close to mutual conjunction or opposition then Earth-directed
CMEs will still appear as disk events in all coronagraphs. Therefore, this thesis strongly
supports the European Space Agency (ESA) mission plans to send a spacecraft to the
gravitationally stable point L5 (see Vourlidas 2015, Figure 10.3) by around 2023. The
onboard coronagraphs will then provide an continuous angular separation of 60 ° to Earth.
Compared to the L4, L5 has the further advantage, that potential missions would also
be able to observe a preview of the solar surface with its active regions before it rotates
towards Earth.
CME Forecast
Deprojecting the CME morphology with the GCS model can be very valid in terms of CME
forecast, but kinematic CME models have to consider the GCS geometry to be beneficial in
this context. With the strong support of my working group, I have developed such a tool,
which combines the GCS morphology with the DBM propagation model. The concept has
been described in Chapter 9. The tool is currently in testing phase and the results look
promising. It will hopefully be further maintained and enhanced, for example by a time-
dependent solar wind model. The global 3D MHD WSA–ENLIL model (Odstrcil, 2003;
Odstrcil et al., 2004) provides a such time-dependent description of the background solar-
wind plasma and magnetic field into which a Cone model of a CME can be inserted. Such an
1www.metoffice.gov.uk
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Fig. 10.3: L5 point trailing behind Earth at the same orbit. A spacecraft here would provide a
unique perspective on the Sun-Earth system. (Met Office1)
WSA–ENLIL plus Cone model run is presented in Figure 10.4. Also, it would be interesting
to implement the GCS model into the WSA-ENLIL model. However, the modelling results
of this thesis are already now beneficial for the WSA-ENLIL code as they can be easily
adapted to Cone models. Moreover, I would like to support “ensemble predictions“ in CME
forecasts which I have not exploited in the framework of this thesis to its full extend. The
ensemble prediction (Mays et al., 2015) approach provides a probabilistic forecast that
includes an estimation of arrival-time uncertainty from the spread in predictions and a
forecast confidence in the likelihood of CME arrival.
Fig. 10.4: WSA–ENLIL plus Cone ensemble simulation of the April, 18 2014 CME event with
scaled velocity contour plot for the (a) constant latitudinal Earth plane, (b) meridional Earth plane
and (c) 1 AU sphere in cylindrical projection. The median of the ensemble CME input parameters
are: speed of 1394 km/s, longitude 9 °, latitude of 35 ° latitude, and a half-width of 46 °. Further,
(d) the measured (red) and simulated (blue) radial velocity profiles at Earth, with the simulated
CME duration (yellow) are shown. (Mays et al., 2015)
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